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Abstract

Most of the microelectronic circuits fabricated today are synchronous, i.e. they are

driven by one or several clock signals. Synchronous circuit design faces several funda-

mental challenges such as high-speed clock distribution, integration of multiple cores

operating at different clock rates, reduction of power consumption and dealing with

voltage, temperature, manufacturing and runtime variations. Asynchronous or clock-

less design plays a key role in alleviating these challenges, however the design and

test of asynchronous circuits is much more difficult in comparison to their synchronous

counterparts.

A driving force for a widespread use of asynchronous technology is the availability of

mature EDA (Electronic Design Automation) tools which provide an entire automated

design flow starting from an HDL (Hardware Description Language) specification yield-

ing the final circuit layout. Even though there was much progress in developing such

EDA tools for asynchronous circuit design during the last two decades, the maturity

level as well as the acceptance of them is still not comparable with tools for synchronous

circuit design. In particular, logic synthesis (which implies the application of Boolean

minimisation techniques) for the entire system’s control path can significantly improve

the efficiency of the resulting asynchronous implementation, e.g. in terms of chip area

and performance. However, logic synthesis, in particular for asynchronous circuits,

suffers from complexity problems.

Signal Transitions Graphs (STGs) are labelled Petri nets which are a widely used to

specify the interface behaviour of speed independent (SI) circuits – a robust subclass of

asynchronous circuits. STG decomposition is a promising approach to tackle complexity

problems like state space explosion in logic synthesis of SI circuits. The (structural)

decomposition of STGs is guided by a partition of the output signals and generates

a usually much smaller component STG for each partition member, i.e. a component

STG with a much smaller state space than the initial specification.

However, decomposition can result in component STGs that in isolation have so-called

irreducible CSC conflicts (i.e. these components are not SI synthesisable anymore) even
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if the specification has none of them. A new approach is presented to avoid such conflicts

by introducing internal communication between the components.

So far, STG decompositions are guided by the finest output partitions, i.e. one out-

put per component. However, this might not yield optimal circuit implementations.

Efficient heuristics are presented to determine coarser partitions leading to improved

circuits in terms of chip area.

For the new algorithms correctness proofs are given and their implementations are

incorporated into the decomposition tool DesiJ. The presented techniques are suc-

cessfully applied to some benchmarks – including ‘real-life’ specifications arising in the

context of control resynthesis – which delivered promising results.
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1
Introduction

The operation of modern microelectronic circuits is usually driven by one or several

distributed periodic timing signals, so-called clocks. Despite the fact that it might

be more natural to build such systems (consisting of many collaborating components)

asynchronously, the introduction of a clock signal significantly simplifies their design1

and test2. Furthermore, the insufficient maturity level of available EDA (Electronic

Design Automation) tools prevents a breakthrough of the asynchronous technology.

However, with higher integration levels and clock frequencies the impact of the following

problems of synchronous systems increases, cf. also [Now93,vBJN99,Spa01]:

• Clock Skew Problem. The global clock signal must be distributed with minimal

skew across the circuit, which gets more problematic with higher clock frequencies.

• Higher Power Consumption. The perpetual clock signal requires every component

to consume power even if the component is not active in the current computation.

• Worst-Case Performance. The operating speed of synchronous circuits is deter-

mined by global worst-case latencies rather than actual local latencies.

1 The introduction of a clock signal is a crucial step for avoiding malfunction of a circuit caused by
so-called hazards, cf. [Ung69].

2 Synchronous circuits have two features that simplify testing dramatically: they can be stopped
during each clock cycle, and it is both simple and cheap to include a scan-chain through all flip-
flops [vBJN99,HBB95].
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1 Introduction

• Electro-Magnetic Emission. If one component emits electro-magnetic radiation

at the frequency of its clock (or higher harmonic frequencies) a radio receiver

component might mistake this radiation for a valid radio signal.

• Modularity and Composability. If a component of a synchronous system should be

replaced by another one (working at a different speed) or several components are

combined to realise a new system, the clock speed for the (entire) system must

be adjusted to the slowest component; otherwise the system may malfunction.

Large companies such as ARM, Boeing, Epson, Intel, Infineon, IBM, Sun and Philips

as well as smaller start-ups like Achronix, Elastix, Fulcrum3, Tiempo and GreenAr-

rays, Inc. already exploit the advantages of asynchronous technology today. First

entirely asynchronous microprocessors have already hit the market, e.g. [vGvBP+98]

and [KNI08]. Even fully asynchronous multi-computers (i.e. an array of independent

complete computers – each with its own memory – on a single chip) have recently been

developed, cf. the SEAforth 40C18 array processor [Int] and the GA144 [Gre]. However,

large portions of these systems were designed without tool support.

A driving force for a widespread use of asynchronous technology is the availability of

mature EDA tools. During the last two decades there was much progress in developing

such tools, but the number and the maturity level of them is still incommensurable

with EDA tools for synchronous system design. In particular, the application of logic

synthesis4 for the system’s control path is important in order to build efficient circuits

(e.g. in terms of area and performance), but logic synthesis suffers from complexity

problems.

1.1 Scope

The aim of this thesis is to enable logic synthesis of asynchronous circuits from complex

specifications. A decompositional approach will be used for the synthesis of speed

independent (SI) circuits [MB59], a robust subclass of asynchronous circuits. Figure 1.1

compares systems for pure SI logic synthesis and decomposition-based SI logic synthesis.

For specifying the behaviour of SI circuits Signal Transition Graphs (STGs) [Chu87,

Wen77] are widely used. STGs are labelled Petri nets which model the occurrence of ris-

ing and falling edges of circuit signals by transition firing. Petrify [CKK+97,CKK+02]

3 Recently, Intel agreed to acquire Fulcrum Microsystems Inc. which could signal a significant change
of direction for the world’s biggest chip maker toward asynchronous technology.

4 During logic synthesis a desired circuit behaviour specification is turned into an efficient design
implementation in terms of logic gates by exploiting the power of Boolean minimisation techniques.
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1.1 Scope

STG Decomposition

SI Logic Synthesis

Specification STG

SI Circuit

DesiJ

SI comp. 1

Component 
STG 1

Petrify
Petrify

(Punf&Mpsat)

(a)

SI circuit

Petrify
(Punf&Mpsat)

Specification STG

D
ecom

position-B
ased

S
I Logic S

ynthesis

instead

(b)

State Space Explosion

Figure 1.1: SI logic synthesis systems: pure SI logic synthesis (a) vs. decomposition-
based SI logic synthesis (b)

These FMC architecture diagrams consist of active system components (called agents) as well
as passive ones (storages) [KGT06]; agents and storage elements are depicted as rectangles
and ovals resp.
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1 Introduction

as well as Punf&Mpsat [KKY04] are commonly used tools for logic synthesis of SI

circuits; both tools use STG specifications as design entry. For logic synthesis, Petrify

must explore the entire state space of the STG, and hence suffers from the state space

explosion problem [Val98], cf. Figure 1.1(a). The unfolding based synthesis via Mpsat

has also complexity problems when solving huge Sat problems5 (cf. [KMY06]).

To cope with the complexity issues of logic synthesis, decomposition-based logic syn-

thesis was proposed in [Chu87, KKT93, Wol97]. By using fast structural techniques, a

large STG specification (having a complex state space) can be decomposed according to

a partition of the output signals into several smaller component STGs (having a smaller

state space each), one for each member of the partition. After decomposition, logic syn-

thesis will be applied to each smaller component, cf. Figure 1.1(b). Thus, the essential

motivation for the application of decomposition is that pure logic synthesis is not applied

to a large specification, but to smaller components (with less complexity). Finally, the

interacting component circuits in combination form the desired asynchronous system.

More recent STG decomposition approaches are presented in [VW02, VK07, CC-

CGV06,YM07]. The approaches from [CCCGV06,YM07] need specifications satisfying

the so-called CSC (Complete State Coding) property which is necessary for SI logic

synthesis. Then, after decomposition CSC is preserved for the components. How-

ever, specifications do not satisfy CSC in general and optimal CSC solving is a complex

computational task. A CSC solving technique for preprocessing large specifications was

proposed in [CC06,CC08], which in combination with the method of [CC03,CCCGV06]

can synthesise efficient circuit implementations. Both [CCCGV06,CC08] are based on

solving NP-complete ILP6 problems, which entails restrictions on the specification size.

Furthermore, both decomposition techniques [CCCGV06] and [YM07] only yield total

decompositions (i.e. one output per component) which may restrict the optimisation

space for the final implementations.

In this thesis, STG decomposition according to [VW02,VK07] is used which formalises

the approach from [Wol97], in particular a correctness notion for STG decomposition

is defined and the decomposition algorithm is proven correct. In [Sch08] generalisa-

tions and advanced decomposition strategies have been discussed. The applied STG

decomposition method allows the application of coarser output partitions which yields

improved circuit implementations. Additionally, specifications without CSC can be de-

composed; this enables the handling of more complex STGs than with the approaches

from [CCCGV06,YM07].

5Boolean satisfiability problem [HMU06]
6Integer linear programming [STC98]
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1.2 Contribution

1.2 Contribution

The applied decomposition technique is more scalable than other approaches and aims

at very large specifications, but in many cases some of the resulting component STGs

might have irreducible CSC conflicts, i.e. conflicts that cannot be solved for the com-

ponent in isolation, even if the initial specification has none. In [KS07], it was already

attempted to control the decomposition algorithm in such a way that the component

STGs satisfy CSC. However, this does not always succeed, and it can also result in too

large component STGs.

Therefore, a new solution to this problem is proposed in this thesis. After decompo-

sition, irreducible CSC conflicts will be avoided by introducing internal communication

between the components, in such a way that the component size remains small and the

overall behaviour of the resulting asynchronous system is preserved.

In particular, it will be shown how irreducible CSC conflicts in component STGs

can arise and how the new internal communication signals can be introduced by using

purely structural techniques. Such new structural techniques and an optimised cor-

rect algorithmic solution will be presented for both the handling of simple structured

specifications and for a special (but often occurring) conflict type, so-called self-trigger.

Furthermore, improvements for the handling of more general irreducible CSC conflicts

will be provided as well as advanced structural techniques – and their correctness proofs

– in order to handle specifications having a more general structure.

Thus, from another point of view this thesis contributes to coping with complexity

problems in the important process of CSC solution for very complex STGs, by splitting

this process into two steps:

1. During decomposition, internal communication signals are inserted to avoid irre-

ducible CSC conflicts for the final components; for this, fast structural methods

are only applied. (However, the resulting implementations could be less efficient

in comparison to implementations resulting from a pure logic synthesis for the

entire specification.)

2. Then Petrify inserts further internal signals to solve the remaining reducible

CSC conflicts for each component; in fact, this signal insertion is a more complex

computation than the aforementioned structural method, but it leads to more

efficient final circuit implementations.

In order to counteract the potential loss in efficiency of the hardware resulting from

the structural insertion of internal communication signals, the flexibility in building

13



1 Introduction

the output partition can be exploited. This work starts to explore this optimisation

space. In particular, for coarser partition members one can expect that CSC solving

for one larger component leads to an improved final circuit implementation (as long as

the resulting components can still be synthesised with Petrify), in comparison to the

combination of the corresponding several smaller component implementations resulting

from total decomposition. Furthermore, less irreducible CSC conflicts can be expected

when generating larger components.

Four heuristics will be proposed to build improved output partitions to get component

STGs which are SI-implementable and from which improved circuit implementations

can be synthesised, in comparison to the application of total decomposition. In partic-

ular, the heuristics exploit the re-using of signals for more than one component, it will

be shown how to get improved components that (‘almost’) satisfy CSC and how state

explosion for coarser components can be prevented by restricting their increase of con-

currency. To determine which output signals should form one partition member, merely

structural techniques are used, either reasoning directly on the specification’s structure

or approximating its reachable markings by using efficient LP solving techniques.7

1.3 Organisation

This thesis is organised as follows: Chapter 2 presents related work. It gives an overview

of the state-of-the-art design methods for asynchronous systems. In particular, logic

synthesis of asynchronous circuits as well as decomposition-based logic synthesis will

be introduced.

Chapter 3 defines the basics of (labelled) Petri nets, and STGs, introduces a number of

operations which are important for STG decomposition and defines the decomposition

operation as well.

The succeeding chapters present the main contribution of this thesis. They are based

on articles in which the author of this thesis significantly participated.

Chapter 4 is crucial to adapt the STG decomposition method of [VW02, VK07] to

SI logic synthesis. It will be demonstrated how irreducible CSC conflicts in component

STGs can arise and how they can be avoided by introducing internal communication

between the components. New structural techniques, optimisations and corresponding

correctness proofs are given. Furthermore, promising experimental results are pre-

sented.

7 Note that ILP is often preferred – and it can give better approximations as stressed in [EM00]; in
contrast, one can achieve good results just with LP, and partially much faster than with ILP.
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1.3 Organisation

Chapter 5 introduces and discusses four partitioning heuristics to improve the result-

ing circuits and again successfully validates their applicability on benchmarks.

At the end of both chapters 4 and 5 the limitations and opportunities of the presented

approaches are discussed. In particular, concrete ideas for further improvements will

be sketched.

Chapter 6 presents the decomposition tool DesiJ that was initially developed by

Mark Schäfer [Sch07]. It implements the decomposition technique from [VW02,VK07]

as well as the improvements from [Sch08]. The author of this thesis extended DesiJ with

the algorithms which will be discussed in chapters 4 and 5. All benchmark computations

of sections 4.5 and 5.5 are performed using DesiJ.

In Chapter 7 conclusions are drawn and an outlook for future research is given.
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2
Asynchronous System Design

This chapter briefly introduces asynchronous circuits and presents an overview of dif-

ferent state-of-the-art synthesis methods for asynchronous systems. In particular, the

idea of decomposition-based logic synthesis, which is the core of this thesis, will be

introduced in sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2.

2.1 Asynchronous Circuits

The operation of asynchronous circuits is not driven by clock events, but by events

of the circuit signals which are usually independently generated; thus, asynchronous

circuits are highly concurrent systems. Events are considered as edges of binary signals

which are observable on the wires of the circuit. Rising edges (from logical 0 to 1) can

be distinguished from falling ones (from logical 1 to 0).

Figure 2.1 depicts an asynchronous implementation of a simplified VME bus con-

troller at the gate level. Three types of events can be distinguished: Input events

(ldtack, dsr) are produced by the environment for the circuit, output events (lds,

dtack, d) are produced by the circuit for the environment and internal events (csc) are

produced by the circuit (like outputs), but they are fed back to the circuit as inputs

for the combinational logic δ. Note that outputs can also be fed back (e.g. signal d).

In general, the combinational logic δ cannot be free of hazards for all combinatorially

possible input signal changes. A hazard is the possibility of multiple output or internal

signal changes, also called glitches, caused by an unique input signal change, cf. [Ung69].

17



2 Asynchronous System Design

Feedback Component

dsr

ldtack

lds

dtack
d

csc

Environment

Figure 2.1: Aynchronous VME bus controller considered at the gate level.

Consequently, glitches on the feedback wires might occur and can be misinterpreted as

valid input signal changes by δ, which might yield incorrect computations.

To avoid such malfunction, asynchronous circuits have to be free of hazards, in par-

ticular free of combinational hazards in δ for all permitted input signal changes1 and

free of hazards that inherently involve the feedback2.

Asynchronous systems consist of several (smaller) interacting asynchronous circuits

which communicate via some signaling protocol. Usually, so-called handshake protocols

are used involving requests, which are used to initiate an action, and corresponding

acknowledgments used to signal the completion of that action. For example, let there

be two circuits: a sender S and a receiver R. A request is sent from S to R via a signal

edge on a request line to indicate that S is requesting some action by R. When S is

done with this action or has stored this request, it acknowledges it by sending a signal

edge from R to S on an acknowledgment line. Section 2.3.2 sketches an approach how

to build asynchronous systems by connecting so-called handshake components which

communicate via handshake protocols. Further details about signaling protocols can

be found in [DN97,Spa01,Bar00].

Further issues in asynchronous circuit or system design, in particular completion

1 The mode of operation of an asynchronous circuit defines the permitted input signal changes, see
Section 2.1.1.

2 i.e. so-called essential hazards and critical races between feedback signal changes, see [Ung69]
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2.1 Asynchronous Circuits

DISI (QDI)

DI

Mode of Operation Delay Model

SI (QDI)

BM / XBM

unbounded gate and wire delays

unbounded gate 
and zero wire delays

bounded gate and wire delays

protocol 
restrictions

BM / XBM

timing 
constraints

few
(fundamental mode)

none
(input-output mode)

many
(no circuit of 

interest is purely 
DI-implementable)

few
(practically, not 
hard to meet)

Figure 2.2: Classification of asynchronous circuits according to their modes of operation
and delay models.

detection, asynchronous data path implementation styles3, pipeline architectures and

arbitration are not focused in this thesis and therefore omitted, but details can be found

e.g. in [DN97,YK98,Spa01].

2.1.1 Classification of Asynchronous Circuits

As mentioned, asynchronous circuits have to be free of hazards in order to avoid wrong

computations. Since there is a wide spectrum of hazard free implementable asyn-

chronous designs a classification will now be given. One way to distinguish asynchronous

designs is to understand the underlying models of delay and operation.

Every physical circuit has inherent delay. The delay model of a circuit characterises

the delays corresponding to its gates and wires.

The mode of operation characterises the interaction of the circuit with its environ-

ment. If the environment is allowed to respond to some circuit’s outputs without any

timing constraints, then both interact in input-output mode. Otherwise, timing con-

straints are assumed, e.g. the fundamental mode requirement: the environment must

not produce input changes until the circuit’s state has stabilised [Now93]. Furthermore,

arbitrary protocols – i.e. arbitrary input/output changes – cannot be implemented haz-

ard free. Thus, the mode of operation defines restrictions to the protocol between the

circuit and its environment as well.

Figure 2.2 classifies hazard free implementable asynchronous circuits w.r.t. their

modes of operation (left) and delay models (right).

3e.g. bundled data or dual rail
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2 Asynchronous System Design

Delay insensitive (DI) circuits work correctly under the unbounded gate and wire de-

lay model, i.e. they are insensitive for both gate and wire delays. There are no timing

constraints for the environment of DI circuits to meet w.r.t input signal changes, i.e.

they are operating in input-output mode. However, the subclass of hazard free imple-

mentable DI circuits is very limited, practically all circuits of interest fall outside this

subclass [Mar90]. (Hence, this class is depicted as a dashed rectangle in Figure 2.2(left).)

However, simple handshake protocols (e.g. 4-phase handshaking) are DI implementable

which makes the DI technology useful for interfacing several smaller circuits (which are

implemented in different ways, e.g. as speed independent circuits) in order to build a

larger system [SKC+99].

A practical useful restriction to delay insensitivity is the isochronic fork assumption4,

i.e. if there is a wire fork at some gate output y, then all gates receiving y as an input

must register an edge of y ideally at the same time5. The isochronic fork assumption is

sufficient to construct any circuit of interest [Mar90].

Speed independent (SI) circuits [MB59] are robust to any gate delay variation, but

wires are assumed to have negligible (i.e. zero) delay; i.e. the so-called unbounded gate

delay model is assumed. In fact, this is equivalent to the isochronic fork assumption:

Assume there is a gate having a delay α and a non-forking wire on its output having a

delay β, one can also consider the gate as having the delay α + β and the wire has no

delay instead. If the delays on forking wires are isochronic, then they can be added to

the preceding gate in the same way. SI circuits work in input-output mode, i.e. their

environments can generate new input changes right after all causative output changes

have been occurred (i.e. the environment does not need to wait a certain amount of

time). The interface behaviour of SI circuits is usually specified by a so-called signal

transition graph (STG), which is a labelled Petri net specifying the causal relations

between input and output signal edges of the desired circuit, see Section 2.2 for details.

However, not from every STG a hazard free circuit can be implemented. If an STG

fulfills the following properties: boundedness, consistency, complete state coding (CSC)

and output persistency, see Section 3.2.1 for details, then the specified behaviour is

hazard free implementable, i.e. an SI circuit can be synthesised.

In contrast, burst-mode (BM) and extended burst-mode (XBM) circuits basically work

in fundamental mode of operation, i.e. their environments must not produce an input

change until the circuit (to be more precise: the circuit’s state) has stabilized [Now93].

To realize hazard freedom only specific input and output signal changes are permitted.

4 The corresponding circuits are called quasi delay insensitive (QDI ).
5 In fact, the difference in arrival times must be smaller than the smallest gate delay.
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The permitted behaviour can be specified by so-called burst-mode machines (BMM)

or extended burst-mode machines (XBMM). Gate and wire delays for BM or XBM

circuits are assumed to be bounded, i.e. the so-called bounded gate and wire delay model

is assumed.

Now, different synthesis methods will be presented, which exploit the advantages of

asynchronous technology in different ways. First of all, STGs and logic synthesis as

well as decomposition-based logic synthesis will be considered (Section 2.2), since it is

essential in order to understand some of the following synthesis methods, presented in

Section 2.3.

2.2 Logic Synthesis of Asynchronous Controllers

The term logic synthesis refers to design techniques where a behavioural specification

of a circuit, such as an STG, is turned into an efficient design implementation in terms

of logic gates, by exploiting the power of Boolean minimisation.

Signal Transition Graphs (STGs) [Chu87, Wen77, RY85] are widely used formalisms

for modelling the concurrent behaviour of asynchronous control circuits, in particular of

SI circuits. STGs are labelled Petri nets [Pet62,Mur89,Rei10], where the transitions are

labelled with rising and falling edges of the circuit’s input, output or internal signals. An

STG specifying the interface behaviour of the VME bus controller (presented Figure 2.1)

from the causal point of view is shown in Figure 2.4(a). Input signal transitions are

drawn with a thick border, the other transitions model output signal edges. For a

formal definition of STGs the reader is referred to Chapter 3.

To synthesise a circuit from an STG specification one can use logic synthesis or direct

mapping techniques. Direct mapping based synthesis from an STG exploits the STG

structure to build the final circuit, i.e. particular STG fragments are directly mapped

to hardware. This synthesis approach is not considered here, but details can be found

in [SBY03, BSKY04]. Note, with direct mapping based synthesis from an STG one

can synthesise circuits from very large specifications, because it does not suffer from

complexity problems. However, the resulting hardware is usually not very efficient, i.e.

the performance, chip area and energy consumption cannot compete with synchronous

pendants, cf. e.g. [SY05].

This work focuses on STG-based logic synthesis, or to be more precise on SI logic

synthesis. Tools for SI logic synthesis like Petrify [CKK+97, CKK+02] and Mpsat6

6in combination with Punf
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[KKY04,KMY06] can produce much better results by exploiting the power of Boolean

minimisation techniques [SY05]. SI logic synthesis requires the construction of the state

graph (or reachability graph) of the STG specification [CKK+02] which might lead to

state explosion [Val98]. In fact, Punf&Mpsat uses so-called Petri net unfoldings

[McM93, ERV96] to represent the state space more compact, but Mpsat suffers from

complexity problems when solving huge Sat problems7 in order to extract or compute

the information needed for circuit synthesis. Thus, the established tools like Petrify

and Punf&Mpsat need unacceptable long computation times or suffer from memory

overflows when doing logic synthesis for ‘real-life’ specifications of medium or large

sizes. As a guidance, Petrify can handle specifications up to 30 and Punf&Mpsat

up to 50 signals. The complexity problems are considered as the main bottleneck for

an efficient controller synthesis, cf. e.g. [BL00,SY05].

A different logic synthesis approach for asynchronous controllers uses so-called (ex-

tended) burst-mode machines ((X)BMM) as design entry, instead of STGs. BMMs

[Now93] are Mealy-type [Mea55] specifications, where state transitions or arcs are la-

belled with so-called bursts, i.e. sets of input or output signal edges. Because of their se-

quential nature BMMs cannot model the inherent concurrent behaviour of asynchronous

controllers, as it can be done with STGs.8 Thus, the designer is not able to appropriately

specify concurrency from a causal point of view, as with STGs. Instead, concurrency

is specified on the state graph level (i.e. from a temporal point of view) which makes

the state space explosion explicit when trying to model high concurrency. A combined

approach that uses STGs as design entry (in order to enable appropriate modelling of

concurrency) and XBMMs for logic synthesis was proposed in [BEW99]9.

Burst-mode logic synthesis suffers also from complexity issues. The logic synthesisers

Minimalist [FNT+99] (BMM) and 3d (XBMM) suffer from complexity problems in

state assignment and Boolean minimisation for (X)BMMs having more than 30 signals

[AN07].

2.2.1 Decomposition-based Logic Synthesis

In order to deal with the complexity issues in logic synthesis a large controller specifica-

tion can be decomposed into several smaller component specifications which will then

7 In complexity theory the satisfiability problem (Sat) for a Boolean expression in propositional
logic is an NP-complete decision problem which decides whether there is some assignment to the
variables that will make the entire expression True [HMU06].

8 With XBMMs [YD99a,YD99b] this issue was slightly improved.
9 Here, STG decomposition is a necessary step to handle the state space explosion before applying

XBM logic synthesis (cf. Section 2.2.1).
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be synthesised in isolation using some (established) logic synthesiser.

To cope with complexity problems in burst-mode logic synthesis, a decomposition

method for BMMs was proposed in [AN07]. Although the resulting components in

isolation can be implemented very efficiently in terms of area and performance, the

combination of them needs some hardware overhead in order to meet the required

timing constraints (cf. fundamental mode, Section 2.1.1), which reduces the efficiency

though.

In this thesis, STG decomposition is focused in order to tackle state explosion; i.e.

an STG specification having a huge state space will be decomposed into several smaller

components having smaller state spaces each. One can distinguish coverability-based

decomposition approaches from contraction-based ones. Coverability-based STG de-

composition requires a complete disjunctive cover of the specification by particular

STG components; e.g. [Poh80, Gei85] need a specification to be completely coverable

by transition-disjunctive state machine components [Sta90] having a token count of 1.

Each such state machine component must represent a synthesisable state machine, i.e.

it must consist of all transitions labelled with relevant signal edges to produce some

output signal. This significantly restricts the class of valid specifications.

Here, contraction-based STG decomposition [Chu87, KKT93, Wol97] is focused. Ac-

cording to [Chu87], for each output signal the necessary signals to produce it have to

be determined – this partitions the signals in relevant and irrelevant signals. Then

from a copy of the specification a component STG can be extracted by contracting all

irrelevant signals for the considered output. From each component STG a component

circuit can be synthesised using established logic synthesisers. The combination of all

component circuits implements the behaviour modelled by the specification.

Observe that STG decomposition attacks state explosion, since:

• the reachability graphs (or state graphs resp.) of the component STGs are usually

much smaller than the reachability graph of the specification, and

• STG decomposition is a structural operation, i.e. it works purely on the graph

structure of the specification and does not require to generate its reachability

graph or state graph.

STG decomposition according [Wol97] is more general than the approaches from

[Chu87, KKT93], in particular it is not restricted to specific net classes and a com-

ponent circuit can produce more than one output signal. [VW02, VK07] defines this

decomposition technique formally and presents a correctness proof.
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Most recent work on STG decomposition as well as tool implementations were done

by

• Vogler et al.: the decomposition tool DesiJ implements the ideas of [VW02,

KWVB03,VK07,Sch08],

• Yoneda et al.: the ideas of [YOM04,YM07] were implemented in Nutas, and

• Carmona et al.: the ideas of [CC03,CCCGV06] were implemented in Moebius.

Here, the version of Vogler and Wollowski (as an improvement of [Wol97]) is focused.

These recent approaches primarily aim at synthesis of speed-independent circuits10

which requires at some point the construction of a state graph that fulfills the so-called

CSC (complete state coding) property (see Section 3.2.1 for a formal definition). STG

decomposition according to [CCCGV06] and [YM07] need specifications which fulfill

CSC initially. This requires a CSC solving technique that efficiently works for large

specifications. In [CC06,CC08] such a CSC solving technique based on the solution of

large ILP problems was proposed, but the NP-completeness of ILP problem solving

restricts the specification size again. However, the advantage of the approaches from

Carmona et al. and Yoneda et al. is: If the specification satisfies CSC, then each

generated component STG satisfies CSC, too.

The decomposition according to Vogler et al. does not require the CSC satisfaction

for the specification, but the component STGs might not satisfy CSC which prevents an

SI circuit synthesis; this requires additional effort to avoid at least so-called irreducible

CSC conflicts for the final components. A solution to this problem is proposed in Chap-

ter 4. Note that the STG decomposition technique used here is the only approach which

allows final components producing more than one output signal. By exploiting this op-

portunity, the resulting circuits can be improved e.g. in terms of area consumption, cf.

Chapter 5.

Recall, the coarse grained architecture of the decomposition-based SI logic synthesis

system used in this thesis is depicted Figure 1.1(b). Usually, Petrify is applied for

SI logic synthesis of each component, but Punf&Mpsat can also be used. Details of

DesiJ’s architecture will be given in Chapter 6.

2.2.2 Introductory Example

In this thesis SI logic synthesis (as with Petrify) from large STG specifications by

using STG decomposition (according to Vogler and Wollowski) is focused. To clarify

10Basically, this is not a restriction for the decomposition according to [Wol97], cf. [BEW99].
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the idea of decomposition-based SI logic synthesis, cf. Figure 1.1(b), it will be sketched

for the VME bus controller, see Figure 2.1, where state explosion is actually not an

issue.
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Figure 2.3: VME bus controller system (a) and the decomposed controller architecture (b)

The STG in Figure 2.4(a) specifies the interface behaviour of the desired VME bus

controller in Figure 2.3(a), as causal relations between input and output signal edges.

Instead of synthesising the VME bus controller en bloc from this specification it will

be decomposed into two smaller component circuits, see Figure 2.3(b): One generating

output signal lds and d (component 1) and the second generates dtack (component 2).

This output partition is arbitrary, i.e. different output partitions π(Out) can be chosen

leading to different circuit architectures.

According to the chosen output partition, the component STGs can be extracted

from the specification by reducing it via transition contraction. For this, one takes a

copy of the specification for each partition member. Then for each such copy the signal

set must be partitioned into relevant and irrelevant signals w.r.t. the related partition
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Figure 2.4: STG decomposition for the VME bus controller
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member. At first glance, all signals which directly trigger a considered output signal

are relevant to produce this output; all other signals are considered to be irrelevant.

Referring to the generation of the component STG C1 which is related to the partition

member {lds, d} (see Figure 2.4(b) and (c)) one can see, by considering the specified

causal relations in Figure 2.4(a), that all transitions labelled with output edges of lds

and d are directly triggered by transitions labelled with edges of ldtack, dsr and d itself.

Transitions labelled with different signals are irrelevant (for this simple example), i.e. the

dtack-labelled transitions; they are re-labelled with λ which is called lambdarisation, see

Figure 2.4(b). Then every λ-transition is contracted from the STG in Figure 2.4(b) by

applying so-called secure transition contraction11 (see Definition 3.2.1 below) yielding

the final component STG C1, cf. Figure 2.4(c).

This reduction process works similar for component 2 in Figure 2.3(b). Only signal d

is relevant to produce the output dtack, cf. Figure 2.4(d). However, d’s signature must

be changed from output to input, since an output signal can only be produced by one

component which is done by component 1 here. This introduces internal communication

via signal d from component 1 to component 2, as depicted in Figure 2.3(b). Again, all

λ-transitions have to be contracted yielding C2, as shown in Figure 2.4(e).

In fact, for this ‘small’ VME bus controller specification in Figure 2.4(a) state ex-

plosion is not an issue, since its state graph just consists of 14 states. However, after

decomposition C1’s state graph has 10 and C2’s 4 states. Indeed, the state sum of both

component STGs is 14 again, but for the handling of complexity it can already be ben-

eficial if each component state graph is smaller than the one of the specification; this

might reduce peak memory usage. For larger specifications (which have much larger

state graphs) this state reduction per component is usually more significant than for

the VME bus controller example. Even the cumulated states of all component state

graphs very often give a number much smaller than the state count of the specification;

examples are shown in Table 2.1.

Benchmark
Specification Components
state count cumulated state count

FIFO 832 26 + 12 + 12 + 8 + 4 + 4 = 66
locked2 166 34 + 20 + 20 = 74
mread-8932 8932 36 + 36 + 18 + 18 + 12 + 10 = 130

Table 2.1: STG decomposition avoids state explosion. The results are taken from [VW02].

11 This basically means to remove each λ-transition in such a way that the causal relations are
preserved.
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In these cases the application of decomposition-based SI logic synthesis (using DesiJ

and Petrify) can either reduce the time for logic synthesis by orders of magnitude

(in comparison to the application of pure logic synthesis to the specification), as for

the benchmarks 3pp wk.09 and SMPS4 in Table 2.2; or STG decomposition can even

enable logic synthesis for very complex specifications from which no circuit can be

synthesised when applying Petrify to the specification, see the benchmarks 3pp wk.12

and SeqTree5 in Table 2.2.

Benchmark Petrify DesiJ + Petrify

3pp wk.09 1467 sec 3 sec
3pp wk.12 impossible 3 sec
SMPS4 216 sec 2 sec
SeqTree5 impossible 1 sec

Table 2.2: STG decomposition enables (fast) logic synthesis.

SI Logic Synthesis

As shown above in Figure 1.1(b), after STG decomposition (using DesiJ) logic syn-

thesis (usually using Petrify) will be applied for each component STG. The idea of

Petrify’s logic synthesis [CKK+02] will now be sketched w.r.t. the component STG

C1, in Figure 2.4(c). First, C1’s state graph has to be constructed, see Figure 2.5(a).

It is C1’s reachability graph, where each marking is annotated with a state vector rep-

resenting the current level for each signal.12

During logic synthesis for each internal and for each output signal a Boolean next-

state function is derived, as a mapping from {0, 1}|sv| −→ {0, 1} (where |sv| is the

length of the state vector). It is defined as follows: For each reachable state s the

next-state value for some output z is either its signal level in s if z is not excited – i.e.

no edge of z is willing to occur – or it is the complementary value of its signal level in

s. In more detail, if z = 0 for some state s and z is excited in s (i.e. z+ will occur),

then z’s next-state value is 1; if z = 1 in s and it is excited (i.e. z− will occur), then

z’s next-state value is 0. For the state graph in Figure 2.5(a) the next-state function is

defined as in Table 2.3 (left).

Note that there is an ambiguity for the next-state value of (dsr, ldtack, lds, d) = 1110.

There are two related states (shaded grey in Figure 2.5(a)) for which two different

12 Current signal level means the level after the occurrence of all signal edges which are represented by
the transitions fired before reaching the considered marking or state (cf. Section 3.2.1 for a formal
definition).
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Figure 2.5: State graphs corresponding to component STG C1 from Figure 2.4(c).

(dsr, ldtack, lds, d) lds′ d′

0000 0 0
1000 1 0
0100 0 0
1100 0 0
1010 1 0
0110 0 0
1110 0/1 0/1
0111 1 0
1111 1 1
else * *

(dsr, ldtack, lds, d, csc) lds′ d′ csc′

00000 0 0 0
10000 0 0 1
10001 1 0 1
01000 0 0 0
11000 0 0 0
10101 1 0 1
01100 0 0 0
11100 0 0 0
11101 1 1 1
01110 1 0 0
01111 1 1 0
11111 1 1 1
else * * *

Table 2.3: Truth tables for the next-state functions of the internal and output signals of the
VME bus controller’s component 1, cf. Figures 2.3(b). Both tables are related to
the state graphs in Figure 2.5, the left table corresponds to (a) and the right one
to (b).
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outputs are excited, either d+ or lds− are willing to occur. A circuit implementation

‘arriving’ this state cannot decide which output to produce. This phenomenon is-

called a CSC conflict (Complete State Coding conflict, see Section 3.2.1 for a formal

definition), i.e. there is a lack of information to decide which output must be produced.

To solve this problem a new internal signal csc can be introduced which separates

the shaded states by its value, see Figure 2.5(b). However, this signal must not change

the interface behaviour from the perspective of the circuit’s environment, i.e. it must

not delay an input edge, but merely other internal or output signal edges. This is called

an input proper event insertion [SV07]. In Figure 2.5(b) the insertion of csc is input

proper, because it merely delays the production of the output edges lds+ and d−.

From a state graph satisfying CSC a truth table for each internal and output signal

can be derived as explained above, yielding a truth table for component 1 as in Table

2.3 (right). The separated states, by the value of the new signal csc, are typed in bold

face. There is no ambiguity anymore. From this table Boolean equations for lds, d and

csc can be derived by using established Boolean minimisation techniques [CKK+02].

Thus, component 1 can be implemented by:

lds = csc ∨ d

d = ldtack · csc

csc = dsr · (csc ∨ ldtack)

To ensure the speed independence of the resulting circuit each logic equation has

to be implemented as an atomic gate, i.e. it must be free of combinational hazards

[CKK+02,Ung69].

By applying SI logic synthesis for component 2, cf. Figure 2.4(e), one would get a

simple wire implementation, i.e. dtack = d.

Observe that the shown decomposition of the VME bus controller w.r.t. the chosen

output partition π(Out) = {{lds, d}, {dtack}} could be considered as optimal, because

applying pure logic synthesis from its initial specification would deliver the same logic

equations, cf. the gate-level circuit in Figure 2.1. In contrast, the application of total

decomposition, i.e. producing one output signal per component, would yield a less

efficient, i.e. a larger, implementation w.r.t. chip area. Chapter 5 presents ideas how to

find such improved output partitions.
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2.3 Other Synthesis Approaches for Asynchronous
Systems

Since the reader is now familiar with the basics of logic synthesis, other (state-of-

the-art) synthesis methods of asynchronous systems will be presented, which partially

incorporate (decomposition-based) logic synthesis into their design flows.13

In general, asynchronous systems can be considered as consisting of data and control

paths. Asynchronous system design usually starts from a high level language speci-

fication for the entire system. During synthesis direct mapping techniques and logic

synthesis are used to derive circuit implementations for several parts of the system. In

particular for the synthesis of the (entire) control path logic synthesis is preferred.

The synthesis methods presented next are distinguished by their design entries, i.e.

which language is used for the initial system specification or how it is mapped to further

system models.

2.3.1 Synthesis using VHDL and Verilog

Hardware designers are used to apply established HDLs such as VHDL or Verilog which

are dedicated for synchronous system design. Using them for asynchronous system de-

sign as well would considerably lower the learning effort for synchronous system design-

ers. However, the specification of asynchronous characteristics might need elaborate

descriptions, since VHDL and Verilog are tailored to the specific needs for synchronous

system design. This usually leads to more complex code when specifying asynchronous

systems [SY05].

Some approaches [BCK+04, CKLS06, Man06] try to exploit as much tool support

from established synchronous design flows as possible. They use a standard tool for syn-

chronous system design in order to get a synchronous netlist implementation (usually in

a pipeline architecture style). Then by modifying this netlist the circuit is transformed

into an asynchronous version. Due to this extensive synchronous pre-design the advan-

tages of asynchronous technology cannot be exploited to a large extent. However, these

approaches are successfully applied by some start-up companies, like Elastix [Ela] and

Achronix [Ach]; Achronix promotes its high performance FPGAs and Elastix promises

to reduce energy consumption of the chips significantly.

Further approaches go into another direction: The design-flow aims at asynchronous

system implementation from the start. This opens more opportunities for circuit imple-

mentations and it enables the exploitation of the positive characteristics of asynchronous

13The content of this section is based on [WV09].
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technology to a large extent. However, the corresponding tools Pipefitter [BL00] and

PN2DC [BSKY04] only provide a subset of synthesisable VHDL and Verilog state-

ments, so far [SY05]. Both tools start by splitting the system into its data and control

path. Then data path synthesis is carried out by direct mapping, based on libraries

containing asynchronous data path components. For synthesis of the control path ei-

ther logic synthesis with Petrify is used (which suffers from complexity problems, as

described in Section 2.2) or direct mapping of Petri net components to hardware by

using the tool OptiMist [SBY03, BY02]. Indeed, the direct mapping approach does

not suffer from complexity problems, but the resulting hardware is usually not very

efficient, i.e. the performance, chip area and energy consumption cannot compete with

the results from logic synthesis.

2.3.2 Synthesis via Syntax-Directed Translation (SDT)

Alternatively, synthesis using an HDL specific to the needs for asynchronous system

design could be applied, such as the HDLs Haste and Balsa. They are related to

VHDL or Verilog. All of these languages are based on CSP (communicating sequential

processes) [Hoa85], i.e. they are dedicated for concurrent system design.

On the one hand, designers using these specific HDLs need deeper knowledge about

asynchronous technology as for the methods presented in Section 2.3.1. On the other

hand, asynchronous characteristics can be specified much more adequate without over-

head. Balsa and Haste are well suited to synthesise efficient asynchronous circuits

or systems.

Haste is a further development of Tangram [vBKR+91,vB93] which was developed

in the early 1990’s at Philips. Balsa is rather similar to Tangram or Haste and was

developed by the ‘Amulet Group’ at the University of Manchester [BE97,Bar98,Bar00,

EB02]. Balsa was developed for research purposes (i.e. non-commercial use) in order

to investigate and explore synthesis methods for ‘Tangram-like’ specifications.

For synthesis, the EDA tool from Philips [vB93] as well as the Balsa-tool [Bal] use

syntax-directed translation (SDT): Each construct of the HDL can be implemented by

a manually designed and highly optimised circuit, a so-called handshake component

(HC). For example, Figure 2.6(a) depicts the Balsa Sequence-HC and Figure 2.7(a)

the Balsa Fetch-HC [Bar00]. The composition of all HCs via so-called handshake

channels implements the entire handshake circuit. Figure 2.8 (bottom-left) shows a

handshake circuit implementing an 8-bit single place buffer resulting from SDT of the

Balsa code at the top of this figure, cf. also [EBJ+06]. The hardware shown at the

bottom-right of this figures shows the resulting circuit after applying direct mapping
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for each HC to its corresponding manually designed circuit.
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Handshake channels are implemented by handshake signals realising the necessary

asynchronous event-based communication initiated from an active port of one compo-

nent (depicted by a small black-filled circle) and responded by a passive port of another

component (a small white-filled circle). As one can see in Figure 2.6(b) each handshake

channel from (a) is implemented by two handshake signals: one for request and one

for acknowledgement. The interface behaviour of the Sequence-HC is specified by the
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import [balsa.types.basic]
procedure buffer1 (input i : byte; output o : byte) is

variable x : byte
begin

loop
i −> x −− Input communication
; −− Sequence operator
o <− x −− Output communication

end
end

X

;      

*
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Loop
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Figure 2.8: Balsa specification of an 8-bit single place buffer (top) and the resulting
handshake circuit after SDT (bottom-left) as well as its hardware imple-
mentation after applying direct mapping for each HC (bottom-right).
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STG in (c): It waits for a handshake on its passive port and performs one handshake

each on its active ports to execute the actions ‘b’ and ‘c’.

Often, so-called 4-phase handshakes are executed, by performing a processing phase

for an action followed by a return-to-zero (RTZ) phase. The processing phase will be

initiated by a rising signal edge on the request line and completed by a rising edge on

the acknowledge line. The return-to-zero phase will be initiated by a falling signal edge

on the request line and completed by a falling edge on the acknowledge line. The correct

operation of the Sequence-HC requires that the processing phases of both actions ‘b’

and ‘c’ are executed in sequence.

Some HCs, e.g. the Fetch-HC in Figure 2.7, may transport data (via data channels)

besides processing the handshake. Thus, each channel which transports data is im-

plemented by additional data wires, as shown in Figure 2.7(b). For data channels the

direction of the data flow is indicated by an arrow, as for the channels labelled with ‘b’

and ‘c’ in Figure 2.7(a). The handshake protocol for the Fetch-HC is modelled by the

STG in Figure 2.7(c).

In Balsa implementations often 4-phase handshake protocols and so-called early

data processing is used, i.e. data processing merely takes place during the processing

phases of the handshake, but not during its RTZ phases. (Observe that RTZ phases

are pure control overhead.14) When a handshake component executes this protocol via

some channel the values carried on the related data wires must be stable during the

entire processing phase.

The partition of data and control path for some handshake circuit is not explicit.

Figure 2.8 (bottom) shows one simple option to do such a partition: There are hand-

shake components considered as control HCs, like the Loop- and Sequence-HC, forming

the control path of the system and others considered as data HCs, like the Variable-

and Fetch-HC, forming its data path. However, one could consider the handshake pro-

tocol part of each data HC as control as well. This might be more important for HCs

having a mixed data-/control-processing nature such as the While-HC [Bar00], which

basically realises a While loop, as in high level programming languages. In general, the

more control can be identified (i.e. the larger the control path), the larger the optimi-

sation space when applying logic synthesis to synthesise the system’s control path, as

presented later in Section 2.3.3.

The interconnection of HCs for some handshake circuit directly follows the syntactical

flow of the HDL specification, cf. Figure 2.8.

14 The application of so-called 2-phase handshake protocols can avoid this overhead, but this yields
larger hardware implementations [Bar00].
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Since circuit structure and source code are directly related, SDT allows the synthesis

of very large asynchronous systems following a modular design principle, cf. Figure 2.8.

On the one hand, there are no complexity problems; the translation of the specification

to hardware is transparent and the resulting circuit structure is ‘easily’ comprehensible.

On the other hand, SDT might lead to large and slow circuits; they might be heavily

over-encoded due to the extensive use of handshake communication.

However, Philips Semiconductors successfully applied SDT for the development of

its first commercial asynchronous product (1998: an asynchronous version of an 80C51

micro-controller [vGvBP+98] has been developed in order to design a low-power pager

[vBJN99]).

2.3.3 Control Resynthesis and other Improvements for SDT

As mentioned, synthesis using SDT, as presented in the latter section, might lead to

inefficient and heavily over-encoded circuits. This section presents opportunities for

improving the SDT results.

Control Resynthesis

This kind of SDT-improvement, w.r.t. a Balsa design entry, is the main motivation

for this work. It is a promising approach to reduce the control overhead by eliminating

the over-encoding for the control path. The idea of control resynthesis is to replace the

‘SDT synthesised’ control path of the system by a ‘logic synthesised’ version, i.e. the

control path will be re-synthesised by applying logic synthesis.

As mentioned, one way to split the system into control and data path is to partition

the handshake components into control components (control HCs) and data compo-

nents (data HCs). Figure 2.9 (left) sketches a handshake circuit, where the grey circles

represent control components and the white ones data components. The data-path

(i.e. all data components) of the resulting circuit is implemented by direct mapping,

cf. Figure 2.8, i.e. the sub-circuits implementing the data HCs can be taken from the

Balsa-library without modifications. However, the control path can be improved by

applying resynthesis. Connected control HCs (highlighted by the grey borders in Fig-

ure 2.9 (left)) are combined to control clusters, as shown in Figure 2.9 (right), which

should consist of as many handshake components as possible. The idea of control

resynthesis is to remove all ‘unnecessary’ internal handshake signals (represented by

the dashed arcs) from such a control cluster such that its external behaviour remains

unchanged. This eliminates the over-encoding. Then for each control cluster an im-

proved circuit can be synthesised via logic synthesis. This promises a significant area
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reduction of the system’s control path; the larger the clusters, the more area reduction

can be achieved.

Control
ClusterControl

Resynthesis

Data HC

Control HC

Figure 2.9: Control resynthesis for a handshake circuit

First results for control resynthesis applied to a memory controller are presented

in [KVL96]. All control HCs are combined into one cluster; this saves 60% of gates

and memory elements for the final control implementation (the relation between control

and data HCs was 38:52). Since pure logic synthesis suffers from complexity problems,

often several smaller clusters must be used, instead of one huge cluster.

Pioneering work can also be found in [CNBE02, CNBE03]. It uses burst-mode ma-

chines for specifying the interface behaviour of a cluster and Minimalist [FNT+99]

as logic synthesiser. For several examples (in particular for a 32-bit microprocessor

core) performance improvements from 8% to 54% were achieved, but at the expense of

area, i.e. up to 63% enlargement. There are several reasons for this area enlargement.

The logic synthesis using Minimalist was tuned to speed improvement which might

increase area consumption. The technology mapping step was ‘naively’ implemented

resulting in significant area overheads [CNBE02]. In contrast, the original HCs are

manually designed and they have highly optimised implementations. Furthermore, the

size of the control clusters might be too small to exploit the advantages of logic syn-

thesis, because the smaller the clusters the less over-encoding (i.e. the less unnecessary

internal handshakes) can be removed. However, complexity problems in logic synthesis

limit the size of the clusters.

Decomposition-based logic synthesis, as introduced in Section 2.2.1, can be applied

to tackle complexity. Carmona et al. present in [FC08] first results for an STG decom-

position based resynthesis approach for handshake circuits. Each control component is
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replaced by an STG modelling its interface behaviour (HC-STG). So far, such an HC-

STG is only given for a small subset of possible components. All HC-STGs of a cluster

of connected control components are composed by parallel composition according to

the netlist structure.

Then all transitions representing inter-component handshake signals are contracted

such that only the external behaviour remains, cf. also the dashed arcs in Figure 2.9(a).

Considering the example in Figure 2.8 (bottom), the Loop (*) and the Sequence (;)

component form a control cluster as shown in isolation in Figure 2.10 (left). Both

corresponding HC-STGs (right) are composed yielding the STG in Figure 2.11(a). (In

fact, for this simple example the parallel composition of the Loop and Sequence HC

basically corresponds to the Sequence HC again, but it has three additional redundant

places which are depicted by the grey arcs.) To remove the over-encoding, all internal

handshakes are hidden by labelling the corresponding transitions with λ (b) which then

will be removed by applying transition contraction (cf. Definition 3.2.1 below) yielding

the corresponding cluster STG (c).
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ba-cr+ca+
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aa+

ca-

cr-

aa-

;

a

b c

* ar+

ar-
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HC-STG ’*’ HC-STG ’;’

Figure 2.10: Control cluster example
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Figure 2.11: Construction of the cluster STG w.r.t. Figure 2.10
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In general, the resulting cluster STGs might be too complex such that pure logic syn-

thesisers cannot handle them. In [FC08] decomposition-based logic synthesis according

to [CCCGV06] is used to handle complexity. As mentioned above, it requires a specifi-

cation having CSC. In [CC08], a technique based on ILP solving was suggested which

on the one hand suffers from complexity in solving NP-complete ILP problems. On the

other hand, this method is incomplete, i.e. even if a solution exists, there is no guarantee

to find it. Thus, the cluster building in [FC08] is tuned to form ‘well-structured’ cluster

STGs for which the ILP-based CSC solving method hardly fails. Logic synthesisers

such as Petrify can synthesise the components yielding the final SI controller. This

resynthesis method was integrated into the Balsa design flow. For the control paths

of five benchmarks the area consumption was reduced from 10% to 40%, but there is

nothing stated about the resulting performance.

In this thesis, a different decomposition-based logic synthesis approach is proposed

which does not require CSC satisfaction for the initial specification and which is there-

fore more flexible. Thus, the corresponding decomposition tool DesiJ (see Chapter 6)

might support control resynthesis much better, since larger cluster STGs can be han-

dled. For this, DesiJ can be incorporated into an EDA system based on Balsa syn-

thesis, as presented in Figure 2.12.15

The proposed EDA framework shows how the tools Balsa, Petrify, Punf, Mpsat

and DesiJ can interact to efficiently produce asynchronous systems from complex

Balsa specifications.

As a first step, the Balsa program will be translated (syntax-directed) into a hand-

shake circuit consisting of interconnected HCs. Next, the control path of this handshake

circuit will be extracted as sketched above and will be clustered into n control clusters

(cf. Figure 2.9) such that each cluster is suitable for the subsequent logic synthesis.

The remaining part of the handshake circuit forms the data path. For its synthesis the

conventional Balsa backend balsa-netlist can be used, i.e. each HC is directly mapped

to its manually designed implementation, cf. Figure 2.8 (bottom). Each control cluster

has to be translated into a cluster STG – by parallel composition of the HC-STGs and

internal handshake hiding, i.e. contraction of all transitions representing internal signals

of this cluster (cf. figures 2.10 and 2.11).

From each such an usually complex cluster STG an efficient circuit implementation

can be synthesised by using a decomposition-based SI logic synthesis system, as pre-

sented in Figure 1.1(b). Thus, DesiJ can be used for decomposing each cluster STG.

15 It is an FMC model consisting of active system components (called agents) as well as passive ones
(storages) [KGT06]. Agents and storage elements are depicted as rectangles and ovals resp.
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Control Circuit

Decomposition-Based 
SI Logic Synthesis

SI Circuit
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Data-HCs
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Cluster STG 1 Cluster STG n
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Figure 2.12: Proposed EDA framework for a Balsa-based design-flow using control resyn-
thesis. It incorporates decomposition-based SI logic synthesis, as shown in Fig-
ure 1.1(b).
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By this way, a complex cluster STG i (i ∈ 1...n) will be decomposed into several smaller

component STGs (C-STG i.j with j ∈ N) which then usually can be handled by pure

logic synthesis using Petrify or Punf&Mpsat. Finally, the merging agent combines

all the SI implementations of the control components with the data path netlist, yield-

ing the desired asynchronous system. First promising results for control resynthesis

using DesiJ will be discussed in sections 4.5 and 5.5.

If decomposition-based logic synthesis for some cluster STG still fails, direct mapping

based synthesis from this cluster STG can be applied, i.e. particular STG fragments

are directly mapped to hardware [SBY03,BSKY04]. However, the resulting circuits are

usually not as efficient as the corresponding logic synthesised versions.

Alternatively, the failure can be reported to the clustering agent which decides to

synthesise either the entire cluster or merely some HCs of the cluster by balsa-netlist

and initiates synthesis of the remaining part of the cluster via decomposition-based logic

synthesis again. Of course, the application of such direct synthesis techniques should

be the last resource, because they might destroy the desired efficiency improvement for

the resulting control path.

For the agents not marked with a grey dot there are rather mature tool implemen-

tations available. Recall, DesiJ will be discussed in Chapter 6. The other agents are

under construction. The tool WorkCraft [PKY09,Wor] from the Newcastle Univer-

sity tries to complete this EDA system by implementing all agents labelled with a grey

dot.

In this thesis, STG decomposition in the context of control resynthesis is focused.

The following two subsections present other improvements for SDT. The first one can be

combined with resynthesis as well. The second one is orthogonal to control resynthesis,

but there are very few results so far.

Improvement for SDT: Handshake Component Optimisations

Often used HCs are improved in terms of their interface specification and implementa-

tion such that the communication with adjacent HCs is much faster in comparison when

using the original HC versions. For instance, an improved version of the Sequence HC

in Figure 2.6 may behave as specified by the STG in Figure 2.13. Indeed, the correct

operation of the Sequence component requires that the processing phases of the actions

‘b’ and ‘c’ are executed in sequence, but this does not hold for the return-to-zero (RTZ)

phases, cf. Section 2.3.2 and [PTE05]. The improved Sequence HC starts the processing

phase of the second command ‘c’ as soon as the processing phase of the first one ‘b’
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is finished. This reduces latency and allows the concurrent execution of the processing

phase of ‘c’ and the RTZ phase of ‘b’.

ar+ br+ ba+
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Processing 
Phase of ’b’
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rocessing 
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TZ
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Figure 2.13: Improved Sequence component (cf. Figure 2.6)

For example, such a replacement of the original HCs with their improved versions

doubles the performance of an asynchronous 32-bit processor [PTE05]. However, no

correctness proof is given there in order to show that this HC replacement does not

change the desired interface behaviour of the entire handshake circuit.

Note that control resynthesis can also be applied for handshake circuits containing

these improved HC versions.

Improvement for SDT: Towards Pipelining

The SDT approach leads to handshake circuits usually containing complex trees of

control HCs. Each data item, necessary for a computation, must explicitly be requested

(pull style operation). Thus, the control flow is often slower than the data flow and slows

down the entire circuit performance.

[Tay07] and [TEP08] try to reduce this control overhead by introducing new HCs

which process data at the moment they arrive, i.e. without even knowing whether

this data processing is needed or not (push style operation). The resulting circuits

behave like a pipeline. Taylor et al. can improve the performance by 60%, but it causes

an increase in area (up to 200%) and energy consumption. The latter shortcoming

is a real drawback since handshake circuits are actually well-known for low energy

consumption [vGvBP+98].

However, these improvements require adaptations of the Balsa language. Further-

more, its application requires more special knowledge about asynchronous circuit design

than original Balsa, which is easier to learn for synchronous circuit developers, because

of its similarities to VHDL and Verilog.
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[BTE09] and [PtBdWM10] present synthesis methods for asynchronous pipeline cir-

cuits from original Balsa and Haste specifications. The final circuit architecture

follows the underlying data-flow instead of the HDL specification syntax. [PtBdWM10]

can triple the throughput for their benchmarks as well as they can even achieve signifi-

cant improvements in power consumption in comparison to the application of SDT (as in

Section 2.3.2). These improvements can be reached when designing purely data-driven

circuits (e.g. a FIFO).

Unfortunately, there are merely very first results available [BTE09,PtBdWM10] and

no further research is done so far. Thus, it is unclear whether an improvement in

comparison to control resynthesis can be reached, especially when considering more

control-driven or even control dominated circuits.

2.3.4 Syntax-Directed STG Generation

Finally, in this subsection and the next one two further synthesis methods for asyn-

chronous systems will be presented. In fact, they will only be sketched, since they are

not focused in this thesis.

Yoneda et al. [YMKM05] derive a control STG from a Balsa specification according

to its syntax. For each Balsa control statement an STG fragment is given. Elemen-

tary control statements such as active read or register write can be distinguished from

combined control statements such as sequence, parallel or while statements. An STG

modelling the control of a whole procedure or program is generated inductively, by a

hierarchical composition of several elementary or combined STG fragments according

to the structure of a higher level combined STG fragment. This STG construction is

merely intuitively (but not formally) presented. The generated STG satisfies CSC by

construction and is subject to logic synthesis. To handle complexity, a simple form of

STG decomposition is used [YOM04,YM07], cf. Section 2.2.1.

In future research, the syntax-directed STG generation should be formalised and the

resulting STGs have to be compared with the ones resulting from control resynthesis.

Using a prototype tool implementation Yoneda et al. show that for specific bench-

marks a three times performance improvement for the controllers can be reached as well

as a reduction of gates by 25% compared to the application of SDT (as in Section 2.3.2).

However, this method is restricted to a Balsa subset and so far there is no library for

the specific data path components used there. In future work, it should be investigated

whether these specific data path components can be replaced by Balsa data HCs.
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2.3.5 CHP-based Methods

Besides Balsa and Haste the language CHP (communicating hardware processes)

[Mar89] can be used for the initial system specification. (CHP is a variant of CSP

[Hoa85] designed for communicating hardware.) Asynchronous system synthesis in-

spired by [MM98, MLM99, WM01, WM03] does not follow the specification structure

(i.e. it is not syntax-directed), but it follows the data flow. The system specification is

decomposed into a more concurrent version which is semantically equivalent under cer-

tain assumptions; in particular, all unnecessary synchronisation is tried to be removed,

while elementary data dependencies are preserved.

The Caltech synthesis tools (CAST) have been used to synthesise some high per-

formance circuits [MLM+97], but with significant manual intervention. For automatic

synthesis particular requirements are necessary which might be difficult to understand

and to meet even by experienced designers [Tay07].
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Basic Definitions

This chapter provides basic notions for Petri nets [Pet62,Sta90,Rei10], STGs [Wen77,

Chu87], speed independent logic synthesis [CKK+02] as well as STG decomposition

[VW02,VK07,Sch08] which are necessary for chapters 4 and 5. This chapter basically

summarises the basic definitions sections from [WWSV09,WSVW10,WVW11].

Definition 3.0.1 (Multiset)

A multiset ms over a set A is a function ms : A → N0. Let ms and ms ′ be multisets

over A; then for a ∈ A:

• a ∈ ms ⇔ ms(a) > 0

• (ms + ms ′)(a) = ms(a) + ms ′(a)

• (ms −ms ′)(a) = max(0,ms(a)−ms ′(a))

A subset A′ of A is considered implicitly as multiset msA′ with msA′(a) = 1 if a ∈ A′

and msA′(a) = 0 otherwise. 4

3.1 Petri Nets

A (labelled) Petri net is a 6-tuple N = (P, T,W,MN ,Σ, l) where P and T are disjoint

and finite sets of places and transitions. W : P × T ∪ T × P → N0 is the weight

function and MN the initial marking, where a marking is a multiset of places, i.e. a

function P → N0 which assigns a number of tokens to each place. The marking of a
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set of places is defined as the sum of all individual markings. Σ is a set of actions, and

l : T → Σ∪{λ} is the labelling function where λ denotes the empty word. If necessary,

PN , TN etc. for the components of N is written, and P ′, Pi etc. for the nets N ′, Ni etc.

Analogous conventions apply later on.

Graphical Representation:

A Petri net can be considered as a bipartite graph with weighted and directed edges

between places and transitions. In a graphical representation, places are drawn as

circles containing a number of tokens corresponding to their marking, transitions are

drawn as rectangles together with their labelling, and the weight function is drawn as

directed arcs xy whenever W (x, y) 6= 0 (and labelled with W (x, y) if W (x, y) > 1). A

place p is called marked graph place or MG-place if
∑

t∈T W (t, p) = 1 =
∑

t∈T W (p, t).

Unmarked MG-places are not drawn; they are implicitly given by an arc between the

respective transitions; cf. Figure 3.1 below.

Structural Notions:

The preset of a place or transition x is denoted as •x and defined by •x = {y ∈
P ∪ T | W (y, x) > 0}, the postset of x is denoted as x• and defined by x• = {y ∈
P ∪ T | W (x, y) > 0}. One can say that there is an arc from each y ∈ •x to x.

For a place or transition x, N \ x denotes the net in which x and all incident arcs

are deleted; for a marking M , M |P ′ denotes its restriction to P ′ ⊆ P , and M |−p is

shorthand for M |P\{p}.
A nonempty sequence w = x1x2 . . . xn of places and transitions without duplicates is

a path (of N) if W (xi, xi+1) > 0 for 1 ≤ i < n. Obviously, places and transitions have

to alternate on a path. With an abuse of notation a path will often be considered as

the set containing its elements, writing for example p ∈ w. A path w is a marked graph

path or MG-path if every place of w is an MG-place. For a marking M , the marking

M(w) of a path w is defined as M(w∩P ). A path w is called non-joining (non-forking

resp.) if for every transition t on w except the first (last resp.) one, |•t| ≤ 1 (|t•| ≤ 1

resp.). It is called non-merging (non-branching) if for every place p on w, |•p| ≤ 1

(|p•| ≤ 1). When connecting two paths w1 = x1 . . . xn and w2 = xn . . . xm, w1w2 for

x1 . . . xn . . . xm will be written.

Dynamic Notions:

A transition t is enabled under a marking M if ∀p ∈ •t : M(p) ≥ W (p, t), which is

denoted by M [t〉. An enabled transition can fire or occur yielding a new marking M ′,

written as M [t〉M ′, if M [t〉 and M ′(p) = M(p)−W (p, t) +W (t, p), for all p ∈ P .

A transition sequence v = t1 . . . tn is enabled under a marking M (yielding M ′) if
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M [t1〉 M1[t2〉 . . . Mn−1[tn〉Mn = M ′, for this M [v〉, M [v〉M ′ resp. is written; v is called

firing sequence if MN [v〉. The empty transition sequence λ is enabled under every

marking. M is called reachable if a transition sequence v with MN [v〉M exists, and

[MN〉 is the set of all reachable markings.

A transition t is 2-live if there is a firing sequence for every n ≥ 0 which contains

t n times; a transition t is live if every reachable marking activates a firing sequence

containing t. A net is 2-live, live resp. if each transition is 2-live, live resp.

N is called bounded if, for some constant k ∈ N0, M(p) ≤ k for every reachable

marking M and every place p ; if k = 1, N is called safe. N is bounded if and only if

the set [MN〉 of reachable markings is finite.

Transition Labels:

The notion of enabledness can be lifted to transition labels as well: M [l(t)〉〉M ′ can

be written if M [t〉M ′. This is extended to sequences as usual – deleting λ-labels auto-

matically since λ is the empty word; i.e. M [a〉〉M ′ means that a sequence of transitions

fires, where one of them is labelled with a while the others (if any) are λ-labelled.

A sequence v ∈ Σ∗ is called a trace of a marking M if M [v〉〉, and a trace of N if

M = MN . The language of N is the set of all traces of N and denoted by L(N).

A net has a dynamic conflict if there are different transitions t1 and t2 such that for

some reachable marking M : M [t1〉 and M [t2〉, but ∃p ∈ P : M(p) < W (p, t1)+W (p, t2).

A dynamic conflict implies a structural conflict, i.e. •t1 ∩ •t2 6= ∅. The conflict is called

auto-conflict if l(t1) = l(t2) 6= λ and it is called λ/output-conflict if l(t1) = λ and

l(t2) ∈ Out.

Definition 3.1.1 ((Transition-)Simulation)

For A ⊆ T , the A-labelling lA is defined by lA(t) = t if t ∈ A and lA(t) = λ otherwise;

the idea is that the transitions outside of A can be regarded as unobservable.

A simulation from N1 to N2 is a relation S between markings of N1 and N2 such that

(MN1 ,MN2) ∈ S and for all (M1,M2) ∈ S and M1[t〉M ′
1 there is some M ′

2 with

M2[l1(t)〉〉M ′
2 and (M ′

1,M
′
2) ∈ S. A simulation is a transition-simulation if it is a sim-

ulation when using the labelling lT1 for both N1 and N2 in case T1 ⊆ T2, the labelling

lT2 in case T2 ⊆ T1 resp.

A relation B is a bisimulation between N1 and N2 if it is a simulation from N1 to N2

and B−1 is a simulation from N2 to N1. If such a bisimulation exists, the nets are called

bisimilar. Transition-bisimulations are defined analogously. 4

If a simulation exists between N1 and N2, then N2 can go on simulating all actions

of N1 forever; if a bisimulation exists, the nets can work side by side such that in each
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stage each net can simulate the actions of the other.

Reachable Markings:

The reachability graph RGN of a Petri net N is an arc-labelled directed graph on

the reachable markings with MN as root; there is an arc from M to M ′ labelled with

l(t) whenever M [t〉M ′. RGN can be seen as a finite automaton (where all states are

accepting). In this thesis only bounded Petri nets which have finitely many reachable

markings are considered. N is deterministic if its reachability graph is a deterministic

automaton, i.e. if it contains no λ-labelled transitions and if for each reachable marking

M and label a ∈ Σ there is at most one M ′ with M [a〉〉M ′. For deterministic nets,

language equivalence and bisimulation coincide.

3.1.1 Marking Equation

Let N be a labelled Petri net, the matrix I ∈ Z|P |×|T | defined by I(p, t) = W (t, p) −
W (p, t) for all p ∈ P , t ∈ T is called incidence matrix of N . For a firing sequence v of

N , the vector x = (x1, . . . , x|T |) such that xi is the number of occurrences of ti within

v, for each i ∈ N, i ≤ |T |, is called Parikh vector of v.

Given a firing sequence v of N , where MN [v〉M1, M1(p) is equal to the tokens of

MN(p), plus the tokens added by the transitions of •p in v, minus the tokens removed

by transitions of p• in v, for all places p ∈ P . This can be written in the matrix form

M1 = MN + I · x, where x is the Parikh vector of v.

If a marking M1 is reachable from MN , then there is a firing sequence v such that

MN [v〉M1, and the so-called marking equation M1 = MN + I · y has at least the Parikh

vector of v as non-negative integer solution.

Note that the existence of such a solution is a necessary, but not a sufficient condition

for M1 to be reachable from MN ; i.e. if there is no solution, M1 is not reachable from

MN , but the inverse does not hold in general. However, for certain subclasses of Petri

nets (e.g. marked graphs, where every cycle is marked [Mur89]) the marking equation

provides an exact characterisation of the set of reachable markings.

3.2 Signal Transition Graphs

A Signal Transition Graph (STG) is a tuple N = (P, T,W,MN , In,Out, Int, l), where

(P, T,W, MN , Sig
±, l) is a Petri net, In, Out and Int are disjoint sets of input, output

and internal signals, and Sig = In ∪Out ∪ Int is the set of all signals; signature refers

to this partition of the signal set. Sig± = Sig × {+,−} is the set of signal edges or

signal transitions ; its elements are denoted as s+, s− resp. instead of (s,+), (s,−) resp.
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Figure 3.1: An STG modelling a simplified VME bus controller (top) and its state graph
with a CSC conflict between the shaded states (bottom).

A plus sign denotes that a signal value changes from logical low (written as 0) to logical

high (written as 1), and a minus sign denotes the opposite direction. We write s± if it

is not important or unknown which direction takes place; if such a term appears more

than once in the same context, it always denotes the same direction. The set of locally

controlled or just local signals is defined as Loc = Out∪ Int, these are produced by the

STG. The set of all external signals is defined as Ext = In ∪Out, these are observable

in the environment.

To keep the notation short, input/output/internal signal edges are just called in-

put/output/internal edges and each output/internal edge is also called non-input edge;

transitions labelled with them are called input/output/internal transitions or non-input

transitions resp. If transitions are labelled with λ they do not correspond to any signal

change, i.e. they are not internal transitions; they are also called dummy-transitions.

An example of an STG specifying merely causal relations between input and output

edges is shown in Figure 3.1 (it models the interface behaviour of the simplified VME

bus controller introduced in Section 2.2.2); recall, input transitions are drawn with a

thick border.
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3.2.1 SI Implementability

STGs are widely used for specifying the behaviour of asynchronous circuits, in particular

the important subclass of speed-independent (SI) circuits. The idea is as follows: a

reachable marking of the STG roughly corresponds to a state of the intended circuit (viz.

the values of its signals). If some marking activates an output (or internal) edge, the

circuit must produce the same edge if it is in a corresponding state and the environment

of the circuit must be ready to receive it; if some marking activates an input edge, the

environment is allowed to produce it and the circuit must be ready to receive it.

Consistency:

For the first step from markings to circuit states, one defines the notion of state

assignment : for an STG N , a state vector is a function sv : Sig → {0, 1}, which assigns

a Boolean value to each signal. A state assignment assigns a state vector svM to each

marking M of [MN〉; it must satisfy for every signal x ∈ Sig and every pair of markings

M,M ′ ∈ [MN〉:

M [x+〉〉M ′ implies svM(x) = 0, svM ′(x) = 1

M [x−〉〉M ′ implies svM(x) = 1, svM ′(x) = 0

M [y±〉〉M ′ for y 6= x (M [λ〉〉M ′ resp.) implies svM(x) = svM ′(x)

If such an assignment exists, it is uniquely defined by these properties1, and the

reachability graph and the underlying STG are consistent. From an inconsistent STG,

one cannot synthesise a circuit. The state graph of an STG is its reachability graph

where each marking is annotated with its state vector; cf. Figure 3.1 (bottom).

Complete State Coding:

Now, the important concept of Complete State Coding (CSC) will be explained. If

there is a state assignment, N has CSC if any two reachable markings M1 and M2 with

the same state vector (i.e. svM1 = svM2) enable the same output and internal signal

edges. Otherwise, N has a CSC conflict, cf. e.g. Figure 3.1 (bottom), and no circuit can

be synthesised directly. If CSC is violated, one tries to achieve it by inserting internal

signals such that the state vectors of M1 and M2 differ and the external behaviour of

the STG is unchanged; thus the internal signal insertion must be input proper [SV07],

i.e. no input edge must be delayed by any internal edge (cf. also Definition 3.2.3 below).

If CSC cannot be achieved by an input proper signal insertion, the conflict is called

irreducible. (Dynamic) self-triggers are a special type of irreducible CSC conflicts char-

1At least for every signal s ∈ Sig which actually occurs, i.e. M [s±〉〉 for some reachable marking M .
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acterised by a transition sequence M1[t1t2〉M2, where t1, t2 are labelled with the same

input signal, but complementary edges, and M2 does not activate the same local signal

edges as M1. A structural self-trigger is defined as two transitions t and t′ which are

labelled with complementary edges of the same input signal satisfying t ∈ •(•t′), and t

is called the entry and t′ the exit transition; a structural self-trigger is necessary for a

dynamic one.

Output Persistency:

Output persistency guarantees the robustness (hazard freedom) of the desired SI cir-

cuit, i.e. when a signal disables another one, then both signals must be inputs; thus, each

activated non-input edge will eventually happen. A circuit is called speed-independent

(SI) if it is output persistent in all behaviours under a given environment. Thus the

intended circuit will work correctly under arbitrary delays of gates (while the signal

propagation is considered instantaneous). One can lift the notion of output persistency

to the level of state graphs and STGs as well, see [CKK+02].

From the state graph of a bounded, consistent and output persistent STG satisfying

CSC one can derive a speed-independent circuit [CKK+02], i.e. a Boolean function for

each output or internal signal. This function has to be mapped to Boolean gates. Since

this synthesis process needs a representation of the state graph, it suffers from the state

space explosion problem [Val98]; there are tool implementations e.g. Petrify.

3.2.2 STG Operations

Now, a number of operations will be presented which are important for decomposition.

A decomposition of an STG N is correct if the parallel composition of its components

matches the behaviour of N . To define this formally, parallel composition will be in-

troduced, and for this one has to consider the distinction between input and output

signals.

Parallel Composition:

The notion of parallel composition is that the composed systems run in parallel

and synchronise on common signals – corresponding to component circuits that are

connected on wires corresponding to these signals. Since a system controls its outputs,

it is not allowed that a signal is an output of more than one component; input signals,

on the other hand, can be shared. An output signal of a component may be an input of

other components, and in any case it is an output of the composition. Internal signals

of one component must not be used by the others; this is no serious restriction and can

always be achieved by a suitable renaming of the respective signals. (A composition
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can also be ill-defined due to what e.g. Ebergen [Ebe92] calls computation interference;

this is a semantic problem, cf. the discussion after Definition 3.2.3.)

The parallel composition of STGs N1 and N2 is defined if Out1∩Out2 = Int1∩Sig2 =

Int2 ∩ Sig1 = ∅. The place set of the composition is the disjoint union of the place

sets of the components; thus, markings of the composition (regarded as multisets) can

be considered as the disjoint union of markings of the components. To define the

transitions, let A = Sig1 ∩ Sig2 be the set of common signals. If e.g. s is an output of

N1 and an input of N2, then an occurrence of an edge s± in N1 is ‘seen’ by N2, i.e. it

must be accompanied by an occurrence of s± in N2. Since one does not know a priori

which s±-labelled transition of N2 will occur together with some s±-labelled transition

of N1, it has to be allowed for each possible pairing. Thus, the parallel composition

N = N1 ‖ N2 is obtained from the disjoint union of N1 and N2 by combining each

s±-labelled transition t1 of N1 with each s±-labelled transition t2 from N2 if s ∈ A.

In the formal definition of parallel composition, ? is used as a dummy element, which

is formally combined e.g. with those transitions that do not have their label in the

synchronisation set A. (It is assumed that ? is not a transition or a place of any net.)

Thus, N is defined by

P = P1 × {?} ∪ {?} × P2

T = {(t1, t2) | t1 ∈ T1, t2 ∈ T2, l1(t1) = l2(t2) ∈ A±}
∪{(t1, ?) | t1 ∈ T1, l1(t1) /∈ A±}
∪{(?, t2) | t2 ∈ T2, l2(t2) /∈ A±}

W ((p1, p2), (t1, t2)) =


W1(p1, t1) if p1 ∈ P1, t1 ∈ T1
or

W2(p2, t2) if p2 ∈ P2, t2 ∈ T2

W ((t1, t2), (p1, p2)) =


W1(t1, p1) if p1 ∈ P1, t1 ∈ T1
or

W2(t2, p2) if p2 ∈ P2, t2 ∈ T2

l((t1, t2)) =

{
l1(t1) if t1 ∈ T1
l2(t2) if t2 ∈ T2

MN = MN1∪̇MN2 , i.e. MN((p1, p2)) =

{
MN1(p1) if p1 ∈ P1

MN2(p2) if p2 ∈ P2

In = (In1 ∪ In2) \ (Out1 ∪Out2)
Out = Out1 ∪Out2
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3.2 Signal Transition Graphs

Figure 3.2 shows an example of a parallel composition. For simplicity, a place of

the composition is denoted as p instead of (p, ?) or (?, p), and the same applies to

unsynchronised transitions.
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Figure 3.2: Parallel composition example. The two net fragments on the left share signal a,
as an output in the left one and as input (twice) in the right one. Hence, in their
parallel composition (right) a is an output.

According to [VK07], N is deterministic and consistent if N1 and N2 are. However,

as illustrated in Figure 3.2, N might have structural auto-conflicts even if none of the

Ni has them. The parallel composition of a finite family (or collection) (Ci)i∈I of STGs

can be defined as ‖i∈I Ci, provided that no signal is an output signal of more than one

of the Ci.

(De-)Lambdarisation and Hiding:

Next, the concept of lambdarising a signal will be introduced. It simply means to

change the labelling function such that all transitions corresponding to this signal are

labelled with λ and to remove this signal from the signature; delambdarising a signal

means to restore the former labelling and signature. By contrast, hiding a signal setH ⊆
Out from an STG N results in the STG N/H = (P, T,W,MN , In,Out \H, Int ∪H, l),
i.e. some output signals are now considered to be internal signals.

Transition Contraction:

The most important operation for decomposition is transition contraction (see e.g.

[And83] for an early reference); it will essentially be repeated from [VK07], where further

discussions can be found.

Definition 3.2.1 (Transition Contraction)

Let N be a Petri net and t ∈ T with l(t) = λ, •t ∩ t• = ∅ and W (p, t),W (t, p) ≤ 1 for

all p ∈ P . The t-contraction N ′ of N can be defined by
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P ′ = {(p, ?) | p ∈ P \ (•t ∪ t•)}
∪ {(p, p′) | p ∈ •t, p′ ∈ t•}

T ′ = T \ {t}
W ′((p, p′), t1) = W (p, t1) +W (p′, t1)

W ′(t1, (p, p
′)) = W (t1, p) +W (t1, p

′)

l′ = l T ′

MN ′((p, p′)) = MN(p) +MN(p′)

In′ = In Out′ = Out Int′ = Int

In this definition, ? 6∈ P ∪ T is a pseudo element; we assume W (?, t1) = W (t1, ?) =

MN(?) = 0. Observe that l T ′ is different from lT ′ .

One can say that the markings M of N and M ′ of N ′ satisfy the marking equality if

for all (p, p′) ∈ P ′

M ′((p, p′)) = M(p) +M(p′).

For two different transitions t1, t2 with t1 6= t 6= t2, the unordered pair {t1, t2} is called

a new conflict pair whenever •t ∩ •t1 6= ∅ and t• ∩ •t2 6= ∅ in N (or vice versa); if

l(t1) = l(t2) 6= λ, it is called a new structural auto-conflict.
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Figure 3.3: Example of a transition contraction in an STG.

A transition contraction is called secure if either (•t)• ⊆ {t} (type-1 secure) or •(t•) =

{t} and MN(p) = 0 for some p ∈ t• (type-2 secure). 4

Note that, in general, N ′ might fail to be consistent, even if N is; but secure contrac-

tions preserve consistency (see [VK07]).

Figure 3.3 shows a part of a net and the result of contracting the λ-transition, where
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the b−- and the x−-labelled transition form a new conflict pair; note that this is also

true for b− and c+, although they are already in structural conflict in N .

Deletion of Redundant Transitions and Implicit Places:

Finally, redundant transitions and implicit places will be defined; the deletion of such

a transition, place resp., (including the incident arcs) is another operation that can be

used in the decomposition algorithm.

A transition t is redundant if either it is a λ-transition with W (p, t) = W (t, p) for

each place p, i.e. t is a loop-only transition, or there is another transition t′ with the

same label such that W (p, t) = W (p, t′) and W (t, p) = W (t′, p) for each place p, i.e. t

is a duplicate transition.

A place p is implicit if it can be removed from the net without changing the set of

firing sequences. However, detecting implicit places is PSPACE-complete2 and during

decomposition only redundant places (which are implicit) are deleted.

Definition 3.2.2 (Redundant Places)

The place q is (structurally) redundant [Ber87] if there is a set of places Q – called

reference set – with q 6∈ Q, a valuation V : Q∪{q} → N and some d ∈ N0 which satisfy

the following properties for all transitions t:

(1) V (q)MN(q)−
∑

s∈Q V (s)MN(s) = d

(2) V (q)(W (t, q)−W (q, t))−
∑

s∈Q V (s)(W (t, s)−W (s, t)) ≥ 0

(3) V (q)W (q, t)−
∑

s∈Q V (s)W (s, t) ≤ d

V is called balanced if for all transitions t ∈ T (2) is an equality, i.e.

V (q)(W (t, q)−W (q, t))−
∑
s∈Q

V (s)(W (t, s)−W (s, t)) = 0
4

Observe that items (1) and (2) ensure that q is something like a linear combination

of the places in Q with factors V (s)/V (q). Indeed, for the case d = 0, (1) says that q

is such a combination initially; (2), in the case of equality, says that this relationship is

preserved when firing any transition. The proof that q is indeed redundant argues that

initially the valuated token number of q is at least d larger than the valuated token sum

on Q for all reachable markings, while the third item says that each transition needs at

most d valuated tokens more from q than from the places in Q. This shows that for the

enabling of a transition the presence or absence of q does not matter. Therefore, the

2 The PSPACE-completeness can be shown by reduction from the problem whether a place of a safe
net can ever become unmarked; cf. [Esp98] for the complexity of the latter problem.
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deletion of a redundant place in N turns each reachable marking of N into one of the

transformed STG that enables the same transitions, hence the deletion gives a bisimilar

STG – which is consistent if N is.

Redundant places are implicit (but in general not vice versa). Since the techniques

for the detection of implicit and redundant places resp. are still not efficient enough,

only the subsets of loop-only, duplicate and shortcut places are deleted.

An MG-place p is a loop-only place if p and t form a loop with arcs of weight 1 for

all t ∈ •p ∪ p•. Another simple case is that of a duplicate: place p is an (extended)

duplicate of place q, if for all transitions t W (t, p) = W (t, q), W (p, t) = W (q, t) and

MN(p) ≥MN(q). An MG-place p is a shortcut place if there is an MG-path w between

t ∈ •p and t′ ∈ p• with MN(p) ≥MN(w). In [SVJ05] it was shown that shortcut places

are indeed redundant; they will be used later in the correctness proofs.

3.2.3 STG Decomposition

For the STG decomposition algorithm, from [VW02, VK07] a partition of the output

signals of the given specification STG N is chosen, and the algorithm decomposes N into

component STGs, one for each set in this partition. For synthesis, from each component

equations for the corresponding outputs are derived from the respective state graph,

instead of deriving the equations from the state graph of N .

Very often, the cumulated states of all component state graphs give a number much

smaller than the state count of N , in which case the decomposition can be seen as

successful. Actually, it might already be beneficial if each state graph is smaller than

the one of N , in particular for reducing peak memory usage.

Of course, the behaviour of the specification should be preserved in some sense; this

is captured by a variant of bisimulation, tailored to the specific needs of asynchronous

circuits:

Definition 3.2.3 (Correct Decomposition [SV07])

A collection of deterministic components (Ci)i∈I is a correct decomposition of (or simply

correct w.r.t.) a deterministic STG N – also called specification – when hiding H, if

C = (||i∈ICi)/H is defined, InC ⊆ InN , OutC ⊆ OutN and there is an STG-bisimulation

B between the markings of N and those of C with the following properties:

(MN ,MC) ∈ B and for all (M,M ′) ∈ B, we have:

(N1) If a ∈ InN and M [a±〉〉M1, then either a ∈ InC , M ′[a±〉〉M ′
1 and (M1,M

′
1) ∈ B

for some M ′
1 or a 6∈ InC and (M1,M

′) ∈ B.

(N2) If x ∈ OutN and M [x±〉〉M1, then M ′[vx±〉〉M ′
1 and (M1,M

′
1) ∈ B for some M ′

1
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with v ∈ (Int±C)∗ .

(N3) If u ∈ IntN and M [u±〉〉M1, then M ′[v〉〉M ′
1 and (M1,M

′
1) ∈ B for some M ′

1 and

v ∈ (Int±C)∗.

(C1) If x ∈ OutC and M ′[x±〉〉M ′
1, then M [vx±〉〉M1 and (M1,M

′
1) ∈ B for some M1

with v ∈ (Int±N)∗.

(C2) If x ∈ Outi for some i ∈ I and M ′
Pi

[x±〉〉, then M ′[x±〉〉. (no computation

interference)

(C3) If u ∈ IntC and M ′[u±〉〉M ′
1, then M [v〉〉M1 and (M1,M

′
1) ∈ B for some M1 and

v ∈ (Int±N)∗.

Here, and whenever we have a collection (Ci)i∈I , Pi stands for PCi
, Outi for OutCi

etc. If H = ∅, we simply say that (Ci)i∈I is correct w.r.t. to N . 4

In a simple case, (Ci)i∈I consists of just one component C1 (immediately implying

(C2)). Thus the presented correctness definition also covers the question whether one

STG is a correct implementation of another. For instance, this C1 could be the result

of solving a CSC conflict in N ; if C1 is correct w.r.t. N , then it has indeed the same

behaviour as N .

Essentially, the correctness definition requires C to be bisimilar to N . The distin-

guishing features are the following. C is allowed to have fewer input and output signals

than N ; this is possible for input signals which are irrelevant for producing the right

outputs and for outputs that actually never have to be produced. Observe that, cor-

respondingly, C can match an input of N according to (N1) by doing nothing if C

does not have this input; (N2) and (C1) guarantee that C will still produce exactly

the required outputs from an external point of view. From an internal point of view

outputs do not have to be matched directly; (N2) allows the components to prepare

the production of an output by some internal changes, e.g. to achieve CSC or to inform

other components; (C1) allows the specification to perform also internal signals. In

contrast, input signals must be matched directly according to (N1), see the discussion

below about speed independence and input properness.

There is no clause requiring a match for inputs of C; this implies that N and C are

not necessarily language equivalent, as e.g. required in [Chu87]. The justification is that

if N does not have a match for an input of C, then the environment is assumed not

to produce this input according to the specification N ; any behaviour of C after such

an input is thus irrelevant for any well-behaved environment; see [VW02] for a detailed

discussion why this feature is adequate and useful.

(C2) ensures that no computation interference occurs, i.e. if a component produces
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an output (which is under the control of this component), then the other components

expect this signal if it belongs to their inputs, and no malfunction of these other compo-

nents must be feared. (C2) is actually also satisfied for x ∈ Inti, since internal signals

of one component are by definition unknown to the other components.

Finally, (N3) and (C3) prescribe the matching of an internal signal by a sequence of

internal signals. Considering external behaviour the identity of an internal signal does

not matter. However, performing an internal signal change could make a choice, e.g.

by disabling an output; according to (N3) and (C3) this choice has to be matched.

A speed-independent circuit operates in input/output mode with its related environ-

ment, i.e. output changes are generated by the circuit as a consequence of certain input

changes which in turn are reactions on certain output changes again. Hence, an STG

specifying an SI circuit has to be input proper, i.e. an input might not be activated by

an internal edge, otherwise the environment might produce the input before the internal

signal is produced by the circuit. Alternatively, one could make timing assumptions

for the environment, such that an internal signal change is always faster than an in-

put change. In this case, the enabling of an input by an internal signal should not be

interpreted as a causal but a temporal relation.3

In [SV07] it was shown that the above correctness notion implies that the STG C

in Definition 3.2.3 is in a sense input proper; in particular, if the solution of a CSC-

conflict inserts an internal signal in front of an input, it is not correct in the sense of

Definition 3.2.3.

The following theorem specialises another result from [SV07] stating that so-called

hierarchical decomposition results in a correct decomposition.

Theorem 3.2.4

Let (Ci)i∈I be a correct decomposition of an STG N ′ when hiding H ′, and let N ′ be

correct w.r.t. N when hiding H. Then (Ci)i∈I is a correct decomposition of N when

hiding H ∪H ′.

The decomposition algorithm will now be discussed in more detail. In the following,

it is assumed that a deterministic, consistent specification N is given without internal

signals4.

First, one chooses a feasible partition, i.e. a family (Ini, Outi)i∈I for some set I such

that the sets Outi are a partition of Out, Ini ⊆ Sig \Outi for each i and furthermore:

3 This can be modelled by a so-called tcb-concurrency [WB00].
4 For the decomposition algorithm, internal signals can be considered as outputs; see [SV07] for more

details.
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• If signal s and output x of N are in structural conflict, then x ∈ Outi implies

s ∈ Ini if s ∈ In and s ∈ Outi if s ∈ Out for each i ∈ I (s is called conflicting

signal).

• If there are t, t′ ∈ T with t′ ∈ (t•)• (t is called syntactical trigger of t′), then

l(t′) ∈ Outi implies l(t) ∈ Ini ∪Outi.

Observe: if one has a feasible partition, one can build another feasible one by adding

additional input signals to one of the members.

A decomposition is called total if it is guided by the finest partition, i.e. usually

yielding components having one output each.

For each member (Ini, Outi) of the partition, an initial component is generated from

N : in a copy of the original STG N , every signal not in Ini ∪Outi is lambdarised and

the signals in Ini are considered as inputs of this (initial) component – even if they

are outputs of N . Then the following three reduction operations are applied to such an

initial component until no more λ-labelled transitions remain:

• secure contraction of a λ-labelled transition

• deletion of an implicit place

• deletion of a redundant transition

Let us refer to this version of the algorithm as CIR-algorithm, where CIR stands for

contraction, implicit and redundant.

Unfortunately, it is not always possible to contract all λ-transitions. Besides the

technical cases where the contraction is not defined or not secure (possibly leading to an

incorrect decomposition), the contraction might also generate a new auto-conflict. The

latter reveals non-determinism which is present in the respective initial component, but

not in the specification. This indicates that the component has not enough information

to properly produce its outputs. Such a contraction is disallowed and consequently a

new signal is added as follows.

If λ-transitions remain, backtracking is applied, i.e. a new input is added to the

component. Technically, this input is added to the initial partition and the new corre-

sponding initial component is derived and reduced from the beginning. The new input

signal is taken from the former label of a non-contractible λ-transition. As discussed

above, the new partition is feasible again. This cycle of reduction and backtracking is

repeated until all λ-transitions of the initial component can be contracted.
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3 Basic Definitions

In principle, every so-called totally admissible operation [VK07] can be used for re-

duction. It is proven in [VK07] that the decomposition algorithm using arbitrary totally

admissible operations always returns a correct decomposition. The precise definition

of totally admissible operation is not important here; it is enough to know the next

proposition taken from [VK07], which gives a sufficient condition for an operation to

be totally admissible.

Proposition 3.2.5 (Totally Admissible Operation)

An operation is admissible if, whenever applied to an STG satisfying (a) and (b) below,

it results in a bisimilar STG satisfying these properties again:

(a) There is no structural λ/output conflict, i.e. between a λ-transition and one labelled

with an output.

(b) No λ-transition is a syntactical trigger of an output-transition.

The operation is totally admissible if additionally it decreases the termination function

(sc, tc, pc) (with lexicographical ordering), where sc is the number of lambdarised signals

(w.r.t. some STG N), and tc and pc are the numbers of transitions and places.
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4
Avoiding Irreducible CSC Conflicts

by Internal Communication

This chapter contributes to adapt the STG decomposition method of [VW02,VK07] to

SI logic synthesis. It is shown how irreducible CSC conflicts, caused by STG decomposi-

tion, can be avoided by introducing internal communication between the components.1

In particular, it is shown how self-triggers, a special type of irreducible CSC conflicts,

in component STGs can arise and how they can be avoided by introducing new in-

ternal communication signals, such that the external behaviour is unmodified. Then

improvements are presented regarding

• the handling of general irreducible CSC conflicts in Section 4.2.1,

• new structural techniques for introducing internal communication by correctly

inserting new internal signals into the an unweighted specification and decompose

it anew, see Section 4.2 and Section 4.3, and

• an optimisation for simple structured specifications which avoids the second run

of decomposition as well as its correctness proof, see Section 4.4.

Experimental results are presented in Section 4.5. Finally, the limitations and an out-

look to future research are discussed in Section 4.6.

1The content of this chapter is based on [WWSV09,WSVW11].
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4 Avoiding Irreducible CSC Conflicts by Internal Communication

First of all, the following section introduces some necessary results; in particular, some

new operations on STGs are introduced, a generalisation of the applied decomposition

algorithm as well as the corresponding correctness proofs.

4.1 Preliminaries

Here, some results are stated that are needed to apply the new method (presented in

this chapter) and to prove it correct.

Proposition 4.1.1

Transition contraction, implicit place deletion and redundant transition deletion pre-

serve liveness and 2-liveness.

In [KSVW09], liveness preservation is shown. The proof of the second part is anal-

ogous (even simpler) and therefore omitted. The idea is as follows: For the first two

operations, there is a transition simulation between the respective nets. Hence, if there

is a transition sequence containing a transition t n times in the original net, there is a

corresponding sequence in the derived net (provided t is still present). For redundant

transition deletion, observe that the firing of a loop-only transition does not change

the marking and its deletion creates a net with an almost identical reachability graph,

except that some loops are missing. For a duplicate transition, the same holds, except

that some duplicate arcs (if they are distinguished) are removed.

The next result is is essentially taken from [VK07,KS07].

Proposition 4.1.2

A place p of N is implicit if and only if for all reachable markings M of N , M |−p[t〉 ⇒
M [t〉. If N ′ is obtained from N by deleting p, then B = {(M,M |−p) | M ∈ [MN〉} is a

(transition-)bisimulation between N and N ′.

Lemma 4.1.3

Let S be a transition-simulation between N1 and N2 for the common labelling l′. If

l′ = lT1, S is a simulation for any labellings l1 and l2 of N1 and N2 with l1(t) = l2(t) if

t ∈ T1 and l2(t) = λ otherwise. Analogously for l′ = lT2.

Proof. Clearly, (MN1 ,MN2) ∈ S. So let (M,M ′) ∈ S.

Since S is a transition simulation, M [t〉M1 implies M ′[t〉〉M ′
1 due to M ′[vtv′〉M ′

1 with

l′(v) = l′(v′) = λ and (M1,M
′
1) ∈ S. By definition, l2(vtv) = l2(v)l2(t)l2(v

′) = λl1(t)λ =

l1(t). Hence, M ′[l1(t)〉〉M ′
1, when labellings l1, l2 are used.
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4.1 Preliminaries

In case, l′ = lT2 , N2 has no λ-labelled transitions. Hence, M [t〉M1 impliesM ′[l′(t)〉〉M ′
1

with (M1,M
′
1) ∈ S. If t ∈ T2, this means M ′[t〉〉M ′

1 due to M ′[t〉M ′
1; hence M ′[l1(t)〉〉M ′

1,

when labellings l1, l2 are used. Otherwise, M ′[λ〉M ′
1 = M ′.

Since a transition bisimulation is a simulation in both directions, the above lemma

can also be applied to it.

Now a proposition will be stated that simply deals with implicit places and redundant

transitions; it is needed to deal with the interplay of decomposition and the new method

of signal insertion. Its formulation is quite subtle; observe that it does not say that

after deleting one of two implicit places the other is still implicit. The latter is actually

wrong: if there are two places which are duplicates of each other, one can be deleted

but then the other may not be a duplicate anymore.

Proposition 4.1.4

Let N ′ be obtained from N by insertion of an implicit place p′ (i.e. p′ is implicit in N ′).

If p is implicit in N , then

(1) p is implicit in N ′ and

(2) p′ is implicit in N ′ \ p.

Assume t is a redundant transition in N and not adjacent to p′ in N ′ nor is its duplicate,

in case that t is a duplicate transition; then

(3) p is implicit in N ′ \ t and

(4) t is redundant in N ′.

Proof. We check the condition of Proposition 4.1.2.

(1) If M ′ ∈ [MN ′〉, then M ′|−p[t〉 ⇒ M ′|−p,p′ [t〉 for t ∈ T . Since p is implicit in

N = N ′ \ p′ and p′ in N ′, this implies M ′|−p′ [t〉 and M ′[t〉.
(2) Each reachable marking of N ′ \ p has the form M ′|−p for M ′ ∈ [MN ′〉, which

follows with (1) from the transition bisimulation of Proposition 4.1.2. If M ′|−p,p′ [t〉 in

N ′ \ p, then M ′[t′〉 as above and thus M ′|−p[t〉.
(3) By Proposition 4.1.2, deleting transitions does not affect the implicitness of a

place.

(4) Redundancy is structurally defined and the new place p does not change the

neighbourhood of t and neither that of its duplicate if it exists; hence the claim follows.
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4 Avoiding Irreducible CSC Conflicts by Internal Communication

Lemma 4.1.5

In a net N , let p be an implicit MG-place with •p = {t1} and p• = {t2}. If t2 is 2-live,

there is a path from t1 to t2 in N \ p.

Proof. (Sketch) Assume otherwise. Consider a firing sequence w in N \ p containing t2

MN(p)+1 times (since t2 is 2-live such a sequence exists); consider the corresponding

Petri net process π (cf. e.g. [Rei85]). From π all events (with their postsets) that do

not have a path (in π) to a t2-labelled event can be removed, resulting in a new process

π′ and a corresponding firing sequence w′ which also contains t2 MN(p)+1 times.

Since paths in π correspond to paths in N \ p (via the labelling of π), neither π′ nor

w′ do contain t1. Hence, t2 can fire MN(p)+1 times in N \ p without firing t1. This is

not possible in N , a contradiction.

4.1.1 Place Refinement and Subnet Contraction

In this section some new operations are introduced, which are shown to be compatible

with decomposition, reduction resp. In particular, gyroscope insertion adds essentially

what is known as toggle transition; it is the essential operation to introduce internal

communication.

Definition 4.1.6 (Place refinement, subnet contraction and gyroscope insertion)

Let N be an STG.

(1) For a place p ∈ P , consider a net N ′ (cf. Figure 4.1) with:

• P ′ = P \ {p} ∪ {pin, pout, p1, p2}

• T ′ = T ∪ {g1, g2}

• W ′(x, y) = W (x, y) if x, y ∈ P \ {p} ∪ T
W ′(t, pin) = W (t, p) for t ∈ T
W ′(pout, t) = W (p, t) for t ∈ T
W ′(pi, gi) = W ′(gi, p3−i) = W ′(pin, gi) = W ′(gi, pout) = 1, i = 1, 2

• MN ′(p′) = MN(p′) for p′ ∈ P \ {p}
MN ′(p1) = 1, MN ′(p2) = 0

(MN ′(pin),MN ′(pout)) = (in, out) with in+ out = MN(p)

In N ′, the labels of the new transitions and their signature can be chosen arbitrarily.

Starting from N , N ′ is called a place refinement of p with initial marking (in, out);

starting from N ′, N is called a subnet contraction if g1 and g2 are λ-transitions.
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g1 g2

p2

p1

pin

pout

t’

t

w

t’

t

p w

t’

t

w

place refinement

subnet contraction

gyroscope insertion

implicit place insertion

N (N’’) N’(N)

Figure 4.1: Gyroscope insertion between t and t′ with initial marking (2, 1) via place insertion
(here: a shortcut place due to w) and place refinement.

(2) A gyroscope insertion with initial marking (in, out) inserts a new implicit place

p 6∈ P with in + out tokens into N (giving the intermediate N ′′) and applies place

refinement with initial marking (in, out) to it (giving N ′); again cf. Figure 4.1. A

gyroscope insertion between t and t′ (t, t′ ∈ T ) with initial marking (in, out) inserts this

place p between t and t′ (i.e. •p = {t} and p• = {t′} with arc weights 1).

A gyroscope insertion is called an input/output/internal gyroscope insertion if g1 and

g2 are labelled in N ′ with s+, s− resp. and s is a fresh input, output or internal signal

resp.; it is called a dummy gyroscope insertion if g1 and g2 are labelled with λ. 4

Subnet contraction is used for the correctness proofs below and not really intended

as reduction operation. But in principle, one could try to apply it if only backtracking

is the alternative, although the odds for it to be applicable seem to be low:

Proposition 4.1.7

Let N ′ be a place refinement of N as in Definition 4.1.6.

(1) N and N ′ are transition-bisimilar.

(2) Subnet contraction is a totally admissible operation.
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4 Avoiding Irreducible CSC Conflicts by Internal Communication

(3) If p′ 6= p is implicit in N , then p′ is implicit in N ′. If additionally l′(g1) = l′(g2) = λ,

N \p′ is the subnet contraction of N ′\p′ as in Definition 4.1.6.

Proof. (1) Obviously,

B = {(M,M ′) |M ′({p1, p2}) = 1, M |−p = M ′|P̂
(with P̂ = P \ {p1, p2, pin, pout}), M(p) = M ′({pin, pout})}

is a transition bisimulation between N and N ′. Observe that to match a firing M [t〉M1

of N , it might be necessary to fire g1 or g2 in N ′ first if p ∈ •t.
(2) One can apply Proposition 3.2.5: clearly, subnet contraction decreases the ter-

mination function; no new structural λ/output conflicts are created since the same

transitions are in structural conflict (except for g1 and g2) and only the transitions in

p•out get new triggers (•pin), but since they have the dummy transitions g1 and g2 as

triggers in N ′, also 3.2.5(b) is preserved. (1) and Lemma 4.1.3 imply bisimilarity.

(3) The latter claim is obviously true. Regarding the first one, let M ′ ∈ [MN ′〉
and let M be the unique marking with (M,M ′) ∈ B from (1), and M ′|−p′ [t〉. Since

p′ 6∈ •g1 ∪ •g2, one has M ′[t〉 for t ∈ {g1, g2}. Otherwise, •t coincides in N and N ′

except that possibly p has to be exchanged with pout if t ∈ p• in N . Hence, M |−p′ [t〉 in

N (since (∗) M(p) ≥ M ′(pout) ≥ W ′(pout, t)), M [t〉 by assumption and thus M ′[t〉 due

to bisimilarity. Observe that in this case, neither g1 nor g2 has to fire due to (∗) and

W ′(pout, t) = W (p, t).

Proposition 4.1.8

Let N ′ result from N by a gyroscope insertion with initial marking (in, out) as in Defi-

nition 4.1.6.

(1) N and N ′ are transition-bisimilar.

(2) If p′ 6= p is implicit in N , then p′ is implicit in N ′. N ′\p′ is the gyroscope insertion

of N \p′, in particular p is a new implicit place for N \p′.

(3) If the insertion is internal and for all t′ ∈ p•out there is l′(t′) ∈ (Out ∪ Int)±, then

N is correct w.r.t. N ′ and vice versa.

Proof. (1) Let N ′′ be the result of the insertion of the new implicit place p, and let

B1 be the transition-bisimulation between N and N ′′ as implied by Proposition 4.1.2.

Proposition 4.1.7(1) implies that there is a transition-bisimulation B2 between N ′′ and

N ′. Transitivity of transition-bisimulations (cf. [KS07] for a slightly different version)
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4.1 Preliminaries

implies that B = B1◦B2 is a transition bisimulation between N and N ′ (for the common

labelling lT ).

(2) The first claim follows from Propositions 4.1.4(1) and 4.1.7(3), the second from

Propositions 4.1.4(2) and 4.1.7(3).

(3) Consider B from (1). One easily checks the condition of Definition 3.2.3: in

general, a transition firing in N is matched by the same firing in N ′ and vice versa,

except that firings of g1 and g2 in N ′ are ignored in N and a firing of a t′ ∈ p•out might

be preceded by firings of g1 and/or g2.

4.1.2 Quasi-Feasible Partition

Finally a new generalization of the decomposition algorithm will be presented; the point

is that the definition of a feasible partition will be relaxed, i.e. that the same algorithm

can essentially be applied with additional starting points.

Definition 4.1.9 (Quasi-Feasible Partition)

A quasi-feasible partition is a family (Ini, Outi)i∈I for some set I such that the sets

Outi are a partition of Out, Ini ⊆ Sig \Outi for each i and furthermore:

• If signal s and output x of N are in dynamic conflict, then x ∈ Outi implies

s ∈ Ini if s ∈ In and s ∈ Outi if s ∈ Out for each i ∈ I.

• If there are t, t′ ∈ T with t′ ∈ (t•)• (t is called syntactical trigger of t′), then

l(t′) ∈ Outi implies l(t) ∈ Ini ∪Outi. 4

In the definition of a totally admissible operation, see Proposition 3.2.5, condition (a)

has to be changed to: there is no dynamic λ/output conflict. This modified (a) is also

used as an invariant for the proof of the new correctness theorem for decomposition.

Theorem 4.1.10

When starting from a quasi-feasible partition, decomposition of a deterministic N (us-

ing totally admissible operations defined with the modified (a)) results in deterministic

components that form a correct implementation of N . If only the operations listed in

this thesis are used and N is consistent (free of dynamic io-conflicts resp.), then so are

the components.

Proof. The proof follows the lines of the proof of Theorem 4.1 in [VK07]. Carefully

checking the all in all eight (sub-)proofs, one sees that no essential changes are needed

when working with the modified (a) and also considering only the really essential2

2for SI-synthesis
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4 Avoiding Irreducible CSC Conflicts by Internal Communication

dynamic conflicts between an input and an output transition instead of the structural

ones. There are two exceptions though: for proving that secure transition contraction

is totally admissible, one has to fill two proof gaps for Lemma 4.3 and 4.4.

Now it will be sketched how this can be done and we start with Lemma 4.4. In the

proof, all markings considered in angelic bisimulations are now assumed to be reachable

– this is no problem. In case (c) for i = j, contraction is applied to a transition t of a

component, it is called C, and the result is C ′; C satisfies (the now modified) (a). A

reachable marking of C, call it M , is related by the marking equality to a reachable

marking M ′ of C ′; an output transition t1 is enabled under M ′, and one has to show

that it is also enabled under M .

For a contraction of type 1, the proof in [VK07] is still valid, and one still can assume

that •t1 ∩ t• is empty. Assume that t1 is not enabled under M ; this must be due to

places in the common preset of t and t1 (so it clearly is a type-2 contraction). Let k be

the maximal number of tokens on some of these places missing for enabling t1.

Since M ′[t1〉, there must be at least k tokens on each place in t• under M (so that

each new place containing the ‘critical’ place from •t1 allows t1 to fire in C ′). These

tokens have been put there by t (a type-2 contraction is considered, and in particular

some place in t• was empty initially); hence t has fired at least k times in the firing

sequence w reaching M . The tokens were not needed by any transition for reaching M ;

thus, one can delete the last k occurrences of t in w, getting a firing sequence reaching

some marking M ′′. M ′′ has k more tokens on each place in •t compared to M , so it

enables t1. By choice of k, firing t under M ′′ disables t1, while firing t1 empties some

place in •t, i.e. it disables t. This is a contradiction to (a).

We continue with the proof gap for Lemma 4.3, which concerns Part (1). Here, a

component C satisfying the modified condition (a) has to be considered – and for the

claim about input/output conflicts in the theorem, the assumption that there are no

dynamic input/output conflicts has to be considered, too. Further, there is a transition

t to be contracted in C, an output transition t2 with •t2 ∩ •t 6= ∅ (i.e. the contraction is

of type 2) and a dummy transition t1 with •t1∩t• 6= ∅; for the claim about input/output

conflicts, the case that t1 is an input transition has to be considered, too. Assume that

in C ′ (i.e. after the contraction) there is a dynamic conflict between t2 and t1 under

reachable marking M ′; a contradiction using (a) (freeness from input/output conflicts,

resp.) will be derived and the fact that there is no dynamic conflict between t2 and t

in C (no dynamic conflict between t2 and input transition t1 resp.).

By Theorem 3.3 (1) of [VK07], there is a reachable marking M of C related to M ′

by the marking equality (restrict the simulation in 3.3 (1) to reachable markings). As
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shown above, one knows that M enables t2.

Let k be the maximal number of tokens that is missing on some p ∈ •t∩ •t1 to enable

t1 under M . (In particular, if there is no place in the intersection, k is 0.) If k is

positive, there must be k surplus tokens on all places in t•, and one can ‘unfire’ t k

times as above; in this case, one now has a modified M , still satisfying the marking

equality with M ′ and enabling t2, such that for some p ∈ •t∩ •t1, there are just enough

tokens on p to enable t1 under M .

If k = 0, it might be that all places in •t have more tokens than needed to enable t1

(this is true for some p 6∈ •t1 if it has at least one token). Then t is fired until some

p ∈ •t has just enough tokens to enable t1 under M (possibly, p 6∈ •t1 is empty). Again,

the modified M still satisfies the marking equality with M ′ and enables t2.

Let p1 ∈ •t1 ∩ t•; since (p, p1) has enough tokens to enable t1 under M ′, this means

that p1 has enough additional tokens that guarantee that t1 is enabled under M as far

as p1 is concerned. Since this works for arbitrary p1 ∈ •t1 ∩ t•, t1 is enabled under M .

By (a) (freeness from input/output conflicts, resp.), any place not adjacent to t has

enough tokens under M (or M ′) to enable t1 and t2 together. For any new place (p′, p1),

p′ also has enough tokens under M and the same holds for p1 since M enables t1 and

p1 6∈ •t2. Thus, (p′, p1) inherits enough tokens to satisfy independently the needs of

t2 and the combined needs of t1, resulting from arcs from p′ and p1 to t1. This is a

contradiction to the assumption that there is a dynamic conflict between t2 and t1 under

M ′.

4.2 Basic Idea

Now, the problem that the decomposition of [VW02, VK07] can lead to components

with irreducible CSC conflicts will be tackled: considering Figure 4.2, the desired overall

circuit OC modelled by the specification STG N – indicated in Figure 4.3(a) – can be

implemented using two smaller component circuits CC for output y and DC for output

x that are acting in the same overall environment. CC and DC result from the logic

synthesis of the component STGs Cr and Cd partially shown in Figure 4.3(b) and (c),

accompanied by parts of their state graphs; the clouds should be ignored for now. Cr

and Cd are the outcomes of N ’s decomposition, which involved a transition contraction

for each. As one can see, Cr has a CSC conflict between the highlighted states, since

both have the same state vector (a, y) = (0, 0) and in only one of them output y+ is

enabled.

This conflict describes a (dynamic) self-trigger, i.e. a firing sequence of two input
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overall Circuit OC (specified by N)

(overall) Environment

CC (specified by Cr)

DC (specified by Cd)
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Figure 4.2: Circuit architecture of the resulting circuit.
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Figure 4.3: Self-trigger avoidance by internal communication. The decomposition of N
was guided by the initial partition π = {({a, ...}, {x}), ({a, ...}, {y}), ...}
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transitions labelled with the same signal a ∈ InN
3 and complementary edges returning

to the same state vector.

The insertion of an internal signal transition ic+ (at the position of the cloud) in order

to solve this conflict is impossible, since it would not be input proper, cf. the discussion

after Definition 3.2.3; hence, the conflict is irreducible. From the circuit’s perspective,

there is the risk that the environment can produce the second signal edge before the

first one is completely registered by the implementing circuit. Thus, the second signal

edge is called critical edge because it may arrive too fast causing malfunction of the

circuit.

In this context, the component having the self-trigger is called critical. To find such

self-triggers by considering the structure only, one can look for a structural self-trigger

which consists of two transitions t and t′ which are labelled with complementary edges

of the same input signal and satisfy t ∈ •(•t′); a structural self-trigger is called MG-

self-trigger if the place between t and t′ is an MG-place. A structural self-trigger is

necessary for a dynamic one.

Figure 4.4 shows a ‘real-life’ specification that may arise in the context of control

resynthesis, cf. Section 2.3.3. The control cluster at the top of Figure 4.4 is made up

of a tree having a Sequence HC as root and two Parallel HCs (or Concur HCs resp.)

as leafs.4 The composition of the corresponding HC-STGs and the removal of internal

handshakes, as shown above in Figure 2.11, yields the cluster STG in the middle of

Figure 4.4. After total decomposition of this cluster STG each component STG has at

least one self-trigger (see the grey ovals at the bottom of this figure), i.e. none of the

component STGs is SI implementable.

A possible solution to avoid the self-trigger is to exploit a signal edge x± with x ∈
OutN between a+ and a− in N (cf. Figure 4.3): one can tune the decomposition not to

contract the respective transition; instead, backtracking is performed and x is added as

an input for Cr. Although this approach does help in some cases, in our experience an

irreducible CSC conflict very often remains, in particular for the example in Figure 4.4.

Another possibility is to add x as an output to Cr; in this case, Cd will not be

generated anymore and instead Cr is responsible for x and y and consequently larger.

However, this very often yields a new irreducible conflict, which has to be resolved, too.

Hence, repeated ‘merging’ of components may result in an uncontrollable growth of the

resulting components, destroying the advantage of decomposition though. In Section 5.3

3 In fact, one could also have a ∈ OutN ; this case can be treated in much the same way as described
in the following – choosing td = tex below.

4 Therefore, one can call it Sequence-Parallel-Tree (SPT) with 2 levels – SPT-2.
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Figure 4.4: Control resynthesis example: after decomposition each component STG has
at least one self-trigger.
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this approach will be considered in more detail. For the example in Figure 4.4 this kind

of self-trigger avoidance would eventually lead to no decomposition of the cluster STG,

i.e. a decomposition according to π(Out) = {{v, w, x, y, z}}.

Now, we return to the idea to insert the internal signal ic between a+ and a−, see

Figure 4.3 again.5 The problem is that this requires the circuit environment to wait with

lowering a for the occurrence of ic, although it does not even know about ic. The new

idea is to achieve the desired causal relationship by making ic a communication signal

between the components: an output between a+ and a− has to be identified in N , the

so-called delay transition (here x+), and the corresponding so-called delay component

Cd that produces signal x; then, ic has to be inserted as an output in Cr and as an input

in front of x+ in Cd. This way, a− waits for x+, which in turn waits for ic. To view

the situation from the point of Cr: its environment consists of all other components

(including Cd) and the circuit environment, and this combined environment now indeed

waits with lowering a for the occurrence of ic (i.e. Cd delays the overall environment

such that a− cannot arrive too fast causing malfunction of the circuit).

Finally, ic will be hidden (cf. set H in Definition 3.2.3) such that, from the point of

view of N , one has inserted internal signal ic at the position of the cloud, and this is

correct. This view is the key to prove the new method correct:

1. Insert ic into N preserving correctness; since only nets without internal signals

can be decomposed, one can regard the result as N ′/{ic}, where ic is an output

of N ′.

2. N ′ will be decomposed with the same initial partition as before, except that ic is

added to the outputs of Cr and to the inputs of Cd. And indeed, in the reduction

of Cr, x
+ is contracted putting ic into the right position. (Observe that the path

between the a+- and the a−-labelled transitions in N could be longer. In this

case, a might not be a signal of Cd, but the former arguments are also valid in

such a case.)

Furthermore, it should be possible to avoid recomputation of the other components:

for such a component, ic is lambdarised initially, so it should be possible to remove it

immediately, since it can even be removed when representing an internal signal. Then,

the reduction can proceed as in the case of N , leading to the same result as before.

An important issue to apply this approach is to identify a delay transition in N (i.e.

an output of the delay component), so it will be defined more formally now: Consider

5For the time being, one can ignore the fact that one really has to insert a signal edge ic±.
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4 Avoiding Irreducible CSC Conflicts by Internal Communication

Input specification N — critical component Cr with structural self-trigger ten, tex
delay component Cd with td ‘between’ ten and tex in N , l(td) ∈ Out±d

Output modified specification N ′ — modified critical component C ′r — modified
delay component C ′d

1 in N , perform an output gyroscope insertion for a fresh output signal ic via
an implicit place p and intermediate N ′′ such that in N ′′, ten ∈ •p, td ∈ p•,
l(p•) ⊆ Out±d and l(•p) ⊆ Sig±r ; this gives N ′

2 C ′r is obtained from reduction ofN ′ with partition member (Inr, Outr∪{ic})
3 C ′d is obtained from reduction of N ′ with partition member (Ind ∪
{ic}, Outd)

Figure 4.5: Algorithm Avoid-0 for inserting internal communication between two
components.

a self-trigger of Cr between the markings M1 and M2, i.e. there is a transition sequence

M1[tentex〉M2 and (ten, tex) is the entry/exit transition pair of the self-trigger. A place

pst with ten ∈ •pst and tex ∈ pst• is called self-trigger place, see also Figure 4.3(b).

Definition 4.2.1 (Delay Transition)

A transition td of N is called delay transition w.r.t. a transition pair (ten, tex) if td 6= ten is

labelled with a local (i.e. non-input) signal edge and td occurs in all transition sequences

ten ... tex enabled under a reachable marking of N . 4

Intuitively, if tex fires after ten, then td must fire in between. Thus, by delaying td the

firing of tex will also be delayed, i.e. the critical edge – and this avoids the self-trigger.

For an implementation of the presented idea, one problem remains to be solved. To

ensure the practically important consistency, one cannot only insert ic+ between a+

and a−, but one has to introduce a suitable ic−-transition somewhere else, too. This

is problematic since it is unclear how to find a proper insertion point such that the be-

haviour is preserved; the usual methods for event insertion would build the reachability

graph of N , which must be avoided.6 Instead, the cloud is replaced by a gyroscope

(simulating a toggle transition), cf. Section 4.1.1. Another possibility is to replace it

with a 4-phase handshake between the critical and the delay component; this approach

will be investigated in future work, see Section 4.6.

The above considerations are formalised in the algorithm Avoid-0 in Figure 4.5. It

is correct according to the following theorem.

6Unfolding based methods are more competitive but also not suited for very large specifications.
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Theorem 4.2.2

The algorithm Avoid-0 is correct: if (Ci)i∈I is correct w.r.t. N , then ((Ci)i∈I′ , C
′
r, C

′
d)

with I ′ = I \ {r, d} is correct w.r.t. N ′, which is correct w.r.t. N when hiding {ic}.

Proof. Proposition 4.1.8(3) implies that N ′/{ic} is correct w.r.t. N , or equivalently,

that N ′ is correct w.r.t. N when hiding {ic}. In the following, it will be shown that

the components ((Ci)i∈I′ , C
′
r, C

′
d) can be constructed from N ′ by the decomposition

algorithm for some feasible initial partition. Then it is guaranteed that ((Ci)i∈I′ , C
′
r, C

′
d)

is correct w.r.t. N ′; cf. the discussion before Proposition 3.2.5.

Let the gyroscope be defined as in Definition 4.1.6. First, the new feasible partition

is the original one exchanging the members for r and d as in Figure 4.5. This is feasible

since

• the new output transitions g1 and g2 are in structural conflict only with each other

and they carry the same signal

• g1 and g2 are only triggered by transitions with label in Inr = In′r or by each

other; they only trigger transitions with label in Outd = Out′d (and each other)

and ic ∈ In′d.

Now, consider a component Cj with j ∈ I ′ and the corresponding initial component

N ′j derived from N ′. In N ′j, ic is lambdarised, which is feasible since ic only triggers

outputs of Cd; hence l′j(g1) = l′j(g2) = λ. Then, Proposition 4.1.7 allows to apply subnet

contraction to the inserted gyroscope yielding the STG N ′′j . Clearly, in N ′′j , the resulting

place is implicit by definition of gyroscope insertion and can be deleted resulting in the

original initial component Nj, which can be reduced to the final component Cj with

the same sequence of operations applied to Nj originally.

Observe that the resulting decomposition is correct in the sense of Definition 3.2.3,

but it is not even guaranteed that the structural self-trigger actually disappears, but

often the method is successful, cf. Section 4.5.

Of course, there might be several structural self-triggers and one has to apply Avoid-

0 a number of times; this procedure results in a series of decompositions (Cj
i )i∈I and

modified specifications Nj, j = 1, . . . , k as follows.

From the given decomposition (Ci)i∈I , which is correct w.r.t. N , one gets (C1
i )i∈I and

N1 from Avoid-0 such that (C1
i )i∈I is correct w.r.t. N1 and N1 is correct w.r.t. N when

hiding {ic1} by Theorem 4.2.2. Then Avoid-0 can be applied to (C1
i )i∈I and N1 and

so on.
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4 Avoiding Irreducible CSC Conflicts by Internal Communication

Generally, when this results in (Cj
i )i∈I and Nj, then in the next stage Avoid-0

produces (Cj+1
i )i∈I and Nj+1 such that the former is correct w.r.t. to the latter, which

in turn is correct w.r.t. Nj when hiding {icj+1}. If one gets (Ck
i )i∈I and Nk after the

last stage, then Theorem 3.2.4 shows that (Ck
i )i∈I is correct w.r.t. Nk−1 when hiding

{ick}.
One can repeat this argument: generally, if one has already concluded that (Ck

i )i∈I

is correct w.r.t. Nj+1 when hiding {ick, ick−1, . . . , icj+2}, then it can be seen from The-

orem 3.2.4 and the fact that Nj+1 is correct w.r.t. Nj when hiding {icj+1} that (Ck
i )i∈I

is correct w.r.t. Nj when hiding {ick, . . . , icj+1}. Finally, it can be seen that (Ck
i )i∈I is

correct w.r.t. N when hiding {ic1, . . . , ick}.
One can improve the efficiency as follows: if there are several irreducible CSC conflicts

concerning different components, step 1 of Avoid-0 is executed iteratively for each of

the conflicts using the respective modified specification, and afterwards all affected

components are newly generated in a single second reduction pass.

The algorithm Avoid-0 has to recalculate the affected components; instead, in order

to improve efficiency, one could apply gyroscope insertions directly to these components.

Section 4.4 presents an algorithmic solution for a special case of specifications where

this is possible.

Observe that Avoid-0 is restricted to specifications where the self-triggers of the

components can be avoided by using just one delay component which has to produce

all output signals specified by the transition labels in p•. Such a delay component might

get too complex for logic synthesis if it has to produce so many outputs. To overcome

such an uncontrollable growth of the delay component a generalisation of Avoid-0

will be presented in Section 4.3.3. However, Avoid-0 produces efficient results for the

practical important case if p is a shortcut place, i.e. there is an MG-path from ten to td.

4.2.1 Beyond Self-Triggering

In the remainder of this chapter, self-trigger avoidance will only be considered. This is

not a real restriction since on the one hand self-triggers appear very often in the bench-

mark examples, see Section 4.5. On the other, self-triggers are the most severe types of

irreducible CSC conflicts – w.r.t. to the presented approach – since for each self-trigger

only one transition pair (ten, tex) can be identified for which a delay transition must be

found. Now, it can be proposed how to deal with general irreducible CSC conflicts by

identifying several transition pairs that yield several opportunities to determine a delay

transition.
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Figure 4.6: Critical components having irreducible CSC conflicts between M1 and M2:
(a) a type II conflict in terms of [KMY06] and (b) a conflict of type I.
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Consider the two critical components in Figure 4.6 having an irreducible CSC conflict

between M1 and M2 each. Such conflicts can be characterised by a third marking M3

and two traces M3[w1〉〉M1 and M3[w2〉〉M2, where w1 and w2 consist of input events

only. In principle Mpsat and Petrify are able to report these traces, and they can

be mapped to corresponding firing sequences v1 and v2; observe that v1 could even be

empty, as in Figure 4.6(b). Following [KMY06] it is enough to consider conflict types

as in Figure 4.6, since other CSC conflicts can be reduced to these types of conflicts;

Figure 4.6(a) refers to a typical type II conflict (according to [KMY06]) and (b) to a

type I conflict.

Figure 4.6 also demonstrates that, for general irreducible CSC conflicts, there are

usually several pairs (ta, tb) – like an entry/exit transition pair – where one can look

for a delay transition that fires between both transitions. For example in Figure 4.6(a)

one can identify the pairs (t2, t3), (t3, t4) and in Figure 4.6(b) (t3, t4), (t5, t6), (t3, t5) etc.

Irreducible CSC conflicts can be avoided if our approach succeeds for just one of those

transition pairs. Hence, the focus on self-triggers (which exhibit only one possibility for

identifying an entry/exit transition pair) is not a real restriction.

4.3 Algorithmic Solution and Generalisations

In this section, several open questions are tackled in order to develop an algorithmic

solution to avoid irreducible CSC conflicts for unweighted STGs (i.e. all arcs must have

the weight 1, apart from that there are no further structural restrictions).

An open question for applying the algorithm Avoid-0 (see Figure 4.5) for more

general structured specifications is to find a delay transition for a given self-trigger by

exploring the (usually large) specification in an efficient way. A solution to this problem

will be presented in Section 4.3.1.

Another problem is how to insert an implicit place q between ten and td (as a nec-

essary step for the internal gyroscope insertion) if there is no MG-path between these

transitions, see e.g. Figure 4.7 and also Figure 4.16(b) below (when interpreting the

cloud symbol as q). Note that q is not a shortcut place there and hence one has to

determine the entire sets •q and q• in an efficient way. In Section 4.3.2 a structural

technique will be presented to insert an implicit place into a Petri net.

Finally, in Section 4.3.3 an improvement of Avoid-0 from Figure 4.5 will be proposed

in order to avoid uncontrollable growth of the delay component (i.e. preventing the

delay component from generating unnecessary output signals) by introducing internal

communication between the critical component and several auxiliary components. This
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Path q Implicit place; subject to gyroscope refinement

Figure 4.7: Specifications N yielding at least one delay candidate td for a potential self-
trigger, given by ten and tex; pst sketches a self-trigger place of Cr as a result
of reducing all elements in w, cf. also Figure 4.3(b).
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is also a solution to the open problem of having several delay components which will

be discussed in Section 4.6.

4.3.1 How to Identify a Delay Transition

A delay transition is defined based on traces of the specification N (see Definition

4.2.1), but due to the complexity of N a structural condition is needed to identify such

a transition. Since it is difficult to find a necessary condition that is not too restrictive

or a real sufficient condition (that is only satisfied for delay transitions), an indication

for a delay transition is proposed – which is called a delay candidate:

Definition 4.3.1 (Delay Candidate)

For a specification N and an entry/exit transition pair (ten, tex), a delay candidate td

is a local transition on a path w = w1w2 starting from ten leading to tex, where w1 is a

path from ten to td (ten 6= td), while w2 is a path from td to tex without merge places,

i.e. ∀p ∈ w2 |•p| = 1. No transition on w \ {ten, tex} has its signal in Sigr. 4

Observe that the path w2 could even be empty; in this case there are no restrictions

on the specification’s structure. The non-merging path w2 indicates that td has to fire

before tex, except that the initial marking of w2 might initially allow to fire tex without

firing td. The last condition reflects the idea that w is contracted to pst in Cr, cf. Figure

4.7(a), i.e. none of its transitions except ten and tex is r-relevant ; the signals of Cr are

called r-relevant, in particular when considered in the context of the full STG N .

Although a delay candidate is not necessarily a delay transition according to Defini-

tion 4.2.1, our criterion is sufficient for many benchmark examples – see our examples

in Section 4.5.

Algorithmic Idea

Instead of simply searching for all paths w (from ten to tex) containing local signal

transitions (as possible delay candidates), the application of a more efficient technique

is suggested:

First, one can ignore all transitions labelled with an r-relevant signal edge except ten

and tex; they can be deleted as well as all arcs to ten in N resulting in N ′, since for delay

candidates one is only interested in local transitions which must be located within the

circle pst, cf. Figure 4.3(b) as well as 4.7(a).7

Second, one can apply an ordinary depth-first search (DFS) [CLRS01] starting at ten

in order to determine all transitions in N ′ that are reachable from ten; the others are

7The arcs from tex do not matter for this subsection.
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removed as well. One could also perform a breadth-first search and store the distances

from ten; this would help to find a delay candidate close to ten, see below.

Third, in N ′ a backward search starting at tex will be applied to find all paths w2

from a delay candidate td to tex; the search can be restricted, because only non-merging

places p should be visited (i.e. |•p| = 1). To find all such paths, one can modify

the backward-directed DFS [CLRS01]: when going backward, vertices are marked as

visited as usual (this avoids repeated vertices on a path), but when returning from the

recursion, the mark is erased (and the vertex can be used in other paths). One can

also consider just one or a few paths, hoping that the respective candidates will help to

avoid the self-trigger.

After a potential path w2 is found, one can apply a backward-directed breadth-first

search (BFS) to find a shortest path w1 from ten. For this, all the vertices of w2 must

be marked as visited, initially. Only if ten is reachable, td is a delay candidate. The idea

is that the algorithm in Section 4.3.2 starts at ten and tries to reach some td quickly;

hence, td should be chosen such that w1 is short.

Usually, there are several possible paths w2 and so several possible delay candidates.

It is subject to future work to investigate how the delay candidate selection influences

the synthesis time and the resulting circuit area and performance.

This technique is purely structural (and hence really fast), but might return delay

candidates which are not delay transition in terms of Definition 4.2.1. To confirm the

latter, one could apply for each delay candidate td (integer) linear programming tech-

niques which will be presented later in Section 5.3 in order to approximate a reachability

condition for td being a ‘real’ delay transition.

4.3.2 Inserting Implicit Places into a Petri Net

For a given entry transition ten and a delay candidate td (with a path w1 from ten)

the algorithm in Figure 4.8 inserts a redundant place q (w.r.t. some set Q) into an

unweighted STG N such that ten ∈ •q and td ∈ q•, cf. Figure 4.7.

The insertion of q will be initiated by calling the function insertImplicitPlace. In line

8, a forward traversal in N from ten towards td will be started by calling the place

function with the unique place p as argument such that p ∈ w1 and p ∈ ten
•. Every

time the function place is processed as well as in lines 27 or 31, a redundant place q

could be inserted via the operations specified in lines 9 and 10. The redundancy of q

is assured, since for every call of place and every new place p of Q, •p as well as p•

will be added to the potential preset (preq) and postset of q (postq) – except for loop
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// Global variables

1 multiset of transitions preq, postq // potential pre- and postset of q

2 set of places Q

3 set of places w1 // shortest path from ten to td
4 boolean delayFound

// Main function

5 bool insertImplicitPlace()

6 preq ← ∅ ; postq ← ∅ ; Q ← ∅ ; delayFound← false

7 p← w1 ∩ ten•
8 if (place(p, ten))

9 P ′ ← P ∪ {q} ; MN ′(q)←MN(Q)

10 for all t ∈ T do W ′(t, q)← preq(t) ; W ′(q, t)← postq(t)

11 return true

12 else return false

13 bool transitionF(transition t) bool transitionB(transition t)

14 (stop, value)← checkTransitionF(t) (stop, value)← checkTransitionB(t)

15 if (stop) return value . . .

16 if (delayFound = false)

17 p← w1 ∩ t•
18 return place(p, t)

19 for all p ∈ t• \Q do for all p ∈ •t \Q do

20 if (place(p, t)) return true . . .

21 return false . . .

22 bool place(place p, transition t) // p, t adjacent

23 if MN(Q) +MN(p) > 1 return false

24 Q ← Q ∪ {p}
25 preq ← preq + •p ; postq ← postq + p•

26 (preq, postq)← (preq − postq, postq − preq) // removes loops

27 res ← true

28 for all t′ ∈ p• − {t} ∧ postq(t′) > preq(t′) do res ← res ∧ transitionF(t′)

29 for all t′ ∈ •p− {t} ∧ postq(t′) < preq(t′) do res ← res ∧ transitionB(t′)

30 if (¬res) restore old values of in, out and Q // before present call of place()

31 return res

Figure 4.8: Algorithm InsertImplicit for inserting an implicit place q. It is assumed
that ten, tex and td are known to the algorithm as global constants. ’. . .’
means line repetition from transitionF.
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1 (bool,bool) checkTransitionF(transition t)

2 if (t = ten) return (true,false)

3 if (delayFound = false)

4 if (t = td) delayFound← true

5 return (true, true) // successful termination

6 if (t ∈ w1) return (false,false)

7 if (l(t) ∈ Loc±N) return (true,true) // successful termination

8 if (t = tex) return (true,false)

9 return (false,false)

10 (bool,bool) checkTransitionB(transition t)

11 if (t = tex) return (true,false)

12 if (l(t) ∈ Sig±r ) return (true,true) // successful termination

13 return (false,false)

Figure 4.9: Strategy CheckTransition. These functions know all global vari-
ables of InsertImplicit and check validity of transitions for the preset
(checkTransitionB) and the postset (checkTransitionF) of q – with result
(stop, value). If stop = false, the traversal should be continued and t is
not valid (value = false). Otherwise, value says whether t is valid (success-
ful termination) or not; in the latter case, place has to backtrack and to
remove its current p from Q.

transitions – see lines 25 and 26 (for a formal proof, see below). Consequently, for every

incoming token to p a token is added to q, for every token removed from p a token is

removed from q, too. If the redundant place q were unsafe, then one would get a CSC

conflict due to firing at least two edges of the new internal signal ic; thus p is not added

if it would lead to at least two tokens on q initially, see line 23.

To make q useful, the preset and postset of q must fulfil some application specific

requirements which are tested by calling transitionF for each transition in p• (line 28)

and transitionB for each transition in •p (line 29) – F and B resp. indicate a forward or

backward traversal. The functions checkTransition[F/B] in line 14 are used to terminate

the traversal at certain transitions, see Figure 4.9. They are tuned to make q• consist

of local transitions only – including td – such that the later gyroscope refinement of q

with a new internal signal ic is input proper according to [SV07], which means that no

input will be delayed by ic. Furthermore, •q should consist of ten and other transitions

labelled with r-relevant edges only, such that the recalculated critical component C ′r

gets no additional relevant signals, except for ic as an additional output; this avoids

uncontrollable growth of C ′r.

If checkTransition[F/B] does not return to stop the search, then transition[F/B] calls the
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place function again to find a suitable place in the postset or preset resp. of t. With such

a call, the post- and preset of q are extended until these fulfil the requirements specified

in checkTransitionF and checkTransitionB resp. Note that the algorithm is correct for

arbitrary functions checkTransition[F/B], see Proposition 4.3.2 below.

To ensure that td ∈ q•, the algorithm applies a forward traversal straight to td as long

as the delayFound flag is not set, see lines 16 – 18. Similarly, in the implementation of

place, the next transition t′ on w1 is chosen first in line 28 (not shown). Eventually, the

flag will be set by checkTransitionF, and then all the other possible paths starting from

the places in w1 will be traversed in forward and backward direction.

The algorithm works on a net N and constructs a copy N ′ extended with q in lines

9 and 10.

ten

F td

t1

p1

p2

t2

B t3

t4

F t5
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F t2

t1

B t3

F td

t4

t5

p1p2

p3

F; F t1

p1

(a) (b) (c)

q

Figure 4.10: Examples for InsertImplicit: the loops in lines 28 and 29 process the resp.
nodes from left to right; at transitions labelled with F the forward search ter-
minates successfully, and analogously for B.

It might be clearer how InsertImplicit works when investigating the examples

shown in Figure 4.10. For the example in (a) by ignoring the dashed arcs, w1 is

tenp1t1p2td; thus, the algorithm calls place(p1, ten) (e.g. t1 is added to postq), transi-

tionF(t1), place(p2, t1) (e.g. t1 is removed from postq) and transitionF(td). Now flag

delayFound is set and the last call returns successfully. Next, transitionF(t4) does not

directly terminate since t4 is an input transition, but the next call of transitionF returns

successfully as well. Going back to the call place(p1, ten), transitionB(t2) (no termination
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since l(t2) /∈ Sig±r ) and then transitionB(t3) are performed. Finally a redundant place q

with •q = {ten, t3} and q• = {td, t5} is inserted, cf. the dashed components in (a).

Next consider Figure 4.10(b), first without transition t5. The forward traversal

reaches td, and then transitionF(t1) and place(p3, t1) are called. Here, t4 is added to

preq and postq in line 25, and removed again in line 26. Thus, for t4 neither transitionF

nor transitionB are called in lines 28 or 29. Eventually, the algorithm inserts a redundant

place q, where •q = {ten, t3} and q• = {td, t2}.
Now consider transition t5; when reaching p3, the following calls are transitionF(t5),

place(p1, t5) and transitionF(t1). Here, the check requires to continue (t1 is an input

transition), but the algorithm fails in line 19, since there is no place left in t1
• \Q – i.e.

no redundant place q can be inserted. Of course this failure is not very welcome, but

the repeated traversal of places in Q – like p3 – would prevent the termination of the

algorithm.

Figure 4.10(c) indicates a situation, where t1 has already been visited by forward

traversals – and declared as suitable for q• via line 7 of checkTransitionF – for two times.

Now place p1 is reached via a call place(p1, t), and t1 is added to preq in line 25; this

would make t1 a (generalised) loop transition for q. But after line 26, preq(t1) = 0 and

postq(t1) = 1, and due to the condition in line 29, transitionB will not be called for t1;

the search terminates by returning true.

Proposition 4.3.2

For any terminating checkTransition{F/B} operation without side-effects on N , Q, preq

or postq, the algorithm InsertImplicit terminates such that the place q is implicit in

N ′. If false is returned, no place q will be inserted.

Proof. First observe the following properties: (∗) for every call of place(p, t), there is

p 6∈ Q; this follows immediately from lines 7 and 8, 19 and 20 resp., where these are

the only places from which place(p, t) is called.

(∗∗) The number of calls of place on the call-stack is bounded by |P |; which directly

follows from (∗).

Termination: Obviously, insertImplicitPlace() is only called at the beginning, and

transition{F/B}() and place() are calling each other alternately in the sense that they

alternate on the call-stack. Together with (∗∗), this implies that the call-stack has

bounded depth. Since only for loops are used, only finitely many functions are called

in each function call f(), and eventually a function is called or f() returns. This implies

the claim.

Correctness: Now, it will be proven by induction that the properties of Definition 3.2.2
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are fulfilled every time a function is called or returned from. More precisely, it will be

shown that q would be redundant for the valuation V ≡ 1 if N would be modified as

in lines 9 and 10. Hence, one only has to consider the values of preq, postq and Q.

Clearly, q is redundant for V ≡ 1 after the initialisation of the global variables in line

6: q is an unconnected place then, and d = 0. Furthermore, one only has to consider

the lines 24–26, since only here preq, postq and Q will change significantly. If they are

restored (to the values before line 24) in line 30, q is redundant by induction assumption.

The new values (i.e. after execution of line 26) will be denoted with preq′, postq′, W ′

etc. Observe that MN ′(p) = MN(p) for every place p 6= q and W ′(x, y) = W (x, y) if

x 6= q 6= y.

(1)

d′

= MN ′(q)−
∑
s∈Q′

MN ′(s)

(definition of MN ′(q)) = MN ′(Q′)−
∑
s∈Q′

MN ′(s) = 0 = d

(2)

0

≤ W ′(t, q)−W ′(q, t)−
∑
s∈Q′

(W ′(t, s)−W ′(s, t))

(definition of preq and postq) = preq′(t)− postq′(t)−
∑
s∈Q′

(W (t, s)−W (s, t))

(lines 24–26 and (∗)) = ((preq + •p)− (postq + p•))(t)

−((postq + p•)− (preq + •p))(t)

−(W (t, p)−W (p, t))−
∑
s∈Q

(W (t, s)−W (s, t))

(Definition 3.0.1) = max(0, preq(t) + •p(t)− postq(t)− p•(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
a

)

−max(0, postq(t) + p•(t)− preq(t)− •p(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
−a

)

−W (t, p) +W (p, t)−
∑
s∈Q

(W (t, s)−W (s, t))
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(max(0, a)−max(0,−a) = a) = preq(t) + •p(t)− postq(t)− p•(t)

−W (t, p) +W (p, t)−
∑
s∈Q

(W (t, s)−W (s, t))

(definition of preq and postq, = W (t, q)−W (q, t) +W (t, p)−W (p, t)

e.g. •p(t) = W (t, p) ≤ 1) −W (t, p) +W (p, t)−
∑
s∈Q

(W (t, s)−W (s, t))

= W (t, q)−W (q, t)−
∑
s∈Q

(W (t, s)−W (s, t))

(induction) ≥ 0

(3)

d′

≥ W ′(q, t)−
∑
s∈Q′

W ′(s, t)

(definition of postq) = postq′(t)−
∑
s∈Q′

W (s, t)

(lines 24–26 and (∗)) = ((postq + p•)− (preq + •p))(t)

−W (p, t)−
∑
s∈Q

W (s, t)

(Definition 3.0.1) = max(0, postq(t) + p•(t)− preq(t)− •p(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
a

)

−W (p, t)−
∑
s∈Q

W (s, t)

1. Case: a ≤ 0

. . . = 0−W (p, t)−
∑
s∈Q

W (s, t)

≤ W (q, t)−
∑
s∈Q

W (s, t)

(induction and (1)) ≤ d = d′
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2. Case: a > 0

. . . = postq(t) + p•(t)− preq(t)− •p(t)

−W (p, t)−
∑
s∈Q

W (s, t)

(definition of postq, = W (q, t) +W (p, t)− preq(t)− •p(t)

p•(t) = W (p, t) ≤ 1) −W (p, t)−
∑
s∈Q

W (s, t)

= W (q, t)− preq(t)− •p(t)−
∑
s∈Q

W (s, t)

≤ W (q, t)−
∑
s∈Q

W (s, t)

(induction and (1)) ≤ d = d′

4.3.3 Self-Trigger Avoidance for Unweighted STGs

We can now take a closer look at the internal gyroscope refinement via the implicit

place q in N , which introduces internal communication to avoid the self-trigger in Cr.

If one applies the implicit place insertion of q in N as proposed in Section 4.3.2,

then also after the gyroscope refinement of q, there are structural conflicts between all

(local) transitions of q•. These structural conflicts imply that one has to change the

feasible partition for the second reduction pass. Since the delay component produces

the signal of td, it now has to produce all the signals of the transitions in q•, also those

that were produced by other so-called auxiliary components in the first pass. Thus,

the modified delay component STG could be very complex such that a circuit can

perhaps not be synthesised anymore. This phenomenon will be visualised with the help

of Figures 4.7(b) and 4.11:

Assume the unmodified delay component only produces output signal x, another

component produces signal s, and the delay transition td for the self-trigger between

ten and tex is identified. An internal gyroscope with a new signal ic is inserted via the

implicit place q. Observe that q• does not only contain td, but also t1; thus td and t1

are in structural conflict because of q – and after q’s refinement the conflict is caused

by the gyroscope place pout (see also Figure 4.1). Using feasible partitions only, the

component for x now has to produce s as well; one gets a new component combining

the delay component Cd and the component generating signal s. This can lead to
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overall Circuit OC (specified by N)

(overall) Environment

Critical Component – Cr’

Auxiliary
Comp.

Cj’

y

s

a

ic
Delay 
Comp.

Cd’
x

other 
Comp.

Ci r

Figure 4.11: Architecture of the resulting decomposed circuit specified by Figure 4.7(a).

large delay component STGs from which no circuit can be synthesised (because of their

complexity).

Thus, for the second reduction pass, the concept of quasi-feasible partition as studied

in Subsection 4.1.2 can be applied. After an output gyroscope insertion introducing ic

via implicit place q, the original feasible partition can be kept, except for adding ic as an

output for Cr and as an input for all components producing a signal of a transition in the

postset of q; these components include Cd, the others are called auxiliary components;

cf. algorithm Avoid-1 in Figure 4.12 that generalises Avoid-0 from Figure 4.5 since it

deals with several auxiliary components, in addition to the delay component.

This algorithm does not necessarily produce a correct decomposition, but a failure

can be recognised:

Proposition 4.3.3

The algorithm Avoid-1 is correct in the following sense: if (Ci)i∈I was obtained from

N by decomposition (and hence correct w.r.t. N), then either the partition used by

Avoid-1 is quasi-feasible and ((Ci)i∈I′ , C
′
r, C

′
d, (C

′
j)j∈J) with I ′ = I \ ({r, d} ∪ J) is

correct w.r.t. N ′, which in turn is correct w.r.t. N when hiding {ic}, or there is some

dynamic self-trigger with the two transitions of ic in C ′d.

Proof. When decomposing N , a feasible partition was used (or at least a quasi-feasible

one, if already some internal signal has been introduced). If the partition used in Avoid-

1 is not quasi-feasible, then there are two output transitions t1 and t2 in N ′ which

are in conflict under some reachable marking and have signals produced by different

components. Since this conflict is obviously new, t1 and t2 must have been in the postset

of q in the intermediate N ′′. If they are in conflict under some reachable marking M
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Input specification N — critical component Cr with an irr. CSC conflict ten, tex
delay component Cd with td ‘between’ ten and tex in N , l(td) ∈ Out±d —
other components (Ci)i∈I\{r,d}

Output modified specification N ′ — modified critical component C ′r — modified
delay component C ′d — modified auxiliary components (C ′j)j∈J , J ⊂ I

1 in N , if insertImplicitPlace() returns true, then perform an output gyroscope
insertion for a fresh output signal ic via the implicit place q and interme-
diate N ′′; in N ′′, l(•q) ⊆ Sig±r and l(q•) ⊆ Out±d ∪

⋃
j∈J Out

±
j where J ⊂ I

and Cj is called auxiliary component; this gives N ′

2 C ′r is obtained from reduction ofN ′ with partition member (Inr, Outr∪{ic})
3 C ′d is obtained from reduction of N ′ with partition member (Ind ∪
{ic}, Outd)

4 for all j ∈ J do C ′j is obtained from reduction of N ′ with partition member
(Inj ∪ {ic}, Outj)

Figure 4.12: Algorithm Avoid-1 for inserting internal communication to avoid an irre-
ducible CSC conflict – insertImplicitPlace() is specified in InsertImplicit
in Figure 4.8.

there, this conflict must concern q, i.e. without q they would be concurrently enabled.

With the implicit q, they can still fire one after the other in any order. Since q has no

loops, this means that they are concurrently enabled under M , so in fact there is no

conflict in N ′′.

If q is safe, there can be no conflict in N ′ as well: t1 and t2 are only enabled when pout

is marked, and then it is marked with one token as q was. Furthermore, the transitions

for the new signal ic are not in conflict with any other transition.

If q is not safe, some reachable marking of N ′ puts at least two tokens on pin resulting

in a dynamic self-trigger for the latter transitions. This self-trigger is still present in

C ′d.

The correctness now follows from Theorem 4.1.10 as in the proof of Theorem 4.2.2. In

addition to one delay component Cd, there are several auxiliary components Ca1 , ..., Can .

The partition in Avoid-1 is quasi-feasible, since

• the output transitions g1 and g2 are only in structural conflict with each other

and they are labelled with the same signal anyway.

• g1 and g2 are only triggered by transitions with labels in Sigr = Sig′r \ {ic} or

by each other; they only trigger transitions with labels in Outd +
⋃

j∈J Outaj =

Out′d +
⋃

j∈J Out
′
aj

and each other; ic ∈ In′d, ic ∈ In′aj .
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Consider a component Ck with k ∈ I ′ and the corresponding initial component N ′k
derived from N ′. In N ′k, ic is lambdarised, since ic only triggers outputs of Cd and

Ca1 , ..., Can . As a first step, one can apply subnet contraction to the gyroscope yielding

STG N ′′k . The resulting place is implicit by Definition 4.1.6 and can be deleted yielding

the original initial component Nk. Hence, Nk can be reduced to the final component

Ck with the same sequence of reduction operations originally applied.

In general, the components have many self-triggers or irreducible CSC conflicts resp.,

so Avoid-1 has to be applied a number of times. If Avoid-1 gets no solution for

a conflict, then e.g. backtracking – i.e. reintroduction of an actual irrelevant signal –

might avoid the considered conflict.

Optimising Gyroscope Insertion

Often, k components (k > 1) yield the same self-trigger, i.e. characterised by the same

entry/exit transition pair in N . For each component a separate internal signal is needed,

since it has to be produced by the respective component. However, it is not necessary

to apply both algorithms for finding an appropriate delay transition (cf. Section 4.3.1)

and InsertImplicit k times. After the first run of both algorithms, an implicit place

q with its sets •q and q• is known, and one can insert k concurrent gyroscopes via k

copies q1, ..., qk of q, i.e. with •qi = •q and qi
• = q•,∀i ∈ {1...k}, see Figure 4.13(a).

w

a+ ten

x+ td

q1 qk w

a+ ten

x+ td

q

(a) (b)

kCr’ 1

Cd’

Cr’ k

Cr’ 2

Resulting circuit
Cr’ 1

Cd’

Cr’ k

Cr’ 2

Resulting circuit

ic1

ic2

ick

ic1

ic2

ick

ick-1

Figure 4.13: The same conflict occurs in k different components: (a) concurrent gyro-
scope insertion, (b) sequential gyroscope insertion.

Observe that this approach massively increases the concurrency degree of the new
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delay component (and also of the auxiliary components, not shown here), since after

qi’s refinement – with a new gyroscope labelled with ici – each transition labelled with

ici is a trigger of td; so each ici will be a relevant signal for the new delay component,

i.e. ici ∈ Ind,∀i ∈ {1...k}. This can be avoided by introducing only one place q and

refine it via a sequence of k gyroscopes, as shown in Figure 4.13(b). This is correct

w.r.t. the concurrent insertion in Figure 4.13(a), since each of the k internal gyroscopes

must fire to activate td, but the order of firing does not matter, because each signal

ici is internal (i.e its edge occurrence has no direct influence on an input occurrence

from the environment). Hence, one can arbitrarily model a sequence of gyroscopes, as

in Figure 4.13(b); consequently, the new delay component gets only one new relevant

signal instead of k signals. Of course, the chosen sequence of the k gyroscopes might

have effects on the final circuit’s performance, area and/or its synthesis time; this will

be investigated in future work.

4.4 Optimisation for Simple Structured STGs

In this section, a very simple case of self-triggering will be considered, where the speci-

fication is essentially an MG-path in the relevant part. Assume a deterministic and live

net N is given; also the latter is a common and sensible assumption on STGs, and in

fact the proofs below only presuppose 2-liveness. Further, we restrict ourselves to the

CIR-algorithm; recall that this algorithm preserves liveness and 2-liveness according to

Proposition 4.1.1.

Let (C)i∈I be correct w.r.t. N . In the critical component Cr, let there be an MG-self-

trigger due to two input transitions t2 and t4 labelled with a+ and a− for a ∈ InN . These

transitions, the specification N and all components are inputs to the algorithm Avoid-

NoRecalc in Figure 4.14, which returns a modified specification and modified critical

and delay components; the critical component is always, and the delay component if

possible, generated without a second decomposition pass.

In general, the algorithm returns FAIL whenever the structural conditions in line 1

for the specification are not fulfilled. A path between t2 and t4 (line 1) is guaranteed

to exist since such a path exists in Cr and the reduction does not generate new paths,

and sometimes there will be an MG-path; condition (a) guarantees that contracting all

transitions on w results in the place pst that ‘carries’ the self-trigger. However, the path

might fail to be non-forking (d) or there might be no proper output x which can help

to destroy the self-triggering (b). In this case, the self-triggering might be avoided by

adding additional inputs to Cr as discussed in Section 4.2.
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w

a+

t2

x

t3

s

t1

a-

t4

w2 w3w1

Input specification N — all components (Ci)i∈I — index r of critical compo-
nent — MG-self-trigger place pst in Cr with •pst = {t2} and p•st = {t4}

Output modified specification N ′ with new output ic
modified critical component C ′r — modified delay component C ′d

1 in N , find an MG-path w from t2 to t4 with the following properties
return FAIL if no such w exists

(a) MN(w) = MCr(pst) and l(w ∩ T \ {t2, t4}) ∩ Sig±r = ∅
(b) a delay transition t3 of w is labelled with an output edge x±

(c) w2, w3 are the sub-paths of w from t2 to t3, from t3 to t4 resp.
(d) no transition of w \ {t4} has more than one outgoing arc

2 choose d such that x ∈ Outd, choose a fresh signal ic 6∈ SigN
3 in N , perform an output gyroscope insertion between t2 and t3 for ic

with the initial marking (MN(w2), 0), giving N ′ (via an intermediate
N ′′ with an additional p)

4 in Cr, perform an output gyroscope insertion between t2 and t4 for ic
with the initial marking (MN(w2),MN(w3)), delete pst; this gives C ′r

5 in N , find an MG-path w1 from some transition t1 to t2 with the
following properties (t1 = t2 is possible):
• l(t1) ∈ Sig±d and l(w1 ∩ T \ {t1}) ∩ Sig±d = ∅
• no transition of w1 \ {t1} ∪ w2 has more than one incoming arc
if no such w1 exists, return with C ′d obtained from N ′ and the respec-
tive partition member (Ind ∪ {ic}, Outd) by reduction

6 in Cd, perform an input gyroscope insertion between t1 and t3 for ic
with the initial marking (MN(w1 ∪ w2), 0), giving C ′d

Figure 4.14: Algorithm Avoid-NoRecalc for inserting internal communication without
recalculation.
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If all conditions are satisfied, a possible delay transition labelled with output x and

the delay component Cd producing it are chosen (line 2). In the remaining part of the

algorithm, the corresponding gyroscope insertions into N as well as into the components

Cr and Cd take place, where for Cd a proper starting transition t1 has to be found (line

5); cf. Figure 4.3 for the special case t1 = ten or t1 = t2 resp. If the latter is not possible,

C ′d can be recalculated from the modified specification N ′.

A concrete implementation has some freedom since there might be more than one

suitable output on w, i.e. there might be several possible delay transitions. In such a

case, one might choose an output and the corresponding delay component such that

a path w1 exists at all or is better suited than others. If a ∈ Sigd, then t1 = t2

and the conditions for w1 are trivially fulfilled. In this case, t2 might additionally be a

syntactical trigger of t3 in Cd; then, it is possible that the signal a is no longer necessary

and might be lambdarised in C ′d and contracted, resulting in a correct decomposition.8

Theorem 4.4.1

For 2-live nets, the algorithm Avoid-NoRecalc is correct in the sense of Theo-

rem 4.2.2. The self-trigger in Cr is not present in C ′r anymore.

Proof. Regarding termination, observe that N is finite and therefore the path search

terminates. In the rest of the proof, it will be shown that C ′r and C ′d can also be derived

via a correct reduction from N ′, and the claim then follows from Theorem 4.2.2.

Consider the component C ′r. Let (Rm)0≤m≤n be the intermediate STGs encountered

during the generation of Cr. Now it will be shown that the same sequence of reduction

operations can be applied to the initial component N ′r obtained from N ′, resulting in a

sequence (R′m)0≤m≤n of intermediate STGs with R′n = C ′r and the following properties:

in every R′m:

(1) there is exactly one transition tm ∈ p•out with tm 6= t2, and

(2) there are non-forking paths vm1 from t2 to tm and vm2 from tm to t4 (here, one can

ignore pin ∈ t2• and t4 can have more than one place in its postset).

(3) R′m can be derived from Rm by an output gyroscope insertion between t2 and tm

with initial marking (MN(w2),MN(w3) −MR′
m

(vm2 )) (via addition of p giving an

intermediate R′′).

8 The next proof shows that C ′d can be obtained from N ′ with the decomposition algorithm. If a
is lambdarised in the respective initial component, the same sequence of reduction operations can
be applied to get C ′d with a lambdarised. If continued reduction removes these λ-transitions, the
result is one which someone could also get from the decomposition algorithm, hence it is correct.
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Clearly, this is initially true: for R0 and R′0 choose t0 = t3, v
0
1 = w2 and v02 = w3. So

let the claim be fulfilled for some Rm and R′m and let Rm+1 be obtained from Rm by

some reduction operation; the three cases for this reduction operation will be considered

next. Since the CIR algorithm preserves 2-liveness, this is therefore given for all nets

considered.

Deletion of an implicit place p′ Observe that no place q of vm1 or vm2 is implicit

since Lemma 4.1.5 implies in this case that there is another path between •q and q•, a

contradiction to vmi being non-forking. Then, Proposition 4.1.8(2) implies that N ′\p′

is the gyroscope insertion of N \p′. Choose vm+1
i = vmi (i = 1, 2) and tm+1 = tm.

Deletion of a redundant transition t Observe that a transition on vm1 v
m
2 is adjacent

to an MG-place on vm1 v
m
2 , since vm1 v

m
2 leads from t2 to t4 6= t2; hence these transitions

are not redundant. Also, this observation implies that, in R′′m, t is not adjacent to p (nor

is its duplicate if it exists). Now, Proposition 4.1.4(4) implies that t is also redundant

in R′′m and R′m, p is implicit in R′′m+1 = R′′m \ t by Proposition 4.1.4(3), and R′m+1 is

obtained from the gyroscope insertion in Rm+1.

t2

pin

pout

tm

p’2

t’’

p’1

t

p’2

p’1

t2

pin

(pout,p’2)

tm+1=t’’

(p’1,p’2)

(p’1,p’2)

v
1 m

v
1 m

+1

R’m
R’m+1

case 
(ii)

case 
(iii)

Figure 4.15: For the proof of Theorem 4.4.1. Cases (ii) and (iii) of transition
contraction.
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Contraction of a transition t Figure 4.15 shows the cases (ii) and (iii), both in one

figure; some elements appear twice, once for each case.

(i) t 6∈ vm1 , vm2 : claim obviously fulfilled. For (3) observe that in the intermediate R′′m

and hence also in R′′m+1, p is a shortcut place w.r.t vm1 .

In all other cases, the path vm1 v
m
2 is modified. Here, it is important that all

transitions on vm1 v
m
2 (except t4) are non-forking; this property also holds for the

modified path.

(ii) t = tm: by assumption, there is only one place p′2 in the postset of tm (t = t4 is

not possible since t4 is not λ-labelled). The contraction of tm is possible in R′m

since the additional place pout ∈ •tm does not render the contraction insecure.

Let vm1 = t2vp
′
1t

m for some path v and vm2 = tmp′2v
′ for some path v′. The

places p′1, p
′
2 and pout are replaced in R′m+1 by the places (p′1, p

′
2), (pout, p

′
2); for

simplicity the latter is identified with pout. Then, tm+1 is the single transition in

p′•2 , vm+1
1 = t2v(p′1, p

′
2)t

m+1 and vm+1
2 = v′ are non-forking, and furthermore:

MR′
m+1

((pout, p
′
2))

(definition) = MR′
m

(pout) +MR′
m

(p′2)

(induction) = MN(w3)−MR′
m

(vm2 ) +MR′
m

(p′2)

= MN(w3)− (MR′
m

(tmp′2v
′)−MR′

m
(p′2))

= MN(w3)−MR′
m

(v′)

= MN(w3)−MR′
m+1

(vm+1
2 )

pin is not touched by the contraction and therefore (3) follows. Observe that the

initial marking of {pin, pout} increases by MR′
m

(p′2) and so does the marking of

vm+1
1 compared to that of vm1 ; hence, the gyroscope insertion leading to R′m+1 is

indeed based on a shortcut place p.

(iii) t ∈ vm1 \ {tm}: let vm1 = t2v
′p′1tp

′
2v
′′tm for some paths v′ and v′′. Since t is

not adjacent to the inserted gyroscope, the contraction is also possible in the

intermediate R′′m leaving p being a shortcut place in R′′m+1, and also in R′m.

In R′m+1, choose vm+1
1 = t2v

′(p′1, p
′
2)v
′′tm, vm+1

2 = vm2 and tm+1 = tm.

(iv) t ∈ vm2 \ {tm}: similar to (iii)
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In R′n, tn = t4, v
n
1 = t2pstt4 and vn2 = t4 since all transitions of w3 \ {t4} have been

contracted. Hence, MR′
n
(pin) = MN(w2) and MR′

n
(pout) = MN(w3). The gyroscope

insertion first inserts a place p resulting in an intermediate STG R′′n such that MR′′
n
(p) =

MR′
n
(pin) + MR′

n
(pout) = MN(w2 ∪ w3) = MN(w) = MN(pst). Therefore, pst is implicit

in R′′n and due to Proposition 4.1.7(3) also implicit in R′n. Deleting it there results in

the final component C ′r returned by the algorithm.

If C ′d is recalculated from N ′, it is obviously correct. Otherwise, the proof is analogous

to the previous one. Observe that this time pout stays untouched while pin is combined

with places from w1; in particular, w1 has to be non-joining to avoid the ‘duplication’

of pin.

With this result, Avoid-NoRecalc can be applied repeatedly, as described for

Avoid-0 above, and this gives a correct decomposition in the end.

The Theorem above shows that an output has been inserted into the self-trigger

that records the occurrence of a+. This removes the original irreducible CSC conflict,

where the circuit for Cr (CC in Figure 4.2) had to produce y+ after a− but could not

distinguish this state from the one before a+. However, it could very well be the case

that there is still some CSC conflict: the first a+ is recorded by ic+, the second one by

ic−; so the state vector before the first a+ could easily be the same as the one after the

second a−, where y+ has to be produced. It has been achieved that this CSC conflict

can now be solved by inserting internal signals into Cr alone as described in [CKK+02]

and proven correct in the sense of Definition 3.2.3, see [SV07].

In fact, the irreducible CSC conflict can also vanish completely if the two state vectors

just mentioned differ in other signals. For the SPT-benchmarks presented in Figure 4.4

and reported in the next section, this is actually always the case; here, the reason is

that always at least two gyroscopes are inserted ‘non-concurrently’.

To understand this more in detail, consider the case that ica is inserted between

a+ and a−, and icb between some b+ and b−. If ica and icb cannot fire concurrently,

but only in some fixed order, the following firing sequence is possible (instead of the

markings, the state vectors are shown projected to the relevant signals, which are

ordered according to occurrence): (0000) a+ (1000) ic+a (1100) a− (0100) . . . b+

(0110) ic+b (0111) b− (0101) . . . a+ (1101) ic−a (1001) a− (0001) . . . b+ (0101)

ic−b (0001) b− (0000). The two states after a− are pairwise different from the two

states before a+, and similarly for b. The situation discussed is somewhat reminiscent

of the so-called lock relation [VGCM92] or coupledness relation [YP90] resp. (cf. also

Section 5.4).
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4 Avoiding Irreducible CSC Conflicts by Internal Communication

4.5 Experimental Results

The algorithms InsertImplicit, CheckTransition and Avoid-0, Avoid-1 as well

as Avoid-NoRecalc have been integrated in our decomposition tool DesiJ (see Chap-

ter 6). Avoid-1 is used as default algorithm for conflict avoidance, since it can handle

the most general structured specifications; now all benchmarks in Table 4.1 can be

synthesised. The optimisation Avoid-NoRecalc can only be applied very rarely for

‘real-life’ benchmarks, because they usually have more complicated structures than de-

picted in Figure 4.14 (here, only from the simple structured benchmarks SPT-6 and

SPT-79 a synthesis is possible); furthermore, Avoid-NoRecalc does not offer the

desired performance improvements for the considered benchmarks. Note that DesiJ-

based logic synthesis would be impossible for any benchmark in Table 4.1 if neither

Avoid-0 nor Avoid-1 nor Avoid-NoRecalc is applied.

For identifying a delay candidate as well as the paths w1 and w2, so far a simple solu-

tion is implemented. There is work in progress on integrating the ideas of Section 4.3.1.

For irreducible CSC conflict detection the following approximation is used: for each

component STG one can identify sub-structures as depicted in Figure 4.6 for which

several entry/exit transition pairs per conflict can be identified (cf. Section 4.2.1).

Decomposition-based logic synthesis via DesiJ and Petrify as synthesis backend

has been applied to the benchmark examples in Table 4.1. (In fact, the final logic

synthesis using Mpsat might be more efficient, but the component STGs usually have

complicated structures such that the structural methods of Mpsat sometimes fail to

synthesise some of the components.)

Now these results will be compared with the ones from Moebius [CCCGV06], Mpsat

[KKY04] and the pure application of Petrify [CKK+02]. Note that Moebius also

implements an entire decomposition-based logic synthesis approach by:

1. encoding of specifications that do not satisfy CSC by solving complex ILP prob-

lems,

2. decomposing them (i.e. computing the projection10 of the encoded specification

for each single output signal, again by applying ILP), and

3. synthesising each component STG by applying state-based logic synthesis.

9 These specifications result from control resynthesis of Sequence-Parallel-Trees having 6 or 7 levels
resp., cf. also SPT-2 from Figure 4.4.

10 another but restricted STG decomposition method
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Benchmark
Size DesiJ Moebius Mpsat Petrify
|P |/|T | Dec+Int+Syn/# Enc+Proj+Syn/# time/# time/#

2pp wk.06 47/26 0+0+1/7 1/1 1/1 2/1
2pp wk.09 71/38 0+0+1/7 1+1+0/1 4/1 13/1
2pp wk.12 95/50 0+0+1/7 1+2+1/1 15/1 149/1
3pp wk.06 70/38 0+0+2/12 2+2+0/2 5/2 90/3
3pp wk.09 106/56 0+0+3/12 3+4+1/2 19/2 1466/3
3pp wk.12 142/74 0+0+3/12 6+6+6/2 60/2 >12h

tsend-csm 34/29 0+0+8/9 0+0+1/2 1/2 2/2
Shifter 67/51 0+0+9/32 4+1+0/5 64/5 1480/5
ArbTree 83/72 0+1+4/31 75+7+1/16 196/6 1117/8
SPT-6 403/260 2+7+788/208 2160+360+240/56 m.o. m.o.
SPT-7 659/516 5+20+822/272 9.5h+2280+0/115 m.o. m.o.

Table 4.1: Comparison of different logic synthesis approaches w.r.t. synthesis time (in se-
conds) and number of inserted internal signals.

Initially, no considered benchmark example satisfies CSC, so the results cannot be

compared to a decomposition-based synthesis with Nutas [YM07].

The benchmark computations, except for the Moebius results, were performed on

a VMware R© Linux guest system with 1 GB of RAM. The host machine was an Intel R©

Core
TM

2 Duo E8400 CPU with 3 GHz and 4 GB of RAM running a Windows XP R©

32-Bit version. The Moebius results were performed by Josep Carmona on an Intel R©

Xeon R© CPU X3363 with 2.83 GHz and 24 GB of RAM running a Linux OS.

The first two columns of Table 4.1 report the benchmark names and their corre-

sponding sizes in terms of place count (|P |) and transition count (|T |). The remaining

columns report the synthesis times for each benchmark in seconds and the (cumulated)

number of inserted internal communication signals (#) during synthesis. Note that in

the DesiJ-column the synthesis time is split into decomposition time (Dec), the time

for inserting internal communication signals as described in this paper (Int) and the

cumulated time for Petrify synthesis of the component STGs (Syn). In the Moebius-

column the times are also split into the encoding time to solve CSC for the specification

N (Enc), the time to compute the projection of N for each output signal (Proj ), and

the ‘Petrify-like’ logic synthesis for the projected components (Syn). Observe that

the encoding time for SPT-7 is 9.5 hours and Petrify cannot synthesise a circuit for

3pp wk.12 after 12 hours of computation; all the other times are reported in seconds.

All benchmarks in the lower half of Table 4.1 arise when resynthesising handshake

circuits consisting of control components, cf. Section 2.3.3 or [FC08], while the 2pp wk.??
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4 Avoiding Irreducible CSC Conflicts by Internal Communication

and 3pp wk.?? specifications are not related to resynthesis.

All benchmarks up to 100 places or transitions can be handled within a few seconds

by DesiJ. For instance, every other tool needs at least 83 seconds to synthesise the

ArbTree circuit. To the best of my knowledge, DesiJ-based synthesis does not only

enable the synthesis of circuits by orders of magnitude faster than any other approach,

but it even enables the synthesis of circuits which are impossible to synthesise with

pure logic synthesis: e.g. Petrify and Mpsat cannot synthesise a circuit for SPT-6

and SPT-7 due to memory overflows (m.o.); Moebius takes approximately 10 hours to

synthesise a circuit from SPT-7, while the presented approach can manage this in less

than 15 minutes.

For the presented benchmarks it does not matter whether applying Avoid-0 or

Avoid-1, since the specifications have almost marked graph structures. At the mo-

ment, it is not easy to exploit the superiority of Avoid-1; this will be discussed later

in Section 4.6. The difference in time consumption for Avoid-0 and Avoid-1 is neg-

ligible, since both approaches work purely structural. Avoid-NoRecalc can only be

applied for SPT-6 and SPT-7. However, for these benchmarks it consumes more time for

internal communication insertion than Avoid-0 or Avoid-1 resp.: for SPT-6 it needs 13

seconds and for SPT-7 30 seconds, since for each conflict three gyroscope insertions (for

the specification, critical and delay component) instead of only one gyroscope insertion

(for the specification) have to be done.

Observe that DesiJ-based synthesis is not always the best approach to exploit the

advantages of logic synthesis. In particular, for a small specification like tsend-csm a

pure Mpsat or Petrify synthesis is better suited. DesiJ often introduces more inter-

nal signals than a pure logic synthesis would do. E.g. for the 2pp wk.?? benchmarks,

each of Petrify, Mpsat or Moebius only inserts one internal signal to solve CSC.

With total decomposition (i.e. constructing one component for each output), DesiJ

must avoid two self-triggers by introducing two internal signals, and during logic syn-

thesis of the components Petrify introduces 5 CSC signals – hence, the DesiJ-based

synthesis needs 7 internal signals to solve CSC for each 2pp wk.?? benchmark; this

might eventually consume more chip area.

As a consequence, DesiJ shall only be applied for very large specifications where logic

synthesis with other tools is impossible or takes unacceptably long time. Furthermore,

total decomposition is not always the best approach, since it leads to many component

STGs which potentially require many internal signal insertions to avoid irreducible CSC

conflicts (and so leads to larger circuits). In Chapter 5 the decomposition will be tuned

to find output partitions that result in component STGs having fewer irreducible CSC
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conflicts; indeed, these component STGs might be larger, but the partitioning must be

done carefully such that the component STGs are still synthesisable with Petrify,

Punf&Mpsat or Moebius. This might maximally exploit the opportunities of logic

synthesis, and might lead to the most efficient circuit implementations that can be

achieved.

4.6 Limitations and Opportunities

In this chapter, an approach to avoid irreducible CSC conflicts by introducing internal

communication between the components (by applying so-called gyroscope insertion)

was presented. The gyroscope insertion usually transforms an irreducible CSC conflict

of a so-called critical component into a reducible one. Sometimes the considered con-

flict could even vanish completely by a suitable introduction of the gyroscopes, cf. the

discussion at the end of Section 4.4.

Although the benchmarks presented in the latter section are promising there are still

examples which are not completely synthesisable, but a remarkable progress for them

was reached anyway. For example, there is specification which models a part of the

control behaviour for a Balsa-specified Stack circuit. It consists of 206 transitions and

272 places. This specification is too complex for applying pure logic synthesis. With

DesiJ-based synthesis, but without applying internal communication insertion, only 10

of 47 components can be synthesised. Instead, with internal communication insertion

the synthesis of 32 of 47 components is possible. The remaining 15 components still have

irreducible conflicts, because of the following limitations of the presented approach.

Figure 4.16 shows specifications that can serve as an example for the limitations of the

solution presented in Section 4.3: choose the a+-labelled transition as entry transition

ten and the a−-labelled one as exit transition tex yielding a self-trigger for the critical

component producing y.

When applying InsertImplicit (Figure 4.8) and Avoid-1 (Figure 4.14) or Avoid-0

resp., the pending self-trigger for the critical component resulting from the reduction

of the specification in Figure 4.16(a) can be avoided by inserting the gyroscope at

the cloud’s position. However, for (b) the conflict cannot be avoided by inserting the

gyroscope at the position of the cloud, although the application of InsertImplicit

would suggest to insert an implicit place q at this position. Even Avoid-1 allows the

generation of distinct component STGs for producing x1 and x2. However, the problem

is that t1 or t2 cannot be identified as delay transitions or delay candidates according

to Definition 4.3.1.
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a+ten
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Figure 4.16: Specification with branching and merging resulting in two delay components.

A solution could be the relaxation of the requirement that a delay transition has

always to fire ‘between’ ten and tex. Thus, Definition 4.2.1 could be replaced by:

Definition 4.6.1 (Delay Transition)

A transition td of N is called delay transition w.r.t. a transition pair (ten, tex) if td 6= ten

is labelled with a local (i.e. non-input) signal edge and td occurs in some transition

sequence ten ... tex enabled under a reachable marking of N . 4

Then one could define a quality criterion for delay transitions, such that a delay tran-

sition which occurs in more sequences ten ... tex than another one should be preferred.

This would not only enable the handling of specification structures, as sketched in

Figure 4.16(b), but this would enable the handling of the most general STG structures,

because the requirement of having non-merging paths w2, as in Figure 4.7, would not

be necessary anymore.

Another problem is that the inserted gyroscopes sometimes do not avoid a real irre-

ducible CSC conflict. In the current DesiJ implementation irreducible CSC conflicts

are merely approximated by identifying sub-structures, as sketched in Figure 4.6, for

each component STG. Indeed, this is very rough and sometimes these structural CSC

conflicts are not dynamic ones. Thus, unnecessary gyroscopes will sometimes be in-

serted, yielding inefficient circuit implementations. To overcome the latter drawback,
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irreducible CSC conflict detection could be done by using reachability analysis, e.g.

with Punf&Mpsat. This should not suffer from complexity problems, since it is done

for the (usually) small component STGs, instead of the large specification.

Furthermore, the gyroscope insertion is not as efficient as possible, so far. On the one

hand, if there are two ‘overlapping’ irreducible CSC conflicts (i.e. for two conflicts A

and B the transition sequences v1 or v2 corresponding to A, cf. Figure 4.6, share some

transitions with v1 or v2 corresponding to B), then there is no optimisation implemented

so far in order to insert only one gyroscope for avoiding both conflicts. On the other

hand, this can lead to the problem that one conflict will be avoided with more than

one gyroscope. If the conflict A is already solved by a gyroscope insertion and for the

conflict B there is a transition pair (ten, tex) for which another gyroscope will be inserted

to avoid B, but (ten, tex) are part of v1 or v2 corresponding to A as well, then A will be

avoided via two gyroscopes. Obviously, this is undesired and DesiJ should be improved

to avoid this. Solutions to rather similar problems w.r.t. Petri net unfoldings have been

presented in [KMY06].

In Section 4.2 two further possibilities to avoid irreducible CSC conflicts in the com-

ponents were mentioned. First, an appropriate partitioning of the output signals was

suggested; a solution will be presented later in Section 5.3. Second, the relevant signal

detection procedure can be improved for critical components: one can use transitions

t that fire between ten and tex such that they will not be contracted during decompo-

sition, but backtracking will be performed and l(t) will be added as an input for the

critical component. Related work can be found in [KS07].

To exploit the advantages of all these possibilities an overall heuristic might be de-

veloped in the following way:

1. A suitable output partitioning should be chosen in order to substantially reduce

the number of irreducible CSC conflicts in the component STGs. However, this

partitioning must be done carefully, since it must not lead to such complex com-

ponents which are not synthesisable anymore (cf. also Chapter 5).

2. Remaining conflicts should be avoided by backtracking on signals which are at

first glance not relevant for the critical component. Again this should be carefully

done, since it could lead to an uncontrollable growth of the critical component,

because in the worst case each ‘backtracked’ signal could lead to new irreducible

CSC conflicts, preventing the final logic synthesis of this component.

3. If there are still remaining conflicts or if the critical component grows uncon-

trollably, then new internal communication signals, as presented in this chapter,
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should be introduced in order to avoid the remaining conflicts.

An important issue for the success of control resynthesis is the performance improve-

ment of the resulting circuits, in comparison to a synthesis based on syntax-directed

translation. For this, the presented approach could be optimised by investigating how

the choice of the delay candidate (among several possible delay candidates), cf. Sec-

tion 4.3.1, can influence the synthesis time and the resulting circuit area and perfor-

mance. Further research is needed to investigate how the order of the gyroscopes for

a sequential gyroscope insertion, as in Section 4.3.3, influences the resulting circuit

performance and its synthesis time.

Another possibility for optimisation might be the replacement of the gyroscope in-

sertion by another operation: Indeed, a gyroscope insertion is easy but potentially

doubles the state space of the respective component (since the state of the new signal

is independent of all other signals), which can prevent synthesis. Alternatives are:

• the insertion of a two-way communication according to a 4-phase handshake pro-

tocol: the critical component sends ic+req to the delay component, which answers

with ic+ack and then ic−req and ic−ack follow. This doubles the number of inserted

signals but could keep the state space small, and thus might be needed for the

synthesis of larger specifications.

• the insertion of a single signal edge ic+, and the insertion of ic− somewhere else

such that consistency is preserved.11 In particular, if two gyroscopes are inserted

into one component as in the SPT-benchmarks from Section 4.5, one could be

replaced by ic+ and the other by ic−. However, this might require a state space

analysis of the component, since the respective signal edges must not be enabled

concurrently to guarantee consistency. Hence, this might only be suitable for

small components.

11 This is quite similar to ordinary CSC solving, except that the constraints differ somehow. Hence,
the same techniques used there might be helpful.
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Partitioning Heuristics

This chapter presents heuristics for finding suitable output partitions, as a guidance for

the STG decomposition, in order to improve the quality of the resulting circuits.1 First

notions about partitioning heuristics can be found in [Him99].

In the sections 5.1 to 5.4 four new heuristics are presented and experimental re-

sults are given in Section 5.5. Section 5.6 discusses the limitations of the presented

approach, gives an outlook for further research and gives some first promising results

when combining the considered partitioning heuristics.

The starting point for each heuristic is always an unimproved feasible partition and

the outcome is an improved feasible one.

First, each heuristic will be introduced with the help of Figure 5.1. Then an algo-

rithmic solution will be presented for each of them. Figure 5.1 shows just fragments

of safe, live and consistent STGs: (a) shows a part of a large specification STG, while

(b), (c), (d), (e) and (f) show (the resp. parts of) the components resulting from total

decomposition of (a). Until Section 5.4 forget about place q and the dashed arcs in

(a) – it will explicitly be mentioned when they are needed. For simplicity, assume that

one can do reasoning just on these parts of STGs, i.e. that the unseen parts do not

contradict this reasoning.

1The content of this chapter is based on [WVW11].
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Figure 5.1: Fragments of consistent, live and safe STGs: a specification (a) and the compo-
nents (b), (c), (d), (e) and (f) after total decomposition. In (a) ignore place q
and the dashed arcs until explicitly mentioned.
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5.1 Signal Re-use

Other decomposition-based methods, e.g. [CCCGV06, YM07], always apply total de-

composition. Our STG decomposition is more general, and this allows us to take

advantage of the following observation. After decomposition, any two components Ci

and Cj model the occurrence of different outputs, but the two sets of external signals

sometimes overlap to a large extent – or one might even be contained in the other. In

case of a large overlap, it seems to be better to determine just one component Cij with

outputs Outi ∪ Outj, because it will have only slightly more signals than each of Ci

and Cj. Thus, logic synthesis will often be just as possible for Cij, and the resulting

circuit is usually more efficient (in terms of area) than the two circuits resulting from

synthesising Ci and Cj separately. (This efficiency gain is caused by a kind of ‘internal

signal sharing’, i.e. a CSC conflict from Ci and another one from Cj might be solved

by the same internal signal in Cij.)

For a feasible partition, two of its members are called compatible, if their external

signals overlap to a large extent; the idea is to improve the feasible partition by merging

such members.

To merge two members (In1, Out1) and (In2, Out2) of a partition π simply means to

replace both members in π by ((In1 ∪ In2) \ (Out1 ∪ Out2), Out1 ∪ Out2). It is easy

to see that the resulting partition will be feasible again; note that, for each output in

Out1 and Out2 resp., all essential or relevant signals (i.e. its trigger signals as well as

its conflicting signals) must be in the merged partition member; this is the case since

these signals are already in In1 ∪Out1 and In2 ∪Out2 resp.

Practically, compatibility is determined w.r.t. an initial feasible partition without

computing the final components. On the one hand, this saves time; on the other, the

final components usually contain more relevant inputs, but these might be unnecessary

for the combined components.

Definition 5.1.1 (r-Compatible)

Two initial partition members (In1, Out1) and (In2, Out2) are r-compatible if the frac-

tion of the signals in Ext1 that are also contained in Ext2 is at least r, or vice versa.

4

‘r-compatible’ means that the external signals (Ini ∪ Outi) of one initial component

are covered by the external signals of another one to a certain extent; ‘r’ defines the

fraction of overlapping and can be chosen arbitrarily.2

2It turned out that at least for the benchmarks (in Section 5.5) r = 0.66 was a good choice.
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After identifying all r-compatible pairs of partition members, we try to find large

compatible sets of members which are pairwise r-compatible, and then merge these

members. A maximal compatible set is shortly called an MC. Note that r-compatible 1

and 2 as well as r-compatible 2 and 3 will not be merged if 1 and 3 are not r-compatible.

This could lead to a large component C123 which might have too many signals, because

1 and 3 do not have many signals in common.

Regarding the specification and its component STGs in Figure 5.1, one can see that

the inputs for the initial components are as follows: Inv = {a}, Inw = {v}, Inx =

{b, y}, Iny = {b, c} and Inz = {a} (note that e.g. Inv specifies the inputs of the initial

component producing output v). The fraction of overlapping of Extx and Exty (and

vice versa) is 2
3
; according to Definition 5.1.1 and by using r = 0.66 one has to produce

just one component Cxy. Consequently, a better partition of the outputs might be

{{v}, {w}, {x, y}, {z}}.

For an algorithmic solution, a graph G has to be constructed with the partition

members as vertices, and two vertices are adjacent if they are r-compatible. The vertices

of this graph are tried to be covered by a minimum number of compatible sets, i.e.

cliques of this graph; in other words, we try to partition the vertex set into a minimum

number of cliques. So far, a fast greedy algorithm has been implemented that iteratively

chooses an MC Q0 in G and then an MC Q1 in G \Q0 etc., until no more vertices are

left. In future work, better approximations will be investigated. Obviously, this will be

computationally more complex, but since the graphs G are usually not very large, it

might not become a bottleneck for the decomposition algorithm.

Since too large components cannot be synthesized efficiently in time, one could specify

an upper bound of external signals per compatible set instead of searching for an MC;

however for the benchmarks presented in Section 5.5, this has not been necessary,

because the new components have been small enough for synthesis.

5.2 Concurrency Reduction

Improving a partition by merging partition members (as described in the last section)

might result in component STGs that are not synthesisable anymore because of state

space explosion. The main reason for the latter is a large concurrency degree of the

improved components. Consequently, a heuristic will be presented that merges members

that increase the concurrency degree of the resulting merged components by only a small

percentage.

For efficiency, the concurrency or sequentiality resp. of two partition members will be
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defined w.r.t. the signals of the corresponding initial components (Ci)i∈I again, instead

of the final ones.

Definition 5.2.1 (Sequential Signal Pair)

Two signals s1 and s2 of an STG N are sequential iff all transition pairs of {(t1, t2) |
l(t1) = s±1 and l(t2) = s±2 } are sequential, i.e. the two transitions are not enabled

concurrently under any reachable marking; otherwise s1 and s2 are concurrent. 4

Definition 5.2.2 (r-Sequential)

Two partition members (In1, Out1) and (In2, Out2) are r-sequential iff the fraction of

sequential signal pairs in {(s1, s2) | s1 ∈ Ext1 and s2 ∈ Ext2} is at least r. 4

Considering the specification in Figure 5.1(a), all signals of the initial components

Cv and Cw (i.e. {a, v} and {v, w} resp.) are pairwise sequential. Thus, it might be a

good idea to produce only one component Cvw which has the same concurrency degree

as either component. A similar situation applies for the initial components Cx and Cy.

Consequently, an improved output partition (even for r = 1) – yielding components

having a small concurrency degree – is {{v, w}, {x, y}, {z}}.

As a first step for an implementation all pairs of partition members which are r-

sequential have to be identified – calling them compatible – and then proceed as in

Section 5.1. Again, to avoid components having too many signals, one can specify an

upper bound of signals per compatible set, i.e. resulting partition member. Here, this

upper bound might be really necessary: components having a large number of signals –

even though (almost) all of them are pairwise sequential – might not be synthesisable

by a logic synthesiser like Petrify (note: this might not caused by state explosion,

but the Boolean minimisation problem could suffer from complexity issues).

For checking the r-sequentiality of two partition members, one has to check the

sequentiality of the respective signal pairs (see Definition 5.2.2); thus, one has to check

whether the corresponding transition pairs are sequential or not, cf. Definition 5.2.1.

In fact, this is EXPSPACE-hard for arbitrary nets and PSPACE-complete for safe

ones [CEP95]. However, it can be approximated by using linear programming (instead

of ILP):

Proposition 5.2.3

Let N be an STG and I be the incidence matrix of N . Two transitions t1 and t2 of N

are sequential if the following LP problem is infeasible:
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M1 = MN + I · x1
M1[t1t2〉 and M1[t2t1〉

M1, x1 ≥ 0

Proof. If t1 and t2 are concurrent, i.e. not sequential, then there is a marking M1

reachable via v1 ∈ T ∗ such that t1 and t2 can fire concurrently, hence M1[t1t2〉 and

M1[t2t1〉. This gives a non-negative integer solution to the (in)equalities when taking x1

as the Parikh vector of v1. If there is no solution, t1 and t2 are definitely sequential.

Of course, the infeasibility as an ILP problem is a better approximation for sequen-

tiality than the infeasibility as an LP problem. However, solving ILP problems is more

complex than solving LP problems. For the benchmarks in Section 5.5, the approxima-

tion with LP delivers promising results.

A different approach to check whether two transitions are not sequential is to compute

the entire concurrency relation for N in advance. There is a polynomial algorithm for

approximating the concurrency relation which is exact for free choice nets [KE96]. In

future work, this approach could be compared to the linear programming approach

presented here.

5.3 Conflict Avoidance

After applying STG decomposition, the final components might have irreducible CSC

conflicts; e.g. component Cy in Figure 5.1(e) shows a self-trigger between the markings

M1 and M2. The problem is that the environment of the component circuit for Cy

might produce the input edge b− so fast after producing b+ that the circuit is not able to

register b+ completely; this can result in malfunctioning. But in fact the environment

of the complete circuit has to wait for x+ before it produces b−, as shown by the

specification in Figure 5.1(a). Thus, the x+-labelled transition is a delay transition in

sense of Definition 4.2.1, i.e. if tex fires after ten, then td must fire in between.

W.r.t. our example the entry transition ten is labelled with b+, the exit transition tex

with b− and td with x+. If Cy would additionally produce x, the self-trigger will be

avoided. Hence, in our example a good output partition for avoiding irreducible CSC

conflicts might (again) be {{v}, {w}, {x, y}, {z}}.
Often, for each irreducible CSC conflict, one can find at least one pair of transitions

(ten, tex) such that a delay transition resolves the conflict; for self-triggers there is only
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5.3 Conflict Avoidance

one pair (ten, tex), cf. the example above in Figure 5.1(e). For general irreducible CSC

conflicts, one can identify more than one of these pairs, cf. Section 4.2.1.

Towards an algorithmic solution, a first decomposition pass using the original par-

tition has to be applied. In contrast to Section 5.1, the final components are needed

instead of the initial ones in order to detect irreducible CSC conflicts (or fragments

that can be identified structurally and often represent real irreducible conflicts). Then,

a respective transition pair (ten, tex) has to be found for each conflict; this is easy for

structural fragments such as syntactic self-triggers.

Next, one delay transition per conflict of some critical component Ci has to be identi-

fied. Each such delay transition corresponds to an output of another component. Thus,

instead of computing separate components, one has to merge Ci to all these other com-

ponents as in Section 5.1 (i.e. one has to merge all the respective partition members);

this avoids irreducible conflicts of Ci. Here, this can easily lead to large partition blocks,

and this would not alleviate the state explosion problem anymore. Hence, an upper

bound of external signals per partition member should be specified again; remaining

conflicts might be resolved by different approaches, cf. Chapter 4 and [KSVW09].

The last open question is how to identify a delay transition w.r.t. a transition pair

(ten, tex) in a way that hopefully avoids complexity problems arising from state space

exploration, huge SAT problems related to Petri net unfoldings, or large ILP problems

for state space approximation. One approach was already presented in Section 4.3.1: A

delay candidate was defined purely on the graph structure of the specification. Indeed,

this approximation was neither a sufficient nor a necessary condition for a delay tran-

sition, but for many benchmarks it was sufficient. An efficient algorithm to find these

delay candidates was also presented.

Here a new approach is presented to find a delay transition by applying linear pro-

gramming techniques again.

Proposition 5.3.1

Let N be a consistent specification STG and I be the incidence matrix of N . t ∈ T

is a delay transition w.r.t. the transition pair (ten, tex) if the following LP problem is

infeasible:

M1 = MN + I · x1 and M1[ten〉M ′
1

M2 = M ′
1 + I · x2 and M2[tex〉

0 = x2(t)

0 ≤ x1, x2,M1,M
′
1,M2
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Proof. If t is not a delay transition, then there exist a marking M1 reachable via v1 ∈ T ∗

such that M1[ten〉M ′
1 and v2 ∈ T ∗ without t and M2 with M ′

1[v2〉M2[tex〉. This gives a

non-negative integer solution to the (in)equalities when taking x1 and x2 as the Parikh

vectors of v1 and v2.

To determine a delay transition for a transition pair (ten, tex) one can check the above

LP problem for infeasibility for each output transition t of the specification N . However,

in case of a self-trigger, one can expect that the delay transition is an output transition

that was contracted ‘into’ some place ps ∈ ten
• ∩ •tex of the critical component, cf.

Figure 5.1(e); i.e. the delay transition lies on some path from ten to tex in N that does

not contain a transition of the critical component in its interior. For efficiency, one can

check the LP problem from Proposition 5.3.1 at first just for those output transitions

t of N which are reachable by a depth first search (DFS) from ten that terminates at

transitions labelled with a signal of the critical component and furthermore tex should

be reachable from t by applying a reverse DFS from tex. If no delay transition can be

identified by this way, then the other output transitions of N have to be checked for

being delay transitions.

5.4 Locked Components

Finally, a heuristic will be studied which is related to the approach in the last section

to a certain extent. Established approaches for resolving CSC conflicts concentrate

on the introduction of constraints among the signals of an STG, using lock relation or

coupledness relation resp. as a guidance, cf. [VGCM92,YP90]. In order to get efficiently

synthesisable final components, so-called r-locked members should only be merged,

yielding an improved partition.

According to [VGCM92], the signals s1 6= s2 of a consistent STG N are called locked

if the occurrences of s1 and s2 alternate, i.e. between the occurrence of two edges of

s1 there always occurs an edge of s2 and vice versa, for all traces of N . If s1 and s2

are locked, one can write (s1, s2), (s2, s1) ∈ LS; this defines the so-called lock graph

G on the signals of N with edge set LS. For suitable subgraphs of G, the connected

components are called lock classes.3 Such components can also be determined in linear

time with depth first search. Now the concept of r-locked partition members will be

defined:

3This corresponds to the concept of strongly coupledness in [YP90].
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5.4 Locked Components

Definition 5.4.1 (r-Locked)

Two partition members (In1, Out1) and (In2, Out2) are r-locked if some lock class L of

the subgraph of G induced by Ext1 ∪ Ext2 contains at least a fraction r of the signals

of Ext1 ∪ Ext2. 4

Merging of r-locked members (by applying a high percentage of locking) may alleviate

the CSC solving during synthesis of the corresponding merged components [VGCM92,

YP90].

One can improve the finest partition for the specification N in Figure 5.1(a) by

merging the members corresponding to components Cx and Cy: note that Extx∪Exty =

{b, c, x, y}, and that (x, y), (b, x) and (c, y) are locked (remember it is assumed that the

unseen STG part does not contradict our reasoning); (b, c), (b, y) and (c, x) are not

locked, but still the lock class is {b, c, x, y} = Extx ∪ Exty, i.e. the partition members

are 1-locked. A similar situation holds for merging the components Cv, Cw and Cz.

Thus, an improved output partition is {{v, w, z}, {x, y}}.

Similarly as in previous sections, a set of pairwise r-locked partition members is called

lock-compatible; such sets are merged as above, starting again (for more efficiency) from

the initial components (Ci)i∈I instead of computing the final ones.

It remains to show how to check whether two signals x and y of an STG N are

locked; for this, a similar approach as used for consistency checking in [GVC97] can be

used. One can introduce a new place q in N – as in Figure 5.1(a) – which fulfills some

properties as follows:

Proposition 5.4.2

Let N ′ be a consistent STG and x, y ∈ Sig. Let place q ∈ P be connected to transitions

t ∈ T as follows: W (t, q) = 1 if l(t) = x±, and W (t, q) = 0 otherwise; W (q, t) = 1 if

l(t) = y±, and W (q, t) = 0 otherwise.

If q is safe and implicit, then the signals x and y are locked in N which is obtained

from N ′ by removing q.

Proof. Since q is safe, some y-transition must fire between any two x-transitions in all

firing sequences of N ′, and these are the same in N since q is implicit. Whenever a

y-transition fires, it empties q by safeness; hence, an x-transition must fire before the

next y-transition.

To check whether x and y are locked, a place q is added to N obtaining N ′ as described

in the proposition; then q has to be checked whether it is safe and implicit. The only

choice is whether to put a token on q or not. If, in each firing sequence of N , there
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is an x-transition before a y-transition, there must be MN ′(q) = 0; if there is always a

y-transition before an x-transition, there must be MN ′(q) = 1. Since one cannot know

a priori which case is available, one has to try both possibilities.

To approximate the safeness and implicitness of a place q of a (very large) STG N

linear programming can be used again.

Proposition 5.4.3

Let N be an STG and I be the incidence matrix of N . The place q ∈ P of N is safe if

the following LP problem is infeasible:

M = MN + I · x

M(q) ≥ 2

M,x ≥ 0

Proof. If q is unsafe, then there is a firing sequence v ∈ T ∗ reaching a marking M where

q has two or more tokens; then the Parikh vector x of v (and M) give a non-negative

integer solution of the problem.

For approximating implicitness one could check q for structural redundancy. If the

ILP problem in Definition 3.2.2 has a solution, q is structurally redundant, i.e. q is

implicit. Alternatively, here an idea inspired from [CC08] is used to approximate im-

plicitness for a place q by solving LP problems instead of complex ILP problems.

t1

t2

t3

p3

p4

p2p1

q

Figure 5.2: STG fragment showing a part of a reachable marking. The place q is not implicit.

The marking of an implicit place q is never the only restriction that prevents any

transition t with q ∈ •t from its firing. In Figure 5.2, the place q is not implicit, since

all places of •t1 \ q are sufficiently marked, i.e. p1 and p2 have one token each; the

insufficient marking of q is the only condition that prevents t1 from firing. If ∀t ∈ q• no

such reachable marking exists, then q is implicit. This will be approximated by using
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linear programming in the same way as above, where the undesired property was to

have two tokens on q (a proof can be found in [STC98]):

Proposition 5.4.4

Let N be an STG and I be the incidence matrix of N . The place q ∈ P of N is implicit

if the following LP problem is infeasible ∀t ∈ q•:

M1 = MN + I · x1
∀p ∈ •t \ q : M1(p) ≥ W (p, t)

M1(q) ≤ W (q, t)− 1

M1, x1 ≥ 0

So far, it is required that a certain fraction of signals is covered by one lock class for

r-locked partition members, cf. Definition 5.4.1. Since the results for this approach were

not so promising as expected, it will be investigated in the future how the quality of

the results changes if one replaces the applied lock class criterion by considering either

cliques or weaker structures than connected components as suggested in [VGCM92,

YP90]. Furthermore, an approximation will be considered where the implicitness check

from Proposition 5.4.4 will be replaced with an LP check for Definition 3.2.2.

5.5 Experimental Results

Now, the partitioning heuristics will be demonstrated for the benchmark examples

given in Table 5.1. For each benchmark, its size in terms of transition (|T |) and place

count (|P |) is given. The bottom half presents specifications derived from handshake

component circuits in the context of control resynthesis (cf. Section 2.3.3), while the

top half presents some standard benchmarks – not related to control resynthesis. In

order to compare the presented approach to different logic synthesis approaches, Table

5.1 reports the logic synthesis results for Punf&Mpsat [KKY04], Petrify [CKK+02]

and Moebius [CC08]. For each benchmark and logic synthesiser, the synthesis time

(in seconds) as well as an approximation for the circuit area in terms of literals of the

Boolean equations resulting from complex gate synthesis is reported. Without overall

CSC solving, it is impossible to compare the results with Nutas [YM07], since none of

the benchmarks has CSC initially.

Sometimes logic synthesis gave no result after two hours of computation (‘timeout’),

a memory overflow occurred (‘mem. ov.’), or logic synthesis was impossible (‘imposs.’)

due to either structural limitations of the unfolding-based synthesis approach or due to
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Benchmark
Size Mpsat Petrify Moebius
|T |–|P | time/area time/area time/area

1 2pp wk.09 38–71 4/89 21/90 3/90
2 2pp wk.12 50–95 15/119 236/120 5/120
3 3pp wk.06 38–70 5/90 89/99 4/93
4 3pp wk.09 56–106 19/135 1467/144 9/138
5 3pp wk.12 74–142 61/180 timeout 18/183
6 FifoStage 12–15 1/46 2/37 imposs.
7 MstRead 52–74 imposs. timeout imposs.

8 Shifter 72–98 64/76 842/79 7/76
9 ArbTree 104–115 196/128 2028/119 84/126
10 SMPS4 204–309 187/47 216/54 imposs.
11 SMPS5 418–636 mem. ov. mem. ov. imposs.
12 SMPS6 844–1285 mem. ov. mem. ov. imposs.
13 SeqTree5 252–372 mem. ov. mem. ov. 688/183
14 SeqTree6 508–756 mem. ov. mem. ov. timeout
15 SeqTree7 1020–1524 mem. ov. mem. ov. timeout

Table 5.1: SI logic synthesis results.

incompleteness of the ILP-based CSC solving method.

The benchmark computations, except for the Moebius results, were performed on

a VMware R© Linux guest system with 1 GB of RAM. The host machine was an Intel R©

Core
TM

2 Duo E8400 CPU with 3 GHz and 4 GB of RAM running a Windows XP R©

32-Bit version. The Moebius results were performed by Josep Carmona on an Intel R©

Xeon R© CPU X3363 with 2.83 GHz and 24 GB of RAM running a Linux OS.

Table 5.2 reports the results for decomposition-based logic synthesis using the tool

DesiJ (see Chapter 6) and Petrify for logic synthesis of the final components. Each

of the heuristics presented in Section 5 was integrated into DesiJ (cf. the header of

Table 5.2) by using the free tool lpSolve [BEN04] as linear programming solver and

the results are compared with total decomposition. Note that for each benchmark the

introduction of internal communication between components as presented in Chapter 4

is necessary to enable logic synthesis of the final components. Again the synthesis time

(i.e. the cumulated seconds for decomposition and Petrify logic synthesis) and circuit

area (i.e. the cumulated literals count of the final component circuits using complex

gate implementation) is reported. Furthermore, the number of resulting components

for each benchmark and heuristic is given (|C|).
The diagram in Figure 5.3 visualizes the area reduction achievements for the bench-
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marks 1 to 12 when applying DesiJ-based synthesis using the distinct partitioning

heuristics. Each application of a heuristic can be compared with total decomposition,

which is usually very area consuming, as well as with logic synthesis, which usually

produces the most efficient circuits – hence the logic synthesis results can be seen as a

lower bound for the results from DesiJ-based synthesis.4

B. Total 5.1 Re-use 5.2 RedConc 5.3 AvoidCSC 5.4 Lock
|C|–time/area |C|–time/area |C|–time/area |C|–time/area |C|–time/area

1 19–1/130 10–1/124 19–1/130 18–1/90 6–3/124
2 25–1/160 13–1/151 25–2/160 24–1/120 7–4/151
3 19–2/154 10–2/137 19–3/154 17–1/93 7–3/137
4 28–3/208 15–5/196 28–4/198 26–2/138 10–6/208
5 37–3/243 19–3/227 37–6/243 35–3/183 10–10/228
6 4–0/70 2–0/37 4–0/70 2–0/37 4–0/70
7 14–1/327 8–7/294 14–1/326 4–118/261 14–2/328

8 13–30/208 11–3/191 8–36/159 7–41/182 8–38/159
9 18–3/225 17–2/219 9–13/200 4–62/196 18–9/225
10 2–6/74 1–2/54 1–2/54 1–2/54 2–5/74
11 2–99/80 1–2/54 1–2/54 1–2/54 2–86/66
12 2–1952/126 mem. ov. mem. ov. mem. ov. 2–1818/126
13 33–1/289 33–1/289 7–72/295 7–81/315 32–30/289
14 65–3/577 65–3/577 13–477/572 14–122/629 64–318/577
15 129–6/1153 129–6/1153 26–5707/1162 27–265/1272 128–3703/1153

Table 5.2: DesiJ-based SI logic synthesis using different partitioning heuristics.

DesiJ-based synthesis includes the following steps: at first, one of the decomposition

heuristics is applied or just the finest partition is used for total decomposition. Then de-

composition is carried out and internal communication signals are inserted structurally

– as gyroscope insertions – in order to avoid possibly still remaining irreducible CSC

conflicts for the final components, cf. Chapter 4. Finally, Petrify synthesises the final

component STGs; for this, it solves the remaining reducible CSC conflicts, again by

internal signal insertion. This signal insertion is done on the state graph level; thus, it

is more efficient w.r.t. circuit area but more time consuming. To sum up, the encoding

step for DesiJ-based logic synthesis is split into the fast but area consuming gyroscope

insertion and the slow but area efficient Petrify signal insertion.

Note that this two-step CSC solution usually yields circuits with more area than

the circuits resulting from synthesis using the approaches from Table 5.1 (see also

4 Note that the results for ‘Logic Synthesis’ represent the average values for the final circuit area
when doing logic synthesis with Punf&Mpsat, Petrify or Moebius for each benchmark.
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of area reduction results from Tables 5.1 (w.r.t. ‘Logic Synthesis
(Avg.)’) and Table 5.2 for the benchmarks 1 to 12.

Figure 5.3), which solve CSC overall for the entire specification. However, the aim of

DesiJ-based synthesis is basically to enable logic synthesis for very large specifications

which are impossible to synthesise (as a whole) with any other logic synthesis approach,

instead of producing the most efficient circuits. And indeed, larger specifications than

with Moebius can even be handled (cf. benchmarks 14 and 15). This is because

Moebius uses NP-complete ILP techniques to solve CSC for the entire specification.

For the partitioning heuristics Re-use, RedConc, and Lock resp. the following values

for parameter r were used: 0.66, 0.9 and 0.8 resp. A signal number restriction of

20 signals per components was applied for the heuristics AvoidCSC and Lock. These

numbers have been determined empirically in extended experiments.

When applying partitioning heuristics instead of using total decomposition, in most

cases a remarkable area reduction of the final circuits (up to a half, cf. benchmark 6 –

the FifoStage) can be reached, cf. also Figure 5.3. This is achieved, either because one

needs in total fewer encoding signals to solve CSC conflicts for the final components,

or because in total fewer gyroscope insertions are needed even though Petrify inserts

further signals, but in a more efficient way. On the downside, synthesis with partitioning

heuristics usually lasts longer than with total decomposition, since Petrify usually
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takes more time for signal insertion compared to the DesiJ gyroscope insertion which

is purely structural; note that computing a partition and the decomposition itself is

usually not a bottleneck.

In contrast, for the SeqTree benchmarks (13, 14 and 15), the partitioning heuristics

cause no area improvement. The reason is that in these cases, the gyroscope insertions

do not only turn irreducible CSC conflicts into reducible ones but actually solve all the

conflicts as efficient as pure logic synthesis would do; hence, it does not hurt that total

decomposition leads to more gyroscope insertions. This phenomenon might be related

to the fact that the SeqTree benchmarks have a very simple structure; this relationship

will be studied in the future. Furthermore, for these complex SeqTree examples even

the LP solution becomes a bottleneck, because almost the entire synthesis time is used

for computing the improved partition. Observe that DesiJ-based synthesis is the only

approach that delivers a circuit for benchmarks 7, 11, 12, 14 and 15 within two hours.

AvoidCSC turned out to be a very good heuristic: it usually produces circuits with

a similar area as the implementations resulting from pure logic synthesis (Petrify

and Punf&Mpsat), provided the latter works at all; cf. the benchmarks in Tables 5.1

and 5.2. AvoidCSC is better than total decomposition because fewer internal signal

insertions are needed to solve CSC problems.

However, the results for the lock heuristic turned out to be worse than expected,

because logic synthesis of the final components often needed many more internal sig-

nals than with AvoidCSC. The reason might be that the lock heuristic was applied

just to initial partition members instead of final components. Recall that the applied

decomposition method can also add relevant signals to the initial partition members;

due to these added signals, the final components might not be locked so well anymore,

i.e. the added signals might destroy the good CSC properties in the final components.

In future work, this will be investigated in more detail.

In many cases (cf. examples 1 to 7), RedConc was not able to merge any partition

members (even for parameter values down to 0.6) and, thus, delivers the same com-

ponents as total decomposition. However, for real-life specifications from resynthesis

context – like 8 and 9 – RedConc delivers the best results.

The strategy Re-use shows some promise over all examples; possibly, the results

can be slightly improved by tweaking the parameter r and maybe choosing an upper

signal bound per partition member. It might also be useful in combination with other

heuristics.

As usual, the time for DesiJ-based synthesis in comparison to pure logic synthesis

is either slightly better for small benchmarks or clearly superior for very large ones,
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cf. the large benchmarks 9 to 15. Except for the Shifter benchmark, DesiJ is also

always faster than decomposition-based synthesis with Moebius – the bottleneck for

the Shifter benchmark is again the Petrify synthesis (i.e. CSC solving) of the final

components and not the partitioning and decomposition. However, Moebius produces

sometimes much better results for circuit area because of the superiority of its overall

CSC solution approach, cf. the benchmarks 8, 9 and 13.

For benchmark 12, the merged components determined by Re-use, RedConc and

AvoidCSC are too complex for Petrify synthesis.

It was also investigated how the results changed when using ILP instead of LP for the

heuristics RedConc, AvoidCSC and Lock. In fact, the resulting components (and thus

the final circuit area) were always the same; unexpectedly, ILP solving often needed a

similar amount of time as LP solving:

One reason might be the size of the specifications, i.e. for small examples like FifoStage

the complexity of ILP solving does not have a noticeable effect. Another reason might

be that the very large benchmarks, e.g. SeqTree6, have a simple structure (often marked

graphs) such that even LP delivers non-negative integer solutions for their reachable

markings; note that an ILP solver using the branch-and-bound technique, like lpSolve,

often first tries to transform the ILP problem by removing the integrality constraints

on the variables, called its LP relaxation, and then tries to solve this problem; this

LP relaxation might already deliver the correct results for the large ‘simple structured’

benchmarks.

However, for the benchmarks 1 to 5 and the Lock heuristic, ILP takes considerably

longer than LP: for benchmark 4, the partition computation by using LP or ILP resp.

needs 2.1 or 311 seconds resp. and for the fifth benchmark 5.3 or 1603 seconds resp.;

but (as mentioned above) the resulting improved partitions were the same.

5.6 Limitations and Opportunities

The results presented in the latter section are promising, but there are still benchmarks

which are not synthesisable. As already mentioned in Section 4.6, after decomposition

and insertion of internal communication to avoid irreducible CSC conflicts there might

be components which still have unresolvable conflicts, especially due to the current

limitations of the approach presented in Chapter 4.

However, recent experiments show that if total decomposition fails, i.e. several com-

ponents are not SI implementable, the proposed partitioning heuristics at least signifi-

cantly increase the fraction of synthesisable components.
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In particular for building ‘better’ components w.r.t. CSC satisfaction the ‘locked

components’ heuristic should deliver better results. In future work, the use of differ-

ent criteria for building lock classes will be studied and how the reasoning on final

components, instead of initial partition members, influences the results.

In order to further improve the final circuit area, the effect of parameter tuning

for each of the presented heuristics should be investigated as well as the presented

algorithmic solutions should be improved, as suggested above.

Another open question is how these heuristics would combine. First experiments

were conducted using a new heuristic which combines Re-use, RedConc, AvoidCSC

and Lock: It basically works like Re-use from Section 5.1, but compatibility is defined

by majority voting5 based on the distinct criteria whether two partition members are

compatible or ‘mergable’. For example, if there are two partition members 1 and 2 and

according to Re-use and RedConc resp. both are r-compatible and r-sequential resp.,

then 1 and 2 are compatible according to the new combined heuristic as well.

This combined heuristic was incorporated into DesiJ; it delivered first promising

results. Figure 5.6 depicts these results by comparing them with total decomposition

and logic synthesis for the benchmarks 1 to 11 from Section 5.5.

An area reduction w.r.t. total decomposition is always reached when using the com-

bined heuristic, but in comparison to the isolated application of each heuristic the

combined heuristic does not always deliver the best results. (The combined heuristic

computes for the benchmarks 6 and 8, 9, 10, 11 the best results.) Remarkably, for

benchmark 9 the combined heuristic delivers even a better result (177 literals) than

each other heuristic in isolation. It might be interesting whether this effect can be

confirmed by further experiments. The time consumption for computing this combined

partitioning heuristic is roughly the cumulated time as if each heuristic is computed in

isolation. Note, this has only a big impact when synthesising very complex benchmarks

such as SeqTree7, where merely the computation of the partition needs 8739 seconds.

So far, the presented partitioning heuristics concern the improvement of CSC satis-

faction for the final components as well as area reduction. However, in the important

field of control resynthesis (Section 2.3.3) area consumption does not really matter, but

performance. It is crucial to obtain controllers that react as fast as possible. Therefore,

factors like cycle time must guide both the partition construction and the decomposi-

tion. In [CC08] some preliminary work in this direction can be found.

5 Here, 2 out of 4 is already considered a majority, because the distinct partitioning criteria are rather
orthogonal.
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of area reduction results when applying total decomposition,
decomposition using the combined partitioning heuristic, and logic synthesis
for the benchmarks 1 to 11 from Section 5.5.

The grey column is labelled with the precise values for the combined partitioning heuristic
results. Recall, the precise values for the application of the different logic synthesis methods
or total decomposition can be found above in the tables 5.1 or 5.2 resp.
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5.6 Limitations and Opportunities

Concerning the partition construction, e.g. the ‘locked components’ heuristic may

increase the cycle time if many signals are locked. Thus, when using the combined

heuristic the r-locked criterion must not have such a big impact as the other compati-

bility criteria or it can even be omitted for the matter of performance improvement.

Furthermore, one can develop new basic heuristics for improving performance, e.g. a

heuristic which reduces the amount of internal communication between the components

such that the components are able to work as independent as possible (i.e. as parallel

as possible); in particular, this avoids slow communication paths, e.g. starting from

C1 to C2 ... to Cn. However, such a performance-driven heuristic might destroy CSC

satisfaction though. Thus, it is crucial to find a sound combined heuristic which can be

tuned to find a good trade-off.
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6
The Decomposition Tool DesiJ

This chapter presents the decomposition tool DesiJ.1 It is a decomposer for signal

transition graphs which is implemented in Java. To cope with complexity in logic syn-

thesis of asynchronous controllers, it decomposes a large STG specification into several

smaller component STGs – as depicted by the architecture diagram in Figure 6.1(a),

cf. also Figure 1.1(b).

After decomposition, SI logic synthesis from each component STG can be done by

using Petrify or Punf&Mpsat. In Figure 2.12 it was already shown how DesiJ

could be incorporated into a design-flow based on control resynthesis.

Decomposition with DesiJ is guided by an output partition and for each partition

member a component STG is generated which should be SI implementable, i.e. it must

not have irreducible CSC conflicts. Thus, DesiJ does not only consist of the Decomposer

agent, see Figure 6.1(b), which implements several decomposition strategies [SVWK06,

KSVW09], but also needs an Irreducible CSC handler to avoid irreducible CSC conflicts

for the resulting component STGs. Chapter 4 describes in detail how the latter agent

works, in particular how it modifies the specification and the former output partition

(note that the Irreducible CSC handler has read/write-access – i.e. modifiable access

– to a copy of the specification and to the output partition as well). The Partitioning

agent computes suitable output partitions to improve the resulting circuits, as explained

in Chapter 5.

Figure 6.2 shows a typical interaction of these agents to get SI implementable com-

1The content of this chapter is inspired by [SWW09].
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6 The Decomposition Tool DesiJ

DesiJ

Specification

SI Circuit

DesiJ

SI comp. 1

Component STG 1

Petrify
Petrify

(Punf&Mpsat)

Partitioning Agent
/Chapter 5/

Decomposer

Irreducible CSC Handler /Chapter 4/

Component
STG 1

Component
STG n

Output
Partition

(a) (b)

original Specification

modified Specification

Figure 6.1: System Architecture of DesiJ.
(The grey storage components are realised as .g-files.)

ponent STGs. It is modelled as a safe Petri net, where transitions have operational

characteristics, i.e. the firing of a transition represents the execution of the operation

with which the considered transition is labelled. The small transitions without any label

represent NOP-transitions, i.e. their firing represent no operation; they are necessary

due to syntactical reasons.

Before decomposition, the Partitioning agent computes an improved partition which

is usually coarser than the finest one. Then the Decomposer computes the final com-

ponents according to this chosen output partition. The Irreducible CSC handler checks

for each component whether it has irreducible CSC conflicts. If no conflicts can be iden-

tified, the decomposition procedure is finished, otherwise the conflicts are tried to be

avoided by introducing new internal communication signals and the modified specifica-

tion is decomposed anew. Then one could try to identify new irreducible CSC conflicts

for the modified components, resolve them, and decompose the modified specification

again, until no new irreducible CSC conflicts can be identified.

However, the implemented approximation for identifying irreducible CSC conflicts of

the components (which is represented by the grey-shaded transition) is not very mature

yet – see also Section 4.6. On the one hand, there might be several conflicts identified

as irreducible which are actually not such conflicts. On the other, there might be other
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Figure 6.2: Typical Decomposition Sequence of DesiJ
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6 The Decomposition Tool DesiJ
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(Java SE 6 or higher)
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Decomposition Strategies
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see Chapter 4  
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Command Line
batch, interactive

GUI
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rm

Interface Layer

Decomposition
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STG Layer

Java Layer

Partitioning
see Chapter 5  

Figure 6.3: Layered Software Architecture of DesiJ (adapted from [SWW09])

‘real’ irreducible CSC conflicts which are not identifiable by the current implementation

of the Irreducible CSC handler. Thus, the current DesiJ implementation executes this

loop (represented by the dashed arc) only once; i.e. after the first run of decomposition

it checks for irreducible conflicts, resolves them, applies a second decomposition pass

and eventually tries to synthesise each component. This already succeeds for many

benchmarks.

6.1 Software Architecture

DesiJ was started to develop in 2004 by Mark Schäfer as a decomposition framework for

STGs [Sch07,SWW09]. The present author started to improve the tool in 2007 in order

to enable decomposition-based SI logic synthesis. Java was chosen as the programming

language, because a relatively short, easy extensible and maintainable source code was

preferred over a high-performance implementation (e.g. using C/C++). In particular,

performance was not the prime objective, because the implemented algorithms work

structurally, i.e. it is explicitly avoided to perform expensive operations, e.g. building

reachability graphs.

To support extensibility, DesiJ was developed as a layered architecture based on the

Java SE Runtime Environment (JRE) and some external libraries, see Figure 6.3:

• The STG layer provides basic functionality for STG handling independent from

decomposition. In particular, it implements the STG class and a read operation

for STGs from Petrify ‘.g-files’ by using the JavaCC parser generator [Jcc]. In

order to view particular STGs conversion operations using Graphviz [Gra] are

implemented.
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6.2 Functionality

To avoid generating many copies of component STGs during backtracking an undo

mechanism is implemented which can restore previous versions of an STG very

efficiently. It works as a stack like in most text or image editors. There are only

three supported operations: adding/removing nodes with their incident arcs and

changing the signature. All high-level operations like transition contraction are

reduced to these ones.

• The decomposition layer implements the various decomposition strategies, see

[KSVW09]. In particular, a heuristic to approximate optimal decomposition trees

for the strategy Tree is implemented in order to avoid the NP-complete calcu-

lation of optimal decomposition trees [KK01].

Furthermore, the decomposition layer implements the avoidance of irreducible

CSC conflicts for the components, see Chapter 4, and the various partitioning

heuristics, see Chapter 5, as well.

• The interface layer actually provides three access possibilities for the implemented

functionality: a batch command line mode as the most powerful mode with the

most options, an interactive command line mode and a graphical user interface

(GUI) in order to visually track the decomposition process. At the moment, the

GUI is merely working in an older version of DesiJ, but not for the current imple-

mentation (hence, the GUI block is depicted with a dashed border in Figure 6.3).

The batch mode of DesiJ has been designed in order to use the tool as a back-end

by some other tool or framework (cf. Figure 2.12). For example, there is already

an interface for using DesiJ within the framework WorkCraft [Wor] which

handles interpreted graph models. The accessible features via the command line

are presented in Section 6.2.

• The C onditions, C ollectors and Operations (CCO) block is something special:

these operations are independent from decomposition, but provide useful features

for it; however, the CCO block belongs to the STG layer on a functional level.

The CCO concept was introduced to enable the fast (sometimes prototype) imple-

mentation of necessary algorithms. It allows to implement abstract pseudo-code

like descriptions of an algorithm in a straightforward way [Sch07].

6.2 Functionality

As explained, the primary task of DesiJ is the decomposition of complex STGs into

several smaller component STGs by applying structural techniques only. Furthermore,
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6 The Decomposition Tool DesiJ

DesiJ provides many additional external functions. Some of them are used during the

decomposition process as well. These additional external functions are:

• deletion of redundant places,

• dummy transition contraction (i.e. λ-labelled transitions),

• reachability graph generation,

• a verification operation to find an STG-bisimulation between the specification and

its components.

All functions are accessible via the command line interface. The desired function can

be chosen via the command line parameter operation, e.g. desij operation=reddel

some stg activates the deletion of all redundant places of some stg. (Note that on Win-

dows command lines the ‘=’ characters are usually interpreted and replaced by spaces

before the command execution happens. To avoid this interpretation use quotation

marks such as operation"="reddel.) If no function or operation resp. is specified the

default function is STG decomposition. A list of all external available functions can be

found in [Sch07].

In addition to the functions, several options and parameters are available to configure

the STG decomposition process. There are options and parameters for:

1. controlling the decomposition process,

2. handling of redundant places,

3. supporting the synthesis of components.

The first group contains options and parameters to affect the decomposition itself.

The user can specify the decomposition strategy, i.e. Basic, LazyBack, Tree, Ag-

gregation or CSC-Aware [KS07]. If Tree is chosen, the user can also determine

the method used to generate the decomposition tree. Furthermore, he can define out-

put partitions which are different from the finest one, or the user can specify to apply

one of the heuristics presented in Chapter 5. Additionally, he can even configure the

order or the execution of several decomposition operations during the decomposition

(e.g. postponing failed transition contractions or perform safe contractions only).

The second group includes options to configure the deletion of redundant places

during the decomposition. DesiJ can check for easy special cases (e.g. a place with

an empty postset is always redundant), loop-only places, duplicate places, shortcut
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6.3 Installation

places and implicit places [STC98]; the latter needs support from external tools such

as Punf&Mpsat or lpSolve.

The last group contains options and parameters for the synthesis of component STGs.

Since DesiJ is only a decomposition tool but not a logic synthesiser, it provides inter-

faces to call Punf, Mpsat and Petrify for SI logic synthesis after decomposition –

cf. Figure 6.1(a). This usually requires the avoidance of irreducible CSC conflicts for

the components (Chapter 4).

Besides, DesiJ provides various further functions, options and parameters to provide

more user-friendliness:

• the conversion of STGs into postscript files by using the GraphViz package [Gra],

• the automatic generation of special complex benchmark STGs (e.g. SPT-?, see

Figure 4.4 and Table 4.1), and

• operations to affect the logging process.

All options and parameters are accessible via the command line interface. Options

can be given in a long or in a short form. For instance, the option for allowing safeness

preserving transition contractions can be given as --safe-contractions or shortly as

-f. The short forms can be combined, i.e. instead of -f -T, just -fT can be used2.

Furthermore, options have a default value, either true or false, which is switched by the

presence of the option in the command line call. In contrast, parameters must always

be given in the form parameter=value, cf. the parameter operation mentioned above.

The default values for the command line options and parameters are chosen such that

in most cases only typing desij some stg results in a fast and sufficient decomposition

of some stg. Note that only STGs specified in the .g-file format, i.e. the input format

of Petrify and Punf, are processable by DesiJ.

A complete list of all command line options and parameters, accompanied by short

descriptions including their default values, will be printed on the standard output by

desij --help.

6.3 Installation

The basic requirement for running DesiJ is a working installation of the Java SE

Runtime Environment, version 6 or higher.

2The option -T affects the removal of redundant transitions during the decomposition process.
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6 The Decomposition Tool DesiJ

DesiJ as well as some STG examples can be downloaded from [Des]. There are two

versions: an older one with a working GUI and a current development snapshot without

a GUI. It comes within an archive that has to be extracted to a local folder. Besides

the binary of DesiJ (a zip- or jar-archive resp.) and maybe another library for the

old version (called freehep [Fre]), the folder contains two shell scripts: one for running

DesiJ on Windows machines (a batch script) and the other one for Linux systems (a

bash script). After adapting the environment variables DESIJ DIR3 and PATH to the

absolute path of DesiJ’s local folder, one can call it at the command line, e.g. by

simply typing desij --help.

The interaction with other tools such as Petrify and Mpsat works for Linux and

Windows installations, but the Windows version of Petrify does not work as good as

the Linux version; thus, it is recommended to use DesiJ on Linux machines. Of course,

DesiJ requires the correct installation of these external tools as well as the adaptation

of the PATH variable to the folders containing the binaries of them.

3as done in the shell scripts
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7
Conclusions

The STG decomposition of [Wol97,VW02,VK07] was significantly improved by enabling

decomposition-based logic synthesis of SI circuits, using the decomposition tool DesiJ,

cf. Figure 1.1(b). An SI circuit synthesis from very large ‘real-life’ STG specifications

of a size not reached before is possible. The method presented here is an important

step towards taking further advantage of the optimisation space that logic synthesis

provides.

It was shown that irreducible CSC conflicts resulting from STG decomposition can

often be avoided by introducing internal communication between the components, with-

out modifying the overall behaviour. The presented approach is purely structural which

enables SI logic synthesis from very complex STGs, in particular resulting from control

resynthesis of handshake circuits.

Decomposing a specification with CSC might generate components without CSC

or even with irreducible CSC conflicts; the presented method shows a way how to

deal with the latter problem. Remarkably, the applied STG decomposition can handle

specifications without CSC, which is an advantage over other decomposition methods

(e.g. the one in [YM07]).

From another point of view, the presented STG decomposition method contributes

to the CSC solution for very complex specifications in a different way than former

approaches (such as [CC08]). CSC conflicts are not solved for the entire specification,

but they are broken down to CSC solving for the smaller components. Thus, CSC

solving is split into two steps: First, the specification is decomposed into several smaller
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7 Conclusions

component STGs by avoiding irreducible CSC conflicts via new internal communication

signals, as presented in Chapter 4. Then CSC is solved for each component STG

in isolation by using well-known and optimised techniques [CKK+02], which would

suffer from complexity issues if they were applied to the complex specification. This

downscaling of the CSC encoding problem to smaller component STGs enables SI logic

synthesis from very complex specifications.

Furthermore, heuristics are presented as a guidance to find better output partitions

for the applied STG decomposition method. This is an important step to improve

the quality of the resulting circuits. In particular, the presented partitioning heuristics

aim at the improvement of the final component’s CSC satisfaction as well as chip area

reduction. Very efficient techniques have been used ensuring that the computation of

the partition does not become a bottleneck for the entire synthesis process.

7.1 Future Work

Many suggestions for further research have been made during chapters 4 and 5 for the

improvement of the proposed methods. In particular, both sections 4.6 and 5.6 give an

outlook for future research for each approach presented in the respective chapter. These

ideas should not be repeated here, but the interested reader is referred to these sections.

Here, more general ideas for future work will merely be given which are particularly not

related to the content of either chapter 4 or 5. The first idea is a general improvement

for the presented STG decomposition method, while the others are related to control

resynthesis (cf. Section 2.3.3).

Relevant Signal Detection

An important issue for STG decomposition is the detection of the relevant signals to

produce the component’s output signals. During backtracking, input signals are added

to the initial partition member or component resp. in order to avoid non-determinisms

(e.g. auto-conflicts, see Section 3.2.3). Sometimes, this backtracking-driven process

might not lead to a minimal final set of relevant signals for a particular component,

which might eventually be too large for an efficient logic synthesis. It might be better

to approximate a complete and minimal set of relevant signals a priori which ideally

makes backtracking unnecessary; it should merely be used in exceptional cases. Recall

that a complete set of relevant signals consists of the trigger signals of the compo-

nent’s outputs as well as all signals which are in conflict with them and maybe some

additional signals which are added during backtracking.1 In order to determine some

1Details can be found in Section 3.2.3.
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7.1 Future Work

small set of really necessary additional signals a priori, lock relations could be used as

a guidance. According to [VGCM92], two signals of a consistent STG are called locked

if the occurrences of their corresponding signal edges always alternate. Lock relations

are used to introduce constraints among the signals of an STG to resolve CSC conflicts

(see e.g. [CC08]). For efficiency, the lock relation w.r.t. all signal pairs of some (com-

plex) specification N can be approximated by using LP techniques (instead of ILP),

as explained in Section 5.4. Furthermore, lock classes can efficiently be determined

using graph algorithms on the lock graph G of N (see also [VGCM92,YP90]); G’s ver-

tices represent signals of N and its edge set is determined by the (approximated) lock

relation.

An important field for applying decomposition-based logic synthesis is control resyn-

thesis of handshake circuits. As explained in Section 2.3.3, HC-STGs are composed by

using the conventional parallel composition (cf. also Figure 2.10) with inter-component

communication signals being hidden and contracted (cf. also Figure 2.11), resulting in a

so-called cluster STG. For such (usually large) cluster STGs decomposition-based logic

synthesis should be applied to get an efficient cluster circuit implementation, in terms

of chip area, performance and/or energy consumption.

The following suggestions for future work are particularly related to control resyn-

thesis.

Improving Parallel Composition

The application of conventional parallel composition (as defined in Section 3.2.2) to

the HC-STGs almost always produces ‘messy’ cluster STGs with many implicit places,

even if the HC-STGs did not have them. Some of these places are easy to remove

by using efficient structural methods, e.g. duplicate places (which have the same pre-

and postsets), but removing other implicit places usually requires full-blown model

checking, which is infeasible for very large cluster STGs. Although implicit places do

not have noticeable effect on tools based on state space exploration, such as Petrify,

the results from tools that are based on structural methods, such as DesiJ, often

deteriorate. An operation where implicit places matter is transition contraction (as

defined in Definition 3.2.1), which is a crucial operation during STG decomposition.

Implicit places in the preset and/or postset of a transition can prevent its contraction,

although a contraction would be possible after removing these places.

The structure of the cluster STG can be optimised by improving the standard parallel

composition such that the composed STG structures are better suited for applying

structural operations, e.g. transition contraction. The idea is to add a pre-processing
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step to the conventional parallel composition by removing places from the components

that are guaranteed to be implicit in the result. The precise conditions that allow

to remove a particular place from a component can be found in [AKM+11]; at this

point it is enough to know that they are structural and thus can efficiently be checked.

Finally, the resulting net usually contains less implicit places in comparison with the

net obtained by conventional parallel composition.

Subnet Contraction

Another aspect for the improvement of the results might be the application of sub-

net contraction (instead of transition contractions only). Since the building of cluster

STGs follows a strict set of rules (i.e. parallel composition and inter-component signal

contraction) applied to a small set of possible HC-STGs2, the resulting cluster STG

structures might not be totally arbitrary. It might be a reasonable assumption that

one can identify (maybe ‘messy’) recurring substructures in these cluster STGs. If such

an entire substructure becomes irrelevant for some component, then its contraction as

a whole could be useful to get a small final component; in particular, if an inappro-

priate contraction order for the transitions of this substructure prevents some of these

contractions.

Obviously, subnet contraction is not only related to control resynthesis, but it would

be a general improvement for the presented STG decomposition. A first simple example

for subnet contraction was introduced in Definition 4.1.6 which enables the contraction

of a dummy gyroscope.

Performance Improvements

In the field of control resynthesis, high performance really matters, i.e. controllers

having a small cycle time and short communication paths between their components

are preferred over circuits which are e.g. area efficient. Consequently, partitioning could

be guided to improve performance, as already sketched in Section 5.6. Furthermore,

the decomposition strategy itself might be improved in this direction:

As mentioned, backtracking during decomposition is crucial to dissolve non-determi-

nisms by declaring a former irrelevant signal as relevant during the reduction process

for some component. If non-determinisms, such as auto-conflicts, occur, then there

are usually options between two or more signals to declare one of them as relevant.

Thus, one could prefer to choose an input from the environment instead of an output

of the specification, which is produced by another component. Note that the choice of

an output might introduce long communication paths through several components and

2approximately 10 control components
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7.1 Future Work

hence slows down the performance of the resulting system.

Another way to influence the decomposition strategy w.r.t. performance gain con-

cerns the reordering of applied transition contractions, cf. also [SVWK06]. For some

(initial) component a list of irrelevant signals, which have to be contracted (or their

corresponding transitions resp.), could be reordered, such that those signals have to be

contracted first which would slow down the final component if they were backtracked.

The clustering of a handshake circuit, as explained in Section 2.3.3, could also be

improved w.r.t. performance gain. In particular, the control component clusters (see

Figure 2.9) should be chosen along the longest (i.e. slowest) signal paths. By this way,

decomposition-based logic synthesis or even pure logic synthesis definitely tackles the

performance bottlenecks of the system’s control path, especially when implementing

the resulting cluster circuits in fast 2-level logic.
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